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ABSTRACT

In an attenpt to provide an historical and cultural
context for conternporary interethnic relations, this study

exanines the early interaction between the Western Woods

Cree and Hudsonts Bay Conpany traders fron first contact

until 1840,

The ethnohistorical method used to analyse docurnents

fron the Hudsonrs Bay Company Archives reveals that rela-

tions up to the end of the period under consideration were

syrnbiotic, not ones characterised by migrant superordina-

tion,
The findings dernonstrate that, contrary to the widely

held interpretation of Indian dependence on the fuT trade,

the Western Woods Cree were able to maintai.n contTol over

the relationship and to avoid being inextricably integrated

into the mercantilist econornic systen.

The Western Woods Cree continued, throughout the period,

to withdraw fron the systern at wíll and to irnpose their own

conditions on their participation.
The explanation for the loss of the Creesr dorninant

position to the European migrants Írust cone from events

after the close of this study in 1840,

VI.L
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Found Poern/Grafitti

white trash got no class

fucken ind.ian

same to you white ass

Collaborating Authors Unknown,

The Pas 1978

The Problern

The above epigraph is not as spurious as it first
night appear. Anthropologist C. F. Blake (1981) insists
that the "archaeology of grafitti" can provide significant
insight into the status of interethnic relations. The

sentinents expressed above are indeed clear indications of

the present attitudes underlying Indian/Euro-Canadian

relations in The Pas. Evidence for fundamental conflict
is not always confined to washroom walls however.

For documentation of Indian,/non-fndian relations in
Canadar w€ need only consult John Porter's (1965) The

Vertical Mosaic Harry B. Hawthorne's (1967) A Survey of

the Cgntemrrorary Indians of Canada or DIANDTs (Canada:

1981) recent Indian Conditions: A Survey to see that

Indians as an ethnic category continue to be relegated to

the lowest socioeconomic ranks in society. Despite the
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recent contentions of social scientists R. J. Ponting and

R. Gibbins (1980:67ff) and James Frideïes (1978) for instance

that attitudes anong Canadians toward Native people are

arneliorating, the índications are not all positive. Evidence

marshalled by educators G. McDiarnid and G. Pratt (1971);

the findings of anthropologists D. H. Styneist (1975) and

P. D. Elias (1975) in settings such as Sioux Lookout and

Churchill; as well as the non-Indian attitudes revealed in

the Kenora pamph let Bended Elbow (Jacobson 1975?) point to

continuing problerns of interethnic prejudice and discrim-

ination which reinforce the socioeconomic deprivation ex-

perienced by nost Native peoples in Canada. Although pre-

judice al-one cannot explain socía1 inequality (Forbes 1982:

57), basic attitudes are significant contributors to inter-
ethníc conflict nanifested in contemporary class structure
(A1lport 1979:15) .

Functionalists and positivists to the contrary, nany

historians and social scientists alike take it as axiomatic

that in order to understand contemporary social structure

and ethnic relations a knowledge of their historical evolu-

tíon is necessary (cf.Dobyns 1978: 103; Brislin 1981: 177).1

In the context of this study, it nust therefore be asked,

Can the litigation between The Pas Band and the town of

The Pas concerning school taxes on band-owned trailer court

property be understood wíthout a knowledge of the contentious

shifting of reserve land in 1910 from the present t ol^¡n site
to land tracross the river"? Can this issue be understood



without knowing the detaí1s of reserve allocation and treaty
negotiations in 1875--1876; or the previous settlenent pat-

teTns? Can the strong resistance anong town businessmen

to the developrnent of a large shopping nal1 rracross the

river" on the reserve; the 1978 protest over mígratory bird

hunting Ìights; the continuing controversy surrounding the

use of the Saskeran wildlife area; the 1912 conflict con-

cerning the ceding of land for the railway right of way;

or the continuing dissatísfaction of Indian Band rnembers

with DIAND administratiorr2 b" explained in isolation f rorn

the above sequence? Can any of these ïelations be clarified

without understanding, anong other things, the influence

of rnissionary activity anong the Cree of the area since 1840

(cf,K. Pettipas 7972; R. McKay 1983), or indeed about the

prior Indian/non-Indian relations in the fur trade?

Very sinply, the basic contention of this study is

that we cannot understand these historíc and continuing

relations without first comprehending the patterns of ini-

tial contact and adjustnent; without first establi.shing

an historical and a cultural context for these contenporary

socioecononic relations,

Purpose

The central purpose of this study therefore arises

out of the problern of horq to begin to explüin contempolary

Indian/non- Indian relations in The Pas. If those scholars

who maintain that ín order to understând modern conditions
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we nust first understand their historical antecedents are

correct, the origin and developnent of Indi an/non - Indi an

relations over tine rnust becorne a focus for research. It
is,only historians such as E. Palmer Patterson (1971:4J

and R, J. Shafer (1980:19) who nay be expected to hold

such a view, but even sociologists such as Pierre

Van den Berghe (197011"1-12), R. W. Brislin (1981:11) and

J, E, Farley (1982 :130) agree,

The purpose of this study is therefore threefold.

First, since present inteïethnic relations in The Pas do

not exist in an historical vacuum (although community

awareness of this factor nay be lacking), a descriptive

narrative history will answer the question: What were

early relations like and how did they develop? Second,

the social scientific end is to test the applicability of

generalisations concerning ethnic ftace rel-ations with

historícal data (e.g. Does conflict theory explain early

relations?). Third, a more intnediately pÌagmatic puïpose

is to serve as a resource index for loca1 use, and to

pronote an analytical nodel based on nodern social theory

for the interpret¿Ition of contenporary cross-cu1tura1 rela-

tions in The ['as.

Scope

The stucly will focus on relations between Western

Woods Cree IndiansS and European traders in the Cumberland

House--The Pas--Grand Rapids corridor from first contact



until 1840. The latter date has been chosen for the term-

ination point of this study since in that yëar the Church

Missionary Society established 1ay preacher Henry Budd at

The Pas, thus introducing inportant ne\^r acculturative

forces and effectivé1y ending the exclusive fur trade contact

period. In addition, subsequent missionisation of the Cree

and later government relations have al.ready received the

attention of historians (K. Pettipas I972; R. McKay 1983;

Raby I972).

The data for this study will be extracted fron Hudsonts

Bay Company docurnents including a nearly complete set of

j ournals fron the Cumberland House post beginning ín 1774

through 1840, York Factory journals, as well as various

published j ournals and diaries.

Significance

Such a study becomes important not only because rela-

tions along ethnic/racial lines rernain a salient character-

istic of modern life in rnany northern towns like The Pas,

but also because the conditions of initial contact as the
\' foundation for continuing relations bet\^reen lndians and

non-Indians have been seriously neglected in the literature

to date, especially in the case of the Western Woods Cree

(Snit.h 1981:257), Both anthÌopologists like Wilcomb E.

Washburn (1957:48) and historians such as Janes Axtell
(1975:131) agree with this assessnent. Much of the previous

scholarship has focussed only on the last centlrry and, as
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a result, has really deaTt only with the resul-ts of prior
processes (Bishop I972:58). Washburn (1961:42) argues

that traditional ethnography has ínterested itself prinarily
in the Native culture, whereas hsitorians have ignored

Indians after the dernise of their econoníc inportance Iand

even before this--cf, Walker (1971) and Knight (1978)1. As

a result, the history of the relation itself has been per-

ipheral to the interests of both disciplines. In their
approach, sociol-ogists have only recently begun to recog-

nise the value of historical data on ethnic/race relations

Iother than that on slavery (Noe1 1968:172)] which to date

has renained largely untapped, (Shibutani and Kwan 1965:

14).

Further, historian Sylvia Van Kírk (1980a:164), in

her outline "Fur Trade History: Sone Recent Trendsr', has

identified the need for rnore intensive investigatíon of

Indian/trader relations per se,, as distinct from additional

fur trade history in the tradition of scholars such as

Innis (1956), Rich (1960b) and Ray (7974).

Although Katherine Pettipas (7972) and Raoul J. McKay

(1983) have exarnined the nissionisation of the Cree in

The Pas region, 1ittle if any work has been acconplished

on the prior relations with traders. In another relevant

study K, Pettipas (1982) focusses mainly on changes in Cree

subsístence and settlernent patterns. This study wi11,

therefore, help to fill the gaps in the research dealing

with interethnic trapper/trader relations beyond the econ-



onically focussed work of Innis, Rich and Ray.

The areal focus for this study will also help to fí1l

the void of research dealing with the Central Subarctic

cultuïe area. Scholarly neglect in this region is clearly

evidenced by the recent Snithsonain Institution's Handbool<

of North American Indians: The Subarctic (Heln 1981) where

nost of the attention Ias witnessed by the nurnber of articles

and a¡nount of reference rnaterial found in the bibliographyl

is given to Athapaskan and eastern Algonquian groups.

In terms of the significance to social science theory,

this study will test a fundamental assurnption. R. A,

Scher¡nerhorn (1970 : 195) in his book Conparative Ethnic Rela-

tions: A Frarnework for Theory and Research and M. T. Hodgen

(I974:15) in her Anthropology, History and Cullure Changg

have argued that theory developed within nodern social con-

texts cannot be autonatical-1y applied to explain historic
sítuations which may in fact lack the stTuctural character-

istics assumed for the validity of the theory in question.

The predictive, or "retrodictive", power of such theory

as applied to historical contexts must be tested. As

sociologists E. A. T, Barth and D. L. Noel (1972:335) have

asserted for example, conflict theory nay not have the im-

portance often ascribed to it with regard to patterns of

initial developinent of interethnic relations. '1'his study

wi1.1, therefore, help to deternine the usefulness of rnodern

theory in an historical context,

In applied terms, this study will also have signifi-
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cance for the present situation in The Pas. As a resident

of the town one becomes aware that a major factor preventing

irnproved interethnic rel-ations is the continuing lack of

knowledge, and attendant misunderstandings , about the his-

torical development of Indian/non- Indian relations in the

area. Local Band rnernbers and teachers working with the

Native Studies curriculurn, for instance, hal'e expressed a

need for more rnaterials dealing with local ethnogtaphy and

history. This study will help to provide increased aware -

ness of, and access to, the information available, as well

as to establish a model of a balanced approach fron the

ethnohistorical perspective on cross-cultura1 relations.

Fina11y, this study will have usefulness in contrast

to the previous work in the field of Indian/non-Indian

relations. Several authors such as Washburn (1957), Walker

(1971), Sheehan (1980), and Martin (1979) have been critíca1

of previous scholarship.

In the past, accounts of the contact between North

Arnerican Indians and Europeans have been written to explain,

and indeed in sorne respects to justify, the superordination

of the nigrants over the aboriginal inhabitants of the NeI^¡

World. The basíc question to be asked is: How did Euro-

peans gain their present dominant position?

The traditional answer to this question has been that

Indians soon after contact slipped into a subordinate and

dependent relationship vis-a-vis the representatives of an

inplicitly superior European civilisation. Europeans are
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said to have quickly destroyed Indian societies, dorninating

1 and exploiting them nore or less rnercilessly according to
Ij the particular ideological perspective of the scholar in

I questíon (cf ,4, c. Bailey 1969:190; 1938:276; Innis 1956:

lgS; Ri.h 1960b:35; Anderson and Frideres 1981:2I8-20; Myers

', I972:11; Hickerson 1973 223-24; Rothney 1975 25, L14; Knight

I978:20-zz).

However, such an approach to Indian/European relations

f a:i1s to acknowledge the facts of the Europeansr linited
adaptive capacity or notivation; and rnore particularly the

realiti.es of Indian initiatives, economic and soci.opolitíca1

control over the relationship in its early stages (cf .

Drinnon 1980:xiij.; Walker I97 I:28-30; Bibeau 1981).

One central interpretation in nearly every study of

this relatirrnship is the concept of early "dependence"4 of

the Indians- -dependence not only on European technology,

but on European knowledge, political leadership, and econ-

onic organisation as wel-1. Historian Toby Morantz (1980a:

39) indlcates that the "therne of dependence" ís a dominant

one in rnuch of past historical treatnent of the fur trade

re1ationship.

The approach of modern ethnohistory, on the other

hand, brings more balance to the analysis and has 1ed to

sorne important re-interpreations of Indían/European contact

relations (Moore 1983). For example, in her work on the

East Main Cree of Janes Bay, ¡{oïantz (1980b:70) has found

that:

'.:
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The arrival of Europeans could not
have created as great a dependency
as historians have 1ed us to believe

This corresponds in sone respects to the findings of other

recent studies of Indian/European relations by ethnohis-

torians such as Trigger (1976), Bishop (I974), Ray (!974),

Fisher (I977), Gibson (1978), and Ray and Freernan (1978).

These scholars have recognised that the ideas of early

European dorninance and Indian <lependence are essentially

nyths--rnisinterpretations, if not a racist approach to

history.
The anthropological perspective within the ethno-

historical nethod creates the strong intuition that Indians

did not autoinatically abandon their own snoothly integrated

cultures in response to European stirnulus for innovation.

This is particularly tTue in the sociocultural realrns of

values, beliefs and the essential elernents of social ol:gan-

isation which are rnore deeply ernbeded in the matrix of

core culture than any superficial attachnent to lithíc
or other natural materials vis-a-vis metal, textiles and

gunpowcl.er. Nor is it easy for an ethnohistorian to accept

that Indians imnediately acceeded to European control of

the situation and al1oi^¡ed thernselves to be "forced" into

inescapable "dependency" on a role of prinary connodity

production within the European nercantil-ist systen as many

scholars have suggested in one vtay or another ' An under-

standing of cultural processes precludes such a facile
int erpr et at ion.
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Answers to the basic questions (how relations developed

and whether or not Indian dependence occurred quickly) which

differ frorn those traditionally proffered, therefore, will
have conternpoïary significance for the interpretation of con-

tinuing Indian/European relations in so far as no nodern sit-
uation can be explained in an hístorical vacuun,

Method

ldentification of basic underlying assumptions and

processes of the research at the outset is essential for
establishing the validity of any study (Stymeist 1975:vii

ff, ) , The following discussion therefore centres on the

central process of this study--"ethnohistory"- -the idea

that a conbination of historicaL and social scientific
approaches will produce a more valid pictùre of the past

than history or social science alone,

In the last thirty years there has been an increas-

ing amount of scholarly discussion about the conjunction

of history and social science in ethnohistory. This tl:end

is notwithstanding the fact that anthroplogists have always

used docurnents and historians have always enployed socio-

logical assumptions (however naively on both sides), Never-

theless, it is only quite recently that this methodology

has been systematically outlined. and rigorously applied

(Lurie 1961:80; cf. Lantis 1970:5; Hickerson 1970:6-7;

Wilson 1971; Cochran et a1. 1954:107),

The najor features of nearly all definitions of
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ethnohistory stress a foundation in the critical use of

historical docurnentation along with oral, archaeological,

linguistic and other ethnographic evidence; a combination

of critical techniques for interpreting docurnents; a syn-

thesis of diachroníc and synchronic peïpectives; a prime

utility in the study of sociocultural change; while focus-

sing on an ethnic group (usually one which is non-litera.te

and therefore ignored in traditional histoïica1 efforts)
as the unit of analysis, This rnethod, beyond the techniques

of historiography (cf. Gottschalk 1969; Shafer 1980; Carr

1961), involves the input of a comparative anthropological

view, culture contact and acculturation theory, and know-

ledge of the differences between srna11 scale aboriginal

and cornplex societies (Fenton 1978)--411 of wh.ich the

traditional historian often lacks (Berkhofer 1969:161).

In other words, as Lurie (1961:90) asserts, training in
ethnology and the ability to apply valid sociocultural
generalisations to historical analysis are keys to the

ethnohistorical approach.

In additíon to the types of questions and concepts

used in traditional historiography (i.e. the internal and

external criticism of source documents), ethnohistory

adds a scientific dinension. Control over, and awareness

of, ethnocentrism and bias, as well as an anthropological

understanding of other cultures and social theory are key

(Sturtevant 1966 : 13) . Indeed, historiography is

to a large extent ethnographic (Sturtevant 1966 iZS) aîd,
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despite the fact that nany traditional historians do not

consider thernselves to be scientists, the methods of his-
toriography itself are in fact scientifíc (Hodgen 1974:8-9;

Gottschalk 1969:205).

Nevertheless, it nust also be said, as L McKay (1982)

cautions, that there exists no one theory of culture that
can be applied in historical studies, there is only a series

of conpeting paradigns within the social sciences. This is
a difficulty which has the effect of complicating the entire
process a good dea1..

One of the greatest difficulties to be faced by the

ethnohistorian is the practical problern of how to success-

fu1ly blend historical and social scientific methods, skil1s
and perspectives, along with a nastery of the various sub-

fields , in a balanced and readable forrn (Bishop and Ray

I976:T23). Wilcomb E. Washburn (197I:276) feels that the

heart of this problen lies in integrating the synchronic

analysis of anthropology with the diachronic perspective

of history. It is difficult, if not impossible, in his

view to utilise time as a setting and as a sequence simul-

taneously, In the journal Ethrohistory P. Dark (Ig57:243)

has evaluated various nethods for attenpting this conjunc-

tion and has concluded that what he cal1s the ',Cultural
Continuity'r type of synthesis is the rnost effective approach

In this study, following Darkrs (1957:243) suggestion,

descriptions of synchronic periods oï "scenes'r utilísing
archaeological and ethnographic as well as ethnohistorical
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data will be interspersed with diachronic narrative segnents

By interrupting the narrative flow in order to deal with

synchronic descriptions at intervals, the process of change

wi 11 be denarkated,

The documents will be evaluated and used in analysis

with the cultures of both groups firmly in nind according

to the ideal established by Washburn (1957:47) and Axtell
(I979:Z-3), The historícal data available will then be

presented, evaluated and analysed utilising the theories

established by social scientists in the field of ethnicity,
intergroup relations and culture change. A brief outline

of the theories to be enployed fol1ows.

Theory

The central focus of this study is the historic rela-

tionship between Cree Indians and European traders in its
beginnings and early stages of adjustnent, As historian

K, E. Bock (1964:38) and others maintain, all historical
research is conditioned by theory. Indeed, Kinlock (1'97 4l

23) asserts that without theory it is inpossible to under-

stand social phenomena. A nurnber of theoretical problerns

present thenselves in this study. First is the area of

intergroup contact itself. There is a bewildering array

of literature on the theory of what is variously referred

to as rrrace", ttethnictt, ttrninoritytt, or ttcross -cu1tura1"

relations. Second, of prirne irnportance to the analysis of

contact relations in this study is the concept of per-
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cieved group differences and boundaïies which leads into
the whole field of "ethnicity", Third, since it is axio-

matic that any sort of contact between different groups

inevítab1y results is sone form of cultural adjustment be-

tween the parties, the theories of sociocultural change

and acculturation also have an important bearing on the

ana1ysis,

Many scholars, both historians and social scientists,
call for the synthetic combination of disciplinary per-

spectives, theory and levels of analysis into a multilevel
conceptual framework (Berkhofer 1969:209; Jaenen 1,978l.44;

Kinloch 1974:4-5, 119). For exanple, there is a need for
North American fur trade history to be written in light of

the theory of so-ca11ed "prímitive economícs', which has been

developed by social scientists such as Sahlins (I972),

Dalton (1961) and Paine (1971). As a consequence of this
theoretical orientation, an eclectic cornbination of power-

conflict, cultural materialist, psychoanalytical and func-

tionalist analysis will be utlised in order to explain the

social relations brought about by the contact of Indian

and trader in the study area.

/, This will be accornplished keeping in nind the serious

caution about the "faLlacy of misplaced generality" put

forward by Kaplan and Manners (I972:130) (cf, Schernerhorn

1970:195; Fenton 1979:L2; Conviser and Fararo I973:164).

The borrowing of concepts among disciplines, although use-

ful and stinulating, can lead to confusj.on when theories
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and concepts fron the theoretical context of one discipline
are applied to pehnonena for which they were not specifically
created,

Nevertheless, generalisations must be tested--the rnore

widely applicable they are shown to be, the rnore valuable

they become.

i) Ethnic/Race Relations Theory

Much of the theoretical work on ethnic and race rela-
tions has been criticised for íts narrow focus on the Afro-
vs Anglo-American relationship, while the historical t^/ork

in the field has received its share of criticisrn for ignor-
ing the early contact between autonomous groups of Indians

and settlers (Van den. Berghe 1981:ix-x; Kinloch 1,97 4:29;
Axte11 1975:131; Washburn 1957:48), In contrast, sociolog,
ists S. Lieberson (1961). D. L. Noel (1968) and E. A. T,

Barth and D, L. Noel (1972) have developed conplenentary

theoretical perspectives on first contact relations in
general.

For Barth and Noel (T972:333'4) it is crucial to

distinguish among explanations for the different processes

of 1) energence, 2) stabilization, 3) adaptation, and

4) change in patterns of interethnic relations. These

authors ídentify four najor frarnes of reference, or rtper-

ceptual contexts'r, which have been applied to the analysis

of interethnic relations: 1) the I'Race-Cyc1e Franework',,

2) the rrconsensus Frameworkrr, 3) the 'rlnterdependence
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Franework", and 4) the "Conflict Franeworkr'. Each of these

frameworks according to Barth and Noel has its particular
explanatory value dependíng on which stage of the ethnic/
race relationship is being considered,

The idea of conflict has long been an interpretation
common to both Marxist and non-Marxist analysis of inter-
ethnic relations (cf. A.G, Bailey 1969; Cox 1948). However,

in his review of recent trends in the field, Spores (1980:

I 590) has indicated a need for ethnohistorians to take greater

care in the application of conflict theory, Tndeed, Barth

and Noel (1972:335) believe that the sequence of ernergence

and stabil-isation of interethnic relations is explained

best, not by the conflict framework, but by a race-cycle

and consensus analysis.

Noel (1968) attenpts to distinguish the variables

which influence the developrnent of equalitarian as opposed

to stratified outcornes of contact. Noel (1968 : 158 , 153)

argues that ethnocentrisrn, competition and differential
porr'er are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the

energence of stratification, An absence of any one of

these variables will result ín an equalitarian relationship,
In agreement with Noel (1968:163), Lieberson asserts that
the power to irnpose conditions on the relationship for
maintaining the nost favourable aspects of the precontact

social, cultural , political and econornic order becornes

the key, According to Morton H. Fried (1967:13), power,

as distínguished from "authority" or nere "influence", is
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defined as "the ability to channel the behaviour of others

by threat or use of sanctions".

Lieberson (1961:905) predicts that "j-ndigenous super-

ordination" will result in significantly less conflict in

the early stages of contact than if the rnigrants becorne

dorninant, He explains that the threats of denographic and

institutional inbalance are reduced when the indigenous

groups are in control. As a result the potential for con-

f1i ct is reduced.

A najor task of this study will therefore be to test
this prediction in contrast to the conclusions of scholars

such as Wissler (1960), A. G. Baíley (1969; 1958) and

Stanley (1961) who naintain that cross-cultura1 contact

per se. inevitably leads to conflict. If Lieberson (1961)

and tsarth and Noel (79722157) are coïïect, contact of

cu1-turally different groups in and of itself cannot be used

to explain the developnent of conflict.
In surnmary of this literature, the operative varíab1es

explaining relations bet1,reen ethnic groups are: 1) the

precontact characteristics of the groups in question; 2)

the rate, type, composition and rnotivation behind the nigra-

tion; 3) the nature and context of the initial contacts in-
cluding the elenents of "cu1tura.1 congruence", S ethnocent-

rism, competition and especially differential power (cf .

Berry 1967:L47-149; Barth and Noel 1972:357; Gordon 1978:

85). These v¿riables will be the focus of attention in the

following chapters.
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ii) Ethnicity Theory

It is difficult if not irnpossible to separate the

theory of cross-cu1tura1 relations f rorn considerations of
rrethnicityr'. As is the case with nany concepts in social
science, however, the passage of time, the increasing

appl.ication since the late 1960s, and sinple sloppy usage

have resulted in a plethora of usages for this tern.
ttTribett, rrconnunityrr, rrculturett, Itethnic grouprt, ttethnic

categoryrt, and "ethny'r have all been used in the literature,
and often interchangeably (Cohen L978:27). Each purportedly

has its own particular sharle of meaning. Unfortunately,

however, many scholars do not take the trouble to define

their terrns, but assune the neaning is irnplicit (Isajiw
1974:111) .

University of Toronto sociologist Wsevlod Isajiw
(I974:117-118) in his survey of definitions of ethniciy
finds the following connon referents: 1) national or geo-

graphic origin or colnrnon ancestîy, 2) the same culture,
3) cornmon religion, 4) race or physical characteristics,
5) language, 6) consciousness of kind, 7) internal "Gernein-

schaft"-type relations, 8) cornmon values and ethos,

9) separate institutions, and 10) ninority or subordinate

status. To these characteristics we night add endogamy

(Wagley and Harris 1958:9), and territoriality (Francis

L976:39). A nore recent approach to ethnicity is that
propounded by Pierre L. Van den Berghe (1981) and W. S.

Ab'ruzzi (1982) who stress the sociobiological and ecolog-

ical basis of ethnicity. Ethnic groups are said to be a
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result of natural- processes \^¡hich select for nepotistic
behaviour,

However, use of nany of the above referents has been

criticised by Barth (19ó9:11), Hynes (1968) and Abruzzi,

(1982:14). Both C. F. Keyes (I976:203) and W. S, Abruzzi

(1982:15) argue against the use of cul-tural criteria foï
defining the ethnic group, although agreeing that culture
15 An lnportant factor. Boundar i e s , however, although

perrneable and situational, are much rnore valuable concepts

since they persist longer than .any particular content. To

rnany such as E. H, Spicer (1971:795, 799) and Shibutani

and Kwan (1965:41) the key to ethnicity is a persistent

identity (r'boundary" being an irnplicit defining character-

istic) which is ¡naintained despite changes in other facets

R. Cohen (1978:387-397) in his Amer:ican Anthropologist

article "Ethnicity: Problem and Focus in Anthropology"

also stress the importance of salient boundaries for defin-

ing the ethnic group.

In concert with Hynes I (1968) critique of Narrol!s

(19ó4) concept of ethnic classification, most contenpoïary

scholars now recognise the fluid and situatíona1 nature of

ethnicity (cf , Stymeist 1975) following E. K. Francis'
(I947:396-7) early apprehension of this characteristic.
S. K. Sharrock (1974) has for exarnple pointed up the dif-
ficulty in distinguishing Cree from Assiniboine in eight-

eenth and nineteenth century co-residential groups.

Another difficulty evidenced in the literature is

that many proposed definitions of ethnicity assume that
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the concept refers exclusively to functional ninorities
within a larger society (cf. Cohen 1978:384; Kinlock 1974:

120; De Vos 1975:8). Scholars such as Cox (1948 tSlZ),
Scherrnerhorn (1970:L2) and Isajiw (1974:11S) take the pos-

ition that an ethnic group can only be considered a sub-

group of a systen defined by unequal power relations within
one state or econornic area. However, to Shibutani and

Kwan (1965:35) ethnic groups are not necessarily subsocietal

ninorit ies .

It seems obvious that ethnicity cannot be regarded

as rnerely a secondary phenonenon attributed soley to contact

and colonialisrn (cf.Cox L948: 3I7). Both Milton Gordon

(1978:107-8) and E. K. Francis (1976) recognise the con-

cept of ethnicity arnong what are referred to as Nstone agerl

peoples. In fact, Francis (1976:39) asserts that ethnicity
is rnore salient among these acephaLous societies than among

the nore politically organised groups, Indeed, Francis

regards ethnicity enpirically to be 1ittle nore than the

extension of the important kinship organisational principle
(basic to band societies) to those beyond the actually known

genealogical nexus,

l{ithin the field of contact relations, therefore, there

must obviously be a unit of analysis which will a1low for
continuity between the autononous sociocultural group (tradi_-

tionally cal1ed "tribe" or "cu1ture") and its antecedent

which is íncorporated into sorne larger society (í. e. as a

functional minority group). Bruce G. Trigger (I975:52)

believes that the concept "interest group", characterised
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by shared norns, goals and conmon action toward these ends,

ís useful here. Again, the key is a persistent boundar

of id.entity and ínterest, as opposed to a particular power

relationship or cultural content which wi 11 be affected

processes of culture change,more or less drastically by the

acculturation and as s imi 1at i on (to be discussed below)

iii) Culture Change and AccultuÍation Theory

The importance of these concepts for this study is indi-

cated by. anthropologist R, R. Gadacz (1979:266) who main-

tains that any longitudinal study of ethnic relations rnust

be founded in the study of culture change and adaptation.

Most scholars would agree with Lee (1974:1) and Broom

et 41. (1954:984) in the following premises: 1) culture

change per se. is a constant in a1l cultures, and 2) that
-' cross-cultural contact stinulates an increased rate of

change. Indeed, Ralph Linton (1963:519), in his often-

cited work Acculturation in Seven American Indian Tribes

states that the only constant to be found in all situations
of contact is the fact of rnutual accomrnodation and rnodif i'
cations which a1low two groups in face-to-face contact to

adapt to each other. As a result of the two-way nature

of change under conditions of contact, Lee (1974:113)

argues that attention nust be focussed on all of the cul-

tures involved in the contact (not just the "exotic"
native one as has often been the case in the past). Although

the effects of contact on European cultures in Arnerica have

generally been ignored, the work of Cornelius Jaenen (1976),
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James Axte11 (1981), and Irving A. Hallowel1 (1957), has

clearly denonstrated that Europeans accepted a good deal

of Native culture upon arrival in the New Wor1d,

A definition of acculturation first established by

Robert Redfield et al. (193ó:149) is stilI quoted by many

students in the fie 1d.

Acculturation c ornp r e hend s those
péhnomena which result when groups
of individuals having di fferent
cultures cone into continuous first-
hand contact, with subsequent changes
in the original patterns of either
or both groups.

Unfortunately, however, apart fron the problem of
dealing with those change s which result fron discontinuous

or indi.r:ect contact (as opposed to those which are "contin-
uous" and "first-hand") the pllenomena of acculturation
referred to are so diverse and variable that there sti1l
has been no generally satisfactory theoretical assessnent

established (Quinby 1951 :107 ; Ha11owe11 1952 : 105; Lurie

1968:275) .

Broon et a1. (1954:974) stress that acculturation
is first of all only one aspect of the broader field of
culture change, and second that it results fro¡n the conjunc-

t:ion of autononous cultural systens. Melvin J. Herskovits

(1958:7), in his book Acculturation, stresses that cultural
borrowings are not accepted as is, but always rnodified to
sorne degree by the accepting group (cf . Linton 1963:477,

482, 511). Indeed, the entire process ís characterised by

reduction of cornplexity and selectivity by both groups in-
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volved in the exchange (Lurie 1968:297; Linton 1963:472;

Broom et a1 . 1954:983). In light of the above, therefore,

we nust take great care in assigning significance to extran-

eous elements, particularly those adopted in the early stages

of contact.

It is al.so recognised by many scholars that the only

backdrop against which we can appreciate change is that of

continuity and stability (Hodges L97l:436). In concert

with Spicer (1971:795), Nancy 0. Lurie (1968:297) maintains

that

...the study of culture change is
also by definition the study of
cultural continuity because , despite
changes, a group of people sharing
a culture persists and has a vested
and indeed inevitable stake in social
and cultural cont inuity.

Linton (1963:480-1) argues that even if a novelty is
accepted, the o1d element it is replacing rernains latent
or incornpletely replaced in the culture and can rernain so

for generations, The trait nay stil1 exj.st even though

ecological conditions nay prevent its re-implementation

(Broon et a1. 1954:979). This stands counter to many

interpretâtions which see such things as traditional ski11s

and knowledge bei.ng quickly replaced in Indian culture

by European content.

Most students in this field have noted that Ìn1ter_ia1

culture change occurs first and nost rapidl-y upon contact

(Broom et al . 1954:490; Quimby 1951:146) . Indeed Kaplan

and Manners (I972:III) assert that technological change
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underlies institutional change in all stateless societies,

A review of the literature on acculturation finds the

following identified as crucial factors in determining the

type, rate and extent of acculturative change. Spicer (1969

4) identifies the inportant factors in the analysis to be:

l) definition of the contact groups (social structure,
attitudes, intercultural roles) , Z) the denographic ratio,
3) the frequency of interaction, and 4) the situational
contexts of the contact (e.g. direct vs. indirect). With

'regarð to this latter context, Linton (1963:495) stresses

the degree of closeness, duration and continuity as import-

ant factors in the analysis of this contact.

Lee (1974:179) identifies the agents and innovators

as significant variables. Broon et a1. (1954:980) specify

that the motives and values involved are crucial to the

analysis, while Lurie (1968:295) adds the need for exarnina-

tion of the psychology of the situation and the process of

selection, Malinowski (f966:11) reninds us that the char-

acteristics of the European nigrants are crucial to the

analysis as we11.

Lurie (1968:293) and Linton (1963:496) stress the

process of selection itself. In this process of selection

Linton (1963:473-4, 488) emphasizes the variables of

utíli1"y, conpatibility prestige (depends on the attitude
toward donors), novel-ty, and ease of perception. The dis-

tinction between directed and non-directed change is im-

portant here in terns of power relations (Linton 1963:504,

509). Finally, F. Barth (I967:663) and Gadacz (1979)
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stTes s ecological restrictions inportant variables

Summary Discussion

The above overview of the relevant theoretical lit-
erature supplies the ethnohistorian with important tools

for the selection of historical data and its analysis.

Following the approach advocated by Cochran et al ,

(1954:129). This study will be carried out by establishing
an historical problem (i,e. What was the nature of initial
relations and how did they evolve?) about which a series

of questions have suggestecl themselves, Since prelirninary

theorising is a necessaty and inevitable conconitant to
any historical enterprise (Shater 1980:47-48, 176), the

working hypotheses arising frorn social science theory as

well as an a\^rareness of the previous scholarship on

Indian/European relations will be specified as appropriate.

The following are the central questions to be

addressed in this study with the working hypotheses in

brackets.

f) Were early Indian/trader relations west

of Hudson Bay characterised by "migrant"
or "indigenous superordination"? (indig-

enous superordination).

Z) Did the Western Woods Cree quickly becone

'rdependent on Europeans, their goods and

economic system as nany fur trade histor-
ians assert? (Maj-ntained independence

for longer than usually assuned).
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3) How did Europeans eventually gain don-

inance over the relation?
4) ln what ways do modern social science

theories have relevance in historical
studies?

5) In what ways is the history of initial
contact and the development of early

relations significant for explaining

contenporary socioecononic relations
in the study area?



CHAPTER II

ETHNOGRAPHY OF THE RELATION

Introduct i on

In keeping with the suggestions of historian Janes

Axte1l (I979:2) and anthropologist Víctor Valentine (1960:

13), who stress the need to deal with both groups in con-

tact (Tather than focussing only on one or the other);
and following the deternination to begin with a synchronic

account before launching into the diachronic narrative;
the following chapter will outline the innediate pr:econ-

tact socio-cultuTal. lives of the Western Woods Cree and

European traders insofar as they are illustrated by the

secondary literature.
,Axtell (1975:I37), agrees with Trigger (I976:8) and

Lurie (1959 i37) that 'f lndians made their first adjustments

to the problems posed by Europeans in terms of existing
ínstitutions, " Thus it is crucial to be aware of Cree

culture at contact in order to interpret how they reacted

to contact with the Europeans,

As Äxtell (f975:137) asserts, it is not possible to
assess the ínpact of the European on the Indian Ior we

night add vice versal without a perspective on precontact

society and nodes of change f ro¡n archaeology. It is
understood, however, that the tTue "aboriginal baseline

culturet' per se, can never be reconstructed (Valentine

I970:66). What follows, therefore, is a brief outline of
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the current archaeological understanding of the time depth

of occupation in the Cumberland House-'The Pas--Grand

Rapids regíon with najor emphasis on the findings dealing

with the innediate precontact culture.

Cree Prehistory

As most scholars working in the boreal forest lmore

properly the rrtaiga biorne (Pruitt 1978:3-4)l region attest,
there has been little concerted work done on the archaeo-

logy of the area until relatively recently. What invest-
igation has been accomplished is linited by rnajor diffi-
culties inherent to the area such as lack of stratigraphy,
acidic soi1s, high water tables, isolation, and dense

forest cover (Mayer-Oakes L970:4; Tamplin 7977:6I Wright

1"972:L). These obstacles are not to nention recent des-

truction of sites through hydroelectric project f looding.

As a result of the relatively undeveloped stage of

archaeology in the study area there has been 1itt1e inter-
pretation or reconstruction done, favouring instead anal -

ysís of cera¡nic and l-ithic assernblages (L. Pettipas 1982:

1). For exanple, National Museun archeologist J. V.

Wright (1972:5, 75) in his preliminary study, The Shield

Ar.chaic, deals at length with the contrasting frequencies

of particular types of artifacts and the changes in these

frequencies over time (i,e. nore scrapers and fewer

bifaces), but he does not venture even a tentative spec-

ulation on the cultural significance of this phenonenon.

The occupation of Manitoba, and indeed the whole of
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North Anerica, has been condítioned by the recurring pro-

cesses of glaciation and Tetreat. In their sunmaries of

Manitobars glacial history archaeologists Willíam Mayer-

Oakes (1970:367ff) and Leo Pettipas (1976), indicate that
at II ,000 BP all of Manitoba was covered with ice. Betrt¡een

14,000 and 8,000 BP a warming trend had melted the ice as

far noith as The Pas and by 10,800 BP rennants were left
only in higher areas such as Porcupine Mountaín (Simpson

L970:L44-6), By 8,000 BP only the extrene northeastern

corner of the province was sti11 covered with ice,

In the wake of the ice, gl,aciaT lake Agassiz (13,000-

8,500 BP) covered the Manitoba Lowland leaving a sequence

of beaches along The Pas Moraine (Tanplin I977:T7 -18) (see

Map 1-). These beach ridges are rich areas archeologically

since they provided relatíve1y easy travel routes (L.

Pettipas 1970:17) and have remained irnportant links be-

tween the Manitoba Lowlands and the Manitoba Escarpnent

right up to the present tirne. This was especially so

during Archaic tines (Ke1ly and Connell 1978:44).

Following the retreat of the glaciers northward,

the process of plant succession eventually resulted in

the familiar closed spruce forest or taiga.l In the

midst of this plant and aninal reoccupation, J, V. Wright

(1970:44) indicates that northern Plano-Shield Archaic

hunters expanded into the area fron the northern Plains

region. These big game hunters were eventually either
forced out of the area, or forced to change their cultural
adaptation as the relatively gane-scarce clirnax closed
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spïuce forest developed in The Pas area by 8,000 BP [L.
Pettipas 1976 '24-26 ; L97 0:77),

Interestingly, W. Mayer-Oakes (7970:372) argues that
influences fron the Plains appeared in the taiga through

the mechanism of rrseasonal environnental adaptation vers-

atilityr', just as Arthur J, Ray (197f) asserts that seasonal

utílisation of the Parklands ecotone was the key to later
Woodland peoplesr adaptation to the Plains in the eighteenth

and nineteenth centuries while moving in the opposite direc-
tion.

Wright (1981:87-8) argues that Palaeo Indian people

who nigrated to this area developed the next najor archaeo-

logical tradition in the taiga bione--The Shield Archaic--

which was the first distinctive culture to evolve in the

area. Dated 5,000-3,000 BP, it developed fron a late Plano

base culture in the Kewatin District t^¡ith additional influ-
ences from the Plains. At this tine as wel1, the bow and

arrow began to make their appearance (H1ady L970:720ff.),
Although rnany archaelogists caution agaínst naking

historical connections between ethnographic cultures and

ancestral archaeological cultures (Ke1ly and Ke11y 1980:

135, 15S), Wright (1972:4,87) suggests that these Shield

Archaic peoples were probably Algonquian speakers. How-

ever, Hanna (1980:85) is critical of Wrights' assignation

and maintains that "...we cannot automatically assune

that one archaeological assemblage equals one culture or

language. " This is supported by the ethnohistorical work

of Sharrock (I974) dealing with the Cree/Assiniboine for
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examp 1e ,

Wright (1981:89-90) also argues that there is a direct
developrnental relatíonship between the Shield Archaic cul-
tures and a lateï Woodland tïadition referred to as Laurel.

The latter has been tentatively identified as early Cree

by Hlady (1964:25). According to Wrighr (I97Zt4) Laurel

peoples rnerely grafted the new element of pottery onto a
essentially unchanged Archaic tool kit to begin what arch-

aeologists refer to as the Initial Woodland period, con-

rnenc ing about 3,000 BP,

A late Woodland Tradition which is widely represented

in The Pas area fand which replaces the Manitoba Phase by

the fourteenth century (MacNeish 1958:82)l has been desig-

nated the Selkirk Phase in the Grand Rapíds sites. Mayer-

Oakes has dated Selkirk materials from AD 1000 to 1800.2

At The Pas, Tanplin (1977:137) indicates carbon 14 dates

for Selkirk at Ad 1480 and AD 1390-1460. Most scholars

argue that Selkirk people were in fact identifiably Cree

(Wright I97t:23; Dickson L977:27; Tanplín I977:Z; MacNeish

1958: s3).

In analysing the sites in the Grand Rapids area

Mayer-Oakes (1970:3472352), in concert with MacNeish (1958:

73), suggests that Selkirk Phase materials rnay represent

a distinct and competing culture with origins in the north-

west. Ke11y and Connell (1978:47-9) also note that Laurel

and Selkirk occur in contemporary, but discrete, concentra-

tions in sites on The Pas Moraine. However, they note that,
despite the stylistic differences, both are adapted to ex-
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ploiting similar forest and a{euatic resources. Mayer-Oakes

(L967:370) in fact notes a close sinilarity of Selkirk sub-

sistence patterns to nódern ones in the area with físh assum-

ing great irnportance (cf.Wright I97L:ZI).
Associated with the Selkirk Phase is the Clearwateï

Lake Phase, dated between I42S and 163S (Wright 1981:92),

which Hlady (1971:64) and Meyer (I978:31, 39) postulate is
Woodland Cree. The two are sinilar in nany facets except

ceranics. Also associated with Selkírk is the Grass River

Phase (Wright 1981:92) which Hlady (1970:96, I20) attributes
to a later Swanpy Cree occupation which was nanifest by

1790.

Mayer-Oakes (1970:378) has developed a probable occu-

pation sequence for the Grand Rapids sites. Tanplin (1977:

56) has also developed a schenatic diagtairn surnmarising the

cultural sequence and directions of ínfluence in The Pas--

Grand Rapids area represented in Figue 1.

At the tine of contact with Europeans, Mayer-Oakes

(1967:355) asserts the Manitoba Phase people (whom he

identifies as Assiniboine) were resident at Grand Rapids.

At The Pas Hlady (1971) indicates that the Europeans en-

countered Woods Cree who were late" replaced by the Swanpy

Cree by 1790.

What then can the archaeology of the region te1l us

about the culture of the Indians in the area as they were

encountering European traders? J. V. Wríght (1981:87)

rnaint a i,ns that :
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The available evidence s t rong 1y
suggests that the northern
Algonkians at the tine of initial
contact with Europeans followed
a way of life that had not changed
significantly for nore than 7,000
years.

Although this is obviously an overstaternent given the shift
in emphasis from large game in Archaic tines to a more

varied resource base in Woodland tirnes, ceïtain generalisa-

tions can be made,

Most archaeologists have concluded that the basic

node of social organísation was the nomadic kin-based co-

residential group or "1oca1 bandÙ which would seasonally

congregate into a "rnacro-band" (Mayer-Oakes 1967:570), In
general, exoganous patrilocal [?] bands with ïelatively low

population densities are assumed to be the rule (Wright

197L:.23).

The najority of sítes located other than at The Pas.

Clearwater l,ake and Grand Rapids have been found to be

small and occupied by one or two fanily hunting groups

(Hlady 1970:96) . The vast maj ority represent serni-sedent-

ary seasonal occupations of riverine and lakeside habitats
(Ke11y and Connel 1 I978 47).

Tamplin (I977) and Mayer-Oakes (1967) presenr a pic-
ture of exploitation of the lower Saskatchewan River which

savr' alternating seasonal exploitation of The Pas and Grand

Rapids sites. From the evidence of faunal remains, of which

83 per cent are sturgeon bones, the Tailrace Bay site at

Grand Rapids was probably occupied by the largest nunber

of people in the spring to take advantage of the sturgeon



run in April and May. Fall and winter occupatíon of this
site by a relatively snal1 group (if at all) can only be

speculated upon (Mayer-Oakes 7970:319-27). 0n the other

hand, excavations at The Pas have discovered that different
species of fish were being exploíted and three times the

amount of rnarnrnal bones (bison, beaver, noose, nuskrat, etc.)
are present, especially in Archaic times (Tarnpl-ín I977:

169, 173; Mayer-Oakes 1970:316). According to Mayer-Oakes

(1970:353) this bipolar adaptation with naxirnum densities

at The Pas and Grand Rapids probably developed by at least
Laurel Phase times, i.e. 500 BC to AD 700.

Thus, what generally energes is the typical pattern

of flexible band organisation exploiting seasonally varying

Tesources through a sttrategy of rnigration which was governed

by the principles of "least effort" and maxirnisation of

return of effort (cf, Preston 1975; Jochin 1976; Feit L973),

This is also the pattern identified for much of the Sub-

arctic culture area during historic times.

The above archaeological outline tends to contradict

some long-held ideas about Cree occupation of the central

Subarctic. Many such as Diamond Jenness (1963:284), whose

Indians of Canada is often relied upon as a basic source,

argue for a recent westward novenent of the Cree under con-

tact o'r imnediate precontact stinulus in the seventeenth

century. Such an interpretation is supported by the "ora1

history'r reported by the Afro-A¡nerican cun Cheyenne curn

Blackfoot impersonator Buffalo Child Long Lance (1924:27).

The archaeological perspective, however, ties Cree occupa-
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tion in western regions rnuch earlier than originally supposed

For exarnple, Wright (1971:21) argues that the Cree developed

in the Southern Indian Lake area between AD 800 and the

early 1200s, MacNeish (1958:82-5) indicates that Cree west-

ward movernent had in fact already begun by the fourteenth

century. Hlady (1965:32) postulates that the Clearwater

Lake Phase, dated 1425--1685, is Woodland Cree. In his ré-

cent sumnary of the archaeology of the region J. V, Wright

(1981:92) asserts that in fact the Cree had a very long

period of developnent in the region and were not at all
recent irnnigrants in the vanguard of the fur trade movenent

into the area as has been argued by some schol-ars.

As stated at the outset, however, any such conclusions

reached are as yet extremely tentative pending further exca-

vation and analysis of an area whích is archaeologically

difficult and so far relatively neglected.

Cree Ethnography

The Cree people located inland f rorn Hudson and Jarnes

Bays have rarely been the subject of ethnographic study

(Snith 1981:270). Even Arthur J, Ray (1971; 1974), who

deals extensively with the geographic region inhabited by

the Cree, spends most of his effort documenting the Assin-

iboine. The West Main Swampy Cree (or "Coast Cree") of

the Attawapiskat and Winisk areas who have been studied by

anthropologists J. J. Honigmann (1953; 1956;1958), A.B.
Skinner (1911) and J. Trudeau (1967) during this century

are by far the best known. Other than Mason's (1967)
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brief account, no other major ethnographic study seems to

have been atternpted among the inland or Western Woods Cree

until the recent work of Heye Museurn ethnologist J. G. Ë.

Snith (1975) among the Rocky Cree of the Brochet--Reíndeer

lake area.

In nost cases, therefore, it must be assuned that
tho sociocultural organisation of the inland Swanpy Cree

pare11e11ed that described for the West Main Swanpy Cree

and that of band societies in general" (Snith 1981:259).

i) Band Organisation

The term "band" has been defined in various and con-

flicting ways (Rogers 1969:24). Terns used include the

"l-ocal--regional" and "nicro--macro'r dichotonies as well

as the I'task[ or "hunting group". Some scholars such as

Elrnan Servíce (L962: 1966) and Marshal Sahlin (1968)

focus on the social aspects ernerging from snall scale face-

to-face interaction, while Milton Freid (1967 52, 764)

stresses the political aspects of societies lacking ranking

and stratification. Still others such as Frank Speck have

focussed on territoriality (Rogers 1,969:23) or community

and settlenent pattern (He1n 1969:2I3).

Edward S, Rogers (1969:46) presents the following

defintíon. A i'Band" is a 1oca1 narned group of approximately
i 75 to 125 people organised on the basis of loosely struc-

tured bilateral descent r,¡ho inhabit a drainage basin wi,th

other such groups and who at certain times coalesce into
a tempotary group referred to as the "regional" or "nacro-"
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band,

thu k-:I _,*"racteristics of bands are said to be:

1.) tlreir nomadic adaptation (Service L966:7; Steward 19ó9:

I87); 2) flexibility in social and econornic organisation
(Jochim I976:48; Leacock 1969:14); 3) f anil j-stic as opposed

to cornnunístic organisation (Service 1966:7,8); 4) unspec-

ialised (except for age and sex) division of labour (Service

1966:8, 83); 5) egalitarianism in econornic and social rela-
tions (Fried 1,967:28-35); and 6) lack of exclusive property

or resource ownership (Slobodin 1969:193; Lee and Devore

1968:9) .

M. H. Fried (1967:83) characterises band 1-eadership as

being: 1) based on authority rather than power per se.,

and 2) transferable from person to person depending on the

individual and the task at hand. Service (1966:54) stresses

the tenuous, advisory, and competence-dependent nature of

band society leadership. Tn his article "Leadership Among

the Indians of Eastern Subarctic Canada,,, Rogers (1965:268)

generally confirrns this pattern of leadership adding the

inportant attributes of eloquence and supernatural power

r^rhich are subsumed in the 'rcompetencet' category.

Economicallyr "undifferentiated conrnunal access to

resources" is the norm in band societies (Fried 1967:61),
rrCornpleterr (vs. reciprocal) sharing is the centïa1 organ-

ising principle of subsitence strategies which distinguishes

band econornic organisation f rorn westet:n norns, Inportantly
for the analysis of fur trade relations, exchange in band

society is organised on grounds which aïe more social than
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economic (Service 1966:L4-20; Leacock 19óg zLZ).

In opposition to the Hobbesian view of life, Sahlins

(L972:I-2) has coined the term "the original affluent
society" to describe a hunting and gathering world view

which approaches the task of making a living through the

strategy of the ttZen solution to scarcity"--i.e. the 1im-

itation of expectations. rn anthropologist M. A. Jochimrs

(I976) rnodel, the concept of "minimisation of effort"
is central to resource exploitation decisions which in turn
determine other important aspects of 1ife. cultural eco-

logists such as Lee and De Vore (1968:6) have deterrnined

that the subsistence base, and the ability of hunters and

gatherers to plan and adapt to it, are nuch more substan-

tial than has previously been recognised. Nevertheless,

a caveat is placed on this idea in that this idea may not

apply as widely to groups in northern latitudes who are

said to live "under constant ecological pressuref' and where

gathering plays a much smaller role than hunting (Paine

L973:306; Lee and De Vore 1968:6; Damas 1969: ).
According to Service (1966:78, 8S) band social or-

ganisation is based on f'the conception of kinship extended

by narriage alliances'r. The fanily becones the prirnary,

if not the only, institution, and interband reciprocal
exogarny becomes the key to the whole structure (service

L962:75). The consensus seems to be that Servicers (Lg6Z

66-68) original hypothesis of the predication of band

society on patri-virilocality and patrilineality cannot

O' $ANTTO8A
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dbe supported (Leacock 1969:4-5; Slobodin 1969:194; L
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De Vore 19ó8 :7 -8)

ii) Cree Social 0rganisation

If such is band society" in general, how do the Western

Woods Cree fit in? Although 1itt1e of the available ethno-

graphy refers to what are supposed to be aboriginal condi-

tions, the information (nuch of it in fact ethnohistorical)
which is extant paints a picture quite sinilar to the above

outline. An innedlate difficulty presented by the lack of

ethnography focussing directly on the Western Woods Cree

of the Central Subarctic is the applicability over tine
and space of the rnore abundant data on the other Cree

peoples of the Eastern Subarctic culture area, With the

limitations of the culture area concept in mind (Spencer

and Jennings 1,977:xviii-xix), we have to rely on the opin-

íon of Preston (I976:49ln), La Rusic (1970:B-1) and Snith

(1981:259) that it is indeed applicable over tine anl space.

In the recent work J. G, E. Snith (1981), Swampy

Cree and Rocky Cree, who now border on each other at

Cumberland House, are subsuned under the rubric of Western

Woods Cree since there appears to be no significant differ-
ences other than dialect,

As Hyrne s (1968) and others have pointed out, clear

socio-cultural boundaries cannot be assuned to para11e1

dialectical differences, However, anthropologists have

indicated that the Swarnpy Cree (in modern The Pas, Cumber-

land House and Grand Rapids) speak in the (n) tor (th)

(Russe11 1975:424) I dialect of the Central Algonquian lang-
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and the Strong Woods Cree the (y) dialect as do the plains

Cree (Smith 1976:418). Although all are rnutually inte11-
igible, these same distinctions are in fact rnade by the

Cree themselves (Smith I975:174),

Population estimates at contact Ia11 of which must

be regarded !¿ith skepticisn (McArthur 1970) I rarge between

2,200 and 4,600 in the 1700s (Ray 1971:148). The widety

scattered nature of sma11 groups results in estimates of
population densities close to only one person per 50-,70

square niles (Rogers and Snith L981:141).

Most recent scholarship on the question indicates

that Cree occupation of their historic taiga biome terri-
tory was not a result of fur trade stinulus, arrns super-

iority and expansionisn as has been assurned by those such

as Jenness (1963:284), Mandelbaum (1979:20), Ray (I97L.34,

118) and Bishop (1981:160) (cf . contrary vier^/s of

Gillespie 1980?:9-10t Smith 1976:418), In fact, archaeol-

ogical (Wright 1971:1, 3), linguistic (H1ady 1"964:24), anð.

historic (Snith L976:417-I8, 4.25) data support the con-

clusion that the Cree had been occupying the territories
in which they were contacted since prehistoric times.

Indeed, Snith (1976:415) indicates that it was in fact
only the European term 'rcÍee which spread west as

traders carne into contact with new, yet similar, groups.

The Swanpy Cree did in fact nove westr^rard into the Cumber-

land House area in the late eighteenth century, but the

Rocky Cree had been long established in the area (Smith
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1981:257-8).

As fundarnentalTy a big gane-focussed hunting people,

the Western Woods Cree's rnigration patterns revolved around

the seasonal fluctuations ín the availabilíty of food re-

sources. Early contact docunents report that the Cree

were exploiting an important ecotone, rnoving back and forth
between the taiga and the parklands zone, wíntering in the

parklands and congregating each spring at fishing spots

(Ray 1971 :66; I972:114; Mandelbaun 1979:289) . This pattern

is most 1ikely the aboriginal one as well (K. Pettipas

1980:174). Seasonal availability and cyclical game popula-

tion fluctuation must have put a premiurn on flexibility
and ¡nobility in Cree subsistence strategies as it did among

the 0j ibwa to the south (cf . Roger:s and Black 1976:2,38),

Although hunting was relied upon nost and was more

highly valued than fishing by the nen (Honignann 195ó:39,

Jenness 1963:54; Trudeau 1967:17), E. S. Rogers (1969:86)

indicates that fish r¡/ere rnore inportant in the western

regions than in the eastern areas of the Subarctic. Skinner

(1911:24-5) and Jenness (1963:285) also note the ínportance

of hares to Cree subsistence. Since it is estimated that

between 4,500 and 5,000 calories per person per day (i.e.
4 lb, of flesh) is necessary for winter survival (Rogers

and Smith.1981:135), and since flesh foods are the only

significant form of sustenance in the area (Gillespie 1981:

15), hunting obviously assurned prinary importance to the

Cree.

In the past, Cree subsistence and that of the Sub-
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arctic ín general has been interpreted by nany such Flannery

(1946:265) and Cooper (1946:286) in terms of "continuing
scarcity" and "constant fear of starvation" (cf.Skínner

1911:68; Leechrnan L952:27; Knight I974:354), However, the

work of E. S. Rogers (1963a:72) counteracts the idea of

chronic recurrent food scarcity crises among Subarctic

hunters .

H. A. Feit (I973:115) naintains that, contrary to the

widely hel-d belief that hunters lived precariously and some-

what helplessly on the edge of starvation, Cree hunters

controlled their situation by rnanipulating population d.ens-

ities through group fission, Tedistribution of goods and

by regulating not only the nan/nature relatíon but hurnan

acquisitive desires as we11. He argues further that their
religious "ethno-ecosystern mode1" incorporating the need

for respect to aninals, although different from the modern

scientific view, was gerrerally "isornorphic with ecological

princíp1es" and led to sustained yield managenent practices

(Feit 1973:117-118). Although criticised by Knight (I973:

352) for what is basically thought to be naivity, Feit

(I973:120) also states that the Cree have "..,very substan-

tial knowledge of the environrnent in which they live and

this knowledge nakes plausible their clains for the reli-
ability, efficiency and affluence of their subsitence system;

their expertise also suggests that it is possible to choose

when the use resources" (cf.Jenness 1963:54-5). Feitrs

latter point ties in with Jochins's (1976:17) paradigm in

which resources are utilised in light of long range planning
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at times when chances of success are highest, following
the "principle of least effort" (cf.Paine 1973:30S).

The process of hunting ínvolved a good deal of cer-

ernonial preparation, dëvination, deferential respect be-

haviour toward the anirnal catcass, and ritual disposal of
the remains. Although Jochim (L976) leaves this ideological
aspect out of his model, there was a very close relation
between religious practice and al"I economic productíon as

noted by Tanner (1979:7) among the Mistassini Cree. Mason

(1967:59) reports a firn conviction that all animals were

endowed with spiritual personalities which had to be pla-
cated by deferential treatment. R. J, Paeston (1975:ii)
has found fron his work arnong the Rupert House Cree that
this relationship between man and arrinal is perceived as

one of 1ove.

Aboriginally, the Cree hunted caribou collectively
until participation in the fur trade changed their sub-

sistence focus (Snith 1981:260, 266). Hunting territories
were a post contact phenomenon (Rossignol 1939:65-6;

Ha11owe11 1949:35; Knight 1965:40). In agreeing with this
assessment, with reference to the Mistassini and the Cree

.i in general , Rogers (1963a:54, 83; 1961 :266), presents the

concept of the pre-hunting territory "huntíng gtoup" as

the basic unit of exploitation and of rnaxirnal political,
social and religious organisation for the greatest part
of the year,

Others ïefer to this as the "Iocal" or "micro-" band

which was an independent self-sufficient mobile unit centr{Ðd
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on, and drawing its narne from, a drainage basin (Honignann

1958:57-8; Mason 1967:1). Smith (1975:183-4) reports that

among the Rocky Cree such a cooperating group is referred

to as ntot inuik, that j.s "the group of relatives (kin and

affines) who cooperate with one another over a long period

of tine", During the summer several of these hunting groups

or "local bands" congregated at fishing sites to form the

"regional band" (Snith 1981:259) for the purpose of feasting,

religious activities and discussion of the yearrs events

(Rossignol 1939:63) .

The leadership of these hunting groups--referred to

by the Cree as okima'w (Snith 1981:259)--was a relatively
tenporary, situational position of prinus inter pares.

Maintaining a following depended upon such attributes as

general competence [naY ebstat (Preston 7976:468) ] espec-

ial1y in hunting (Flannery 1946:2ó8), generosity (Mason

7967:39), ãEê,.speaking ability, and religious power (Rogers

and Smith 1981 :144; Rossignol 1939 :64) , As Rogers (1965 :

268; 1963:25) describes it, such a position lacked any form

of 1egal porver. Indeed excessive power lvas feared and

"principl.e nen" or "chiefs" wê.i'lded 1itt1e real power beyond

their extended family, The nain role of the Cree okimarw

was to articulate consensus (Roger:s 1965:270).

Murdock (1965:26), Honigmann (1953:810) and Rogers

(19ó5:27 4) report preferential cross-cousin narriage abor-

iginally, and Snith (1975:183) cites the value of paired

narriages (i,e. siblings narrying another pair of siblings).

According to June Helm and Elanor Leacock (7977:366)
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1ocal ecological conditions resulted in a va:riety of resi-
dence rules in the Subarctic. Anong the WesteÍn Woods Cree

households were comprised of an extended fanily which was

sornetimes polygynous (Snith 1981:259). This extended family
was organised on bilateral lines (Smith 1975:182), since

this was the best way of ensuring the flexibility necessi-

tated by the cyclical , seasonal nature of the eco-systen.

Contradicting Servicets (1962:66-8) indeas concerning abor-

iginal virilocality, Bishop (L97 4: ) and Smith (1975:61) report

that in noïthwestern Ontario the Cree put emphasis on nat-

rilocal residence (cf.Tyrre11 I93It229-30), while Murdock

(1965) indicates ambilocality to be the norn.

Although the varying nature of the requirernents ex,

acted by the seasonal and fluctuatíng nature of the resources

the environrnent forced an adaptation based on disoluable
group ties, social cohesion and control was acconplished

through the basic need for co-operation, enculturation of

a value system with an emphasis on sharing, as well as gossip

and religious sanctions (Rogers and S¡nith 1981:144).

As nentioned previously, anirnisry, the belief that all
anirnals were endowed with a spirit which nust be placated

(lrlason 1967:59; Skinner 1911:68), was a central rnotif of

their world view. Therefore, the religious life of the

Western Woods Cree centred around hunting ritual, and its
conconitants: dþvination, synpathetic nagic and conjuring.

Idea1ly, at puberty a boy would engage in a vision quest

to receive a guardian spirit Ipawaganak (Rossignol- 1938:67)]

who would promise hirn protection and good luck ín hunting
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(Mason 1967:48). Tanner (1979) and pïesron (1975) delve

into the close ties in Cree culture betv¿een religion and

hunting.

Shamanism and fear of withcraft were proninent aspects

of Cree culture (Trudeau 1967:25; Leechman .I9SZ:27; Mandel-

baun 1979:164; Smith 1981:262). Rogers (196Sb:64) indicates
that probably each hunting group had a shanan (usually one

of the older men) to deal with the supernatural and offenses
,against society, thereby helping to hold the group together.

In terns of the interests of this study, a key feature
of Cree culture dealt with in thc a_vailable ethnographies

is how such a society dealt with strangers; in other words

how they handled "cross-cultural relationsI prior to contact
with Europeans. There is evidence to suggest conflict with
bordering peoples such as the Chipewayan (Gil1espie 1980?:9),

Eskimo and Sioux (Snith 1981:260).

Beyond the realm of antagonistic relationships with
those regarded, and deliberately sought out, as enenies,

however, the Cree rarely had contacts which could not be

included under the blanket of relations with kinsrnen

(Honigrnann 1956:58). Smith (I975:176) indicates that even

contact betv/een Rocky and Swampy Cree was linited. Ecolog-

ical conditíons favouring snal1 dispersed groups meant that
the seasonal congrega.tion in regional bands, most or all
of whose members u¡ere related in sone fashion with one

another, nust have often been the extent of ínterpersonal
contacts beyond prinary face,to-face relationships with
people in the hunting group or l-ocal band (Honigrnann 1956;
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58; Wright 1931:86). Therefore, the vast majority of social
interactions within cree society !\re re prirnaîy relations pres-
cribed by kinship obligations.

Preston (1976:451) believes that the typical strategy
of I'reticence'r was ernployed by the Cree in the face of threat
frorn strangers, This strategy encompasses understated
emotion in nanifest behaviour, shyness toward the stranger,
and deliberate non-comnittal or unexpressive facial derneanor

(Preston I976:452-6). Although sone scholars such as Honig_

mann would deny it, Preston (I976:490-1; 49ln.), who finds
support in L A. Hal1owe11's psychological work, believes
that there is a "substantial peîsistence over tirne for this
aspect of Eastern Cree mental culture't, and. he cites sup_

porting historic cases in the docurnentary literature,
If such an approach to "strangers" (i.e, non-kínsmen)

is also operating arnong the Westeln Woods Cree as so nany

other aspects of general Cree culture do, it will have an

irnportant effect on the initial European contact in partic-
ular.

Any further signifícant ethnographic information other
than the above must be gleaned from the ethnohistorical
s ource s .

A description of the Europeans with whon the Cree

cane into contact will be examined next.

Eur on e an Ethnosraphv

If in nothing e1se, it is clear that much of the
cent scholarship on the fur trade is in agreernent that

Te -
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traders must not be tTeated as an homogenous group as earlier
work (e,g. Saurn 1965) has tended to do. Nicks (1980:105)

maintains that is just as inportant to avoi.d the "easy

stereotypesrr about Europeans as it is to eschew those concern-

ing Indians (cf.Walker 1971). Social historians such as

Jennifer Brown (1980:47), Sylvia Van Kirk (1980b:3), and

Carol Judd (1980a:I27) have recently begun to make use of

the distinctions anong European groups in their work on

the fanilial and social organisation of the fur trade. The

varíetíes of socíal backgrounds as well as the differences

in the policies and structures of the various conpanies all
had effects on relations with Indian groups,

Prior to this new thrust in the scholarship, relatively
little attention has been paid to what might be referred to
as ethnography of the Europeans, Most of the earlier: Te-

search had been carried out in commerical terms centring on

the criteria for recruitment and selection, 1eve1s of staff-
ing, and wages, as opposed to the origins, cultures and

psychology of the ¡nen thernselves (Goldring I979:729). A1 -

though biography of the fur trade elite makes up a signifi-
cant proportion of the literature (Rich 19ó6:1), there is
a dearth of enpirical data on the ordinary European seïvants

in the trade. Most of the description has in fact been

nerely repetition as factual infornation of conternp or ane ous

opinion on the particular qualities and suitabilíty of var-

ious ethnic groups for their work in the trade, This lack

of empirical, social and quantitative study is now bei.ng
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renedied by the work of those such as Parks Canada historian
Philip Goldring (I979, 1980), on the I'ludsonrs Bay Conpany

labour systen, and University of Alberta professor Gatien

Allaire (1981) on the Quebec "ngugét,
It must also be rernembered, as Brown (1980:xvi) points

out, that these European connercial imrnigrants did not

sinply mirror their 01d World antecedents as nany such as

Harold Innis (1956:383), dean of the fur trade historians,
would have us think, Historian Cornelius Jaenen (1978:93)

introduces the concept of "fragment cultures" into the

analysis. According to Louis Ha'rtz (I970:107-10, 117), the

originator of the concept, the linited síze and incomplete

nature of the society which nigrates to a new area tends to
foster an increased consensus among the mi.grants not found

in their European honeland, as well as to heighten a nascent

nationalisn. This new and special sense of connunity aris-
ing fron the nigrants' sense of "contracted social sub-

staneerr often heightens conflict among the different nigrant
groups, and indeed creates new conflicts not found in Europe.

This analysis helps to explain the conflict among the European

trades in North America beyond a reliance on the sinple

transfer of European antagonisns, econonic and otherwise.

These were in fact ernergíng societies, indeed new nations,

significantly different in compositíon and in primary inter-
ests from their European progenitors,

Although nany dialectical rnaterialists would deny it
(e.g. Schernerhorn 1-970:7; Berry 1965:296-9), several re-

searchers in the field believe that prior psychological
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states, beliefs and inages held by Europeans are key to
understanding their relations with North Arnerican natives
(Nash 1972 :797; Surtee s L977:112; Sheehan 1980 :8 ; Berkhofer

1978:13; 7I; J aenen 1978:94-5), In accol'd with the anal-

ysis of 0. Mannoni (1956)

Psycholosv of Colonization

in ProsÞero and Caliban: The

, historian R. F. Berkhofer (1978

J-96) states

To the extent that the way differ-
ent ethnic groups see each other
is not puTely a function of the
power relatíonships prevailing
arnong thern, then the conceptual
and ideological screens of their
own cultures nust still interpose
between the observer and the ob-
served to color the "reality'r of
mutual percepti,gns.

In sun, we nust include attitudes of the various

European groups as well as those of the Indians as part
of the analysis of relations betr,¿een thern (cf.Jaenen 1974

267). Although rnany scholars have argued that British
and French approaches were distinctive, Jaenen (1978:93)

has asserted that both arríved with similar sets of ideas

derived from a comnon Europt:an experience.

i) The French

The fur trade literature itself deals hardly at aII
with the Old World origins of the French as a factor in the

developing relations with Indians. Perhaps rightly so,

nost attention has been focussed on the ernerging society

of the French-Canadians,
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Nevertheless, an írnportant characteristic of seventeenth

century France was the emergence of a strong counter-reforrna-

tion rnovernent (Dickason L976:126-7). This "spirit of relig-
ious enthusiasmrr was transposed to New France and played a

leading role in shaping Indi an / French - Canadi an relations. As

Jaenen (L972:64) asserts, religion r4¡as so intinately bound

up r4¡ith the French culture that it cannot be excluded fron
consideration in the analysis of Franco-Indian relations,
A student of Jaenenrs, 0. P. Dickason (I976:130) maíntains

that French values of the ti¡ne were based on comrnercial in-
dividualism, conpeti,tiveness and I'palatia1 absolutism" which

were in nany hrays in direct contrast to those of the Indians.

According to MarceI Giraud (1945:299), author of the massive

Le M6tis Canadien Champlain and Colbert had instituted se1-

ection criteria for new habitants which stressed religiositl,
and hard woîk. The majority of the new innigrants were

artisians and rural peasants, however sone were from the

ÞS:ICg_git class as well.
Much is made of the French rrgeniusrr for dealing with

Indians. This reputation Ian interpreation which has con-

tinued to the present, cf,Pointing and Gibbins 1980:89-80) l

portrays the French as being particularly adept at adapting

to Indian culture, although, as Rich (1967-18) asserts, this
was often a viTtue of necessity,

It has been widely assurned by authors such as Saurn

(1965:67), W. L, Morton (1967:34), Rotstein (1967:73), and

Wade (1969:68) that the French r^¡ere successful in develop-

ing intinate relat j-ons with their Indian al1ies because of
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their lack of "racial fee1ing". However, A. S. Morton

(I973:253) conpares them to disadvantage with the British
who are inteïpreted as avoiding the ensuing entanglements

under which the French laboured, Beyond this, Jaenen

(I97 4:263) maintains that the French never truly understood

Indian thought or behaviour any noîe cleaï1y than the other
European groups did (cf.Surtees I977:Ll3). Jaenen (Ig76tg)
has successfully argued that Francis parknan's bromide

asserting, in cornparison to the Spanish and the English,
that the French "cherished" the Indian is essentially a

myth. This is despite the fact that rnore rnodern scholars

such as Mason Wade (1969:6I , 79) continue to pronote this
ronanticsrn. Data presented in later chapters of this study

also helps to debunk this nyth,

ïn reality, the conceptual frarnework of al1 the Euro-

peans in contact with the North Arnerican Indian v/as essent-

ially the same; enconpassing and emerging frorn a Europocen-

tric view of history and civilisation (Jaenen I974 264),

Jaenen (1980:69-70) has recently asserted that there wa.s

in fact no unified the¡ne of French perception; rather a

wide range of different irnages and philosophical biases.

The literature reveals that French attitudes toward

Indians urere essentially anbivalent. They were convinced

of their own superiority (Dickason 1976:10; Upton 1979:16),

yet the French were also aware that lndians hardly con-

curred (Jaenen I974:290). On the other hand, French intel-
lectuals enployed Indian society as a rrrhetorical figure
with which to reproach the wayward European" and his degen-
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erating society (Jaenen I972:133) .

Indian society becarne so attractive to nany Frenchrnen

that acculturation of even the Jesuits thernselves becarne a.

concern to nany such as Gabriel Sagard and Maríe de ltlncar-
nation (Saunders L939:25; Dickason 797 6 :23 , 29 , 4L) .4 On

the other hand, Mason l{ade points out the real advantages

to the French of quickly adopting Indian technology and cer,

tain Indian life ways. The fact that Such assimilation was

occurring and that, as opposed to the English, the French

operated their relationship with Indians frorn their colonial
base (Brown 1980:1), makes the French-Canadian social type

of prime inteïest, In fact, Carolyn Livermore (1976:19)

asserts that the French-Canadians were the most influential
group of Europeans in contact with Indians.

In several papers Cornelius Jaenen (I97 4:264) has

argued that acculturation of the French-Canadians to Indian

nanners and custons was continuous and significant. R. M,

Saunders (1939:25) in his paper "The Emergence of the

Coureur de Bois as a Social Type!' argues that it is import-

ant to distinguish among the early truchenents, or inter-
preters, who were sent to live ainong the Indians by Charn'

plain and Pontgrave; the coureuïs de bois, those trouble-
sone i1lega1 traders; and the later emergence of a voyageur,

or canoeman c1ass.

The truchenents, who \^¿ere the first French to have

any extended contact with the Indians, returned to the

settlenents having quickly assinilated rnany of the Indian

traits, if only by naking a virtue of necessity (Lafleur
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1973:30; Saunders 1939;22), Rich (19óó:10) somewhat ethno-

centrically ¡naintains that the likes of De Vignau and Brul6,
who were sent anong the Indians by Chanplain, 'rwent native
with a vengeancer'. By 1623-4 Sagard Teports that these

interpreters were "everywhere" in their attenpt to learn

the inportant Indian languages (Saunders 1939:23),

As the French fur trade developed, the ranks of the

emerging coureurs de bois group were swelled by the younger

sons of habitants. These rnen had supposedly acquired a

liking for the freedom and adventure of a trading life among

the Indians (Saunders L939:25; Davidson 1967:Z). Dugas

(1924:73) speaks of this desire for freedorn,

La seule explication p
étrange qui faisait ab
la vie civiliz6e pour
lrarnour d'une 1ibãrté

ossible de ce g
andonner si gai
1a vie sauvage,
sans controle.

out
ement

'et ait

By 1668 ít is reported that few bands in the Lake

Superior region had no French eell.Igurs arnong them (Gibbon

1936:ó8), while by 1688 independent ggglguts had reached

the Rainy Lake district (Rich 1966:19), and by L728 they

had penetrated beyond the la Vdrendryes into the hinterland

of York Factory (Rich 19ó7:87).

Sorne of these .coureurs were disbanded soldiers
(Gibbon 193ó:68 , 73), while rnany others were habitanlg prt
out of work by an agricultural labour surplus in the 1680s

as rnuch as they were being attTacted to the life by any

unbridled desire for "freedom". There were also the sons

of seigneurs--nost often the younger siblings who were
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left without roles to play in the society of New France

(Lafleur 1973:60; Giraud 1945:318). These men had the

reputation of being proud, boastful, even haughty individuals
(Gibbon 1936:74, 78) who often tended to overlook their
religious training (Saunders 1939:25) and to adopt more

superstitious outlooks while in the pays d'en haut (Giraud

1945:539). In a nutshell, these were men who "nravaient
j anais vú de petits 1oups"; that is to say whatever they

encountered in their lives was always extraordinary, if
only in the telling (Dugas 1924:25),

As a result of their isolation fron the society
and control of New France, these coureurs developed what

Giraud (1945:303-7) describes as "un caractêre naturellernent

indocile", "un esprit átrangere å 1a subordination,,, ',gl!

rndepend ance presque !3!Ig€g", and rrun insouci.ance du

lendemain", Indeed this resistance to the ldea of control
approached very closely the character of "lrindigen" and

departed significantly fron the rural peasant nentality in
France (Giraud 1945:312). Giraud (1945:341) also suggests

that, as a result, the bourgeois /engagí relation came to

approxirnate the Indian model of leadership wherein prestige,

respect and confidence neant much more than authority.
.Although the v-oyageur volatility, prodigality, and

debauchery are legendary (cf.Gibbon 1936:61), Grace Nutte

(1967:11) has deliberately atternpted to portray a nore

sympathetic view of the voyageur as nen who were patient,
hunble and heroic.
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Such rnen were no longer "French" as such, but had com-

nitted themselves to the New World and adjusted themselves

to it (Saunders 1939:27, 33). After the Conquest these

coureurs stayed in the new English colony and continued to

develop a distinct North Anerican French culture (Lafleur

1973:47-2).

According to Allaire (1981) , aft,er 1760 the independ-

ent voyageur per se,became a less significant element in

New France, As a group, the voyageur characteristically
becarne less of a professional independent trader and more

of a seasonal labourer--a farnity rnan tied to the basic

habitant social hase who v/as attenpting to boost a farrn

income. The najority of them engaged in canoe work from

parishes along the north shore between Trois Riviers and

Montrdal , with lsle Montrdal- supplying the gteatest nurnbers

in the period betneen 1701 and 1745 (Al1aire 1981). Sig-

nificantly, by 1745 nearly fifty per cent of the engagÉs

gave their occupatíon as "habitantrr as recorded on theír
engagement s .

After the Conquest, W. L.Morton (1957:15)[although

he neglects the factor of differential access to capitall
asseîts that these French - Canad i ans were "too independent"

to be able to effectively cornpete r+ith the influx of

Yankees and Scots. As a resul-t they were absorbed into
the growing trade systern, usually only in the lower echelons

as canoe men. This interpretation is disputed by Liverrnore

(1976:19) who maintains Icontrary to others such as Rich

(1966:63)l that, for a generation after the Conquest, it
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was in fact French rnoney which financed the trade.

Having earlier served the interests of the Northwest

Cornpany and to a certain extent the Hudsonis Bay Cornpany,

after the nerger of the two Companíes in 1821 the French

Canadian voyageurs are said to have renained the favourites

of Cornpany officers (Judd 1980a:136; Merk 1931:xliii).
This interpretati.on is contradicted by WiIlian Walkerrs

connent identifying an overt prejudice against the French-

Canadians anong offícers and Orcadians (Nicks 1976:38), as

well as by Willian Auldrs negative cornparison of then

vis-a-vj.s the Scots in 1811 (Bror,m 1980:47). Indeed Van

Kirk (1980b:12) reports that, despite their near total
reliance on the voyageurs, even Norrwesters such as Daniel

Harnon in 1804 were also critical of what they felt were

the "devi1-may-care attitude to 1ife, their ígnorant,

spendthrift ways and their love of a good carouse". Such

attitudes, however, are typical of the distancing mech-

anisrns operating in any class systern,

By 1830, late in the period under consideration, the

French-Canadians seen to have príced themselves out of the

labour rnarket (Goldring 1979:153), while good econornic

conditíons in Lower Ca.nada at the tine nade the arduous

life in the pays dien haut relatively less attractive (Judd

1980a:137) . Goldring (1980:182) also clalrns that thej.r

dislike of the cumbersome york boat also led to a reduction

in the nunbers of French-Canadians in the Hudsonrs Bay

Cornpanyrs evolving transportation sys t em.

Fron the preceding, therefore, it is clear that the
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interpretations of sorne historians implying that the category

of "French-Canadian" is a hornogenous unit, cannot be sup-

ported. The social type, as well as the extent of cornrnon

interest, varied over time fron the early rnilitary truche-

[9I!, to the independent coureur cle bois, to the later
hab it ant - -voyageuï. Their respective relations with Indians

must therefore be interpreted with these differences in nind

ii) The Englísh

Although, as W. R. Jacobs (1969:82) asserts, Anglo-

Indian relations varied widely according to the colonial

and religious context in which they occurred, there are a

number of generalisations that have been ¡nade about Eliza-

bethan and seventeenth century Englishnen who first began

to come into contact with North Anerican Indians.

Maj or rnotifs of Elizabethan England hrere an increas-

ing social mobility (Campbe11 1959:65); a rnercantile cast

to notivations (Nash L972:205); a self-sufficient aspect

of English identity (Gorer 1975:156); a confidence in

their own superiority (Jacobs 1969:84.); all coupled with

a certain "seige rnentality", palanoia, and corresponding

pugnacity (Sheehan 1980:144n.; 151), The late sixteenth

century was also characterised by a nagical attitude and

the search for ea;:thly paradise (Trevelyan 1954:44). This

outlook on America underwent a change during Puritan tirnes

to one which preferred the inage of a "perilous wilderness"

(Sheehan 1980:10 , L7).

The Restoration of 1ó60 did not completely erase the
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effects of ascetic Puritan ru1e, and, although somewhat

attenuated, biblical and sabbatarian influences survived

the beginnings of "the new rationalisn" (Trevelyan 1954:

48-50, 286-91' Peake I972:73; Gorer L97S:SZ). Indeed, the

great maj ority of British citizens at this tine were
Itliteral Christian believers, all of the time" (Laslett
1965:71) .

Peter Laslett (1965), a British social historian,
has produced a fascinating view of pre-undustrial English

social structure, The following description is derived

from his book The World We Have Lost which has also influ-
enced the interpretations of Van Kirk (1980b), BroÌ,vn (1980)

and Foster (I975, I977).

During this time England was essenti al-ly a rural,
sna11 scale society organised as an "association of patri-
arches". There was no 'rnass situation" or class solidarity
as such, sincc cach "farnily cel1tt (including attached se::-

vants) existed as an independent entity subsumed by the

father/master, These fanilies had few horizontal links
to other such rrce11s", Until the industrial Tevolution,
the scene of labour was at horne among the ,'f anilyrt nembers.

The relatively youthful population profile, the stress

on obedience in socia.lisation, and the circurnscribed nature

of non-f aníl"ial ties all combined to nake patriarchal
authoritarian control the norrn Icf.Al1port's (1979:395 ff)
analysis of the authoritaïian peîsonalityl. 0n1y by the

nineteenth century, and nearing the end of the period under

consideration, did the Victorian motifs of "progress[, the
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protestant work ethic, hunanitarianism, social reforrn, and

evangelicalisrn make inroads into the English social con,

sciousness (Brown 1980:148; Peake L972:73).

Ever since the earliest contacts with Native peoples,

Englishmen perceived Indians as "crafty", "bruta1", |loath-

sone", rrcannibalistic", r'ha1f -men" (more often as beasts

per se.) (Nash I972t200; Sheehan 1980:5, 173; Drinnon 1980:

49-50), Colour descriptors trhrhite and "black had al.ready

taken on their respective evaluative connotations which

overflowed into the concept of "race" (Jordan 1965:7) al-
though it was manifested nore as a fear of conpetition
than modern racialism (B1oon 1971:86).

London itself is an inportant elenent of British
society to examine since, during its first ten years of

its existance, the Hudson's Bay Conpany alnost exclusively
sent Londoners to North Anerica (Judd 1980a:129), As a

group, these men cane to he characterisecl as ân obstïe-
perous, licentious, dernoralised, and debauched lot (Nicks

1980:102; Mitchell I976:28). Very early in their history
the Hudsonrs Bay Company officers, such as governor John

Nixon in 1682, complained of a chaotic labour systern

characterísed by poor norale and discipline among servants

of city origin. They were evaluated as of "distinctly
uneven qualityrt and he maintained instead the need for

"young country 1ads" and Scots (Brown 1980:24; Van Kirk

1980b:10). However, despite such negative evaluations of

Londoners and the preference for other ethnic groups, sober

and hardworking Londoners such as Thonas Bunn (Bayley 1969)
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continued to hire on and gain advancement in the Cornpany,

In response to this labour problen the Hudson's Bay

Conpany began a system of apprenticeship, Boys as young

as fourteen, who were considered to be more adaptable to

conditions in North Arnerica, were apprenticed for seven

year terns, Many of these youths r^¿e re in fact charity wards,

or "parish boys", bound by their church wardens to the

Conpany (Brown 1980:25). Beginning in 1684 suitable appren-

tices were drawn f rorn charity orphan schools such as

Christrs Hospítal and the Royal Foundation of Queen Ann--

the Blue Coat and Grey Coat schools respectively (Brown

1980:26; Ruggles 7977:6-7), Queenrs University geographer

R. I. Ruggles (1977) describe the: "Hospital Boys of the

Bayr', nost of who¡n orginated fron the nean streets of

London, as having been inculcated with religion and the

work ethíc along with the nathematics and rudiments of

reading and writing which were on the curriculun.

As a result of their apprenticeship policy the

Hudsonrs Bay Conpany developed strong vertical ties withj-n

its stl'ucture since nany of the young apprentices who had

no fanily ties in England looked to Company officers as

father figures (Brown 1980:26) an{ as a result, "asyn-
metrical bonds of patronageI developed (Brown 7975:2I2),

This social structure of the Company has been described

by Brown (1980:11) as one of "rnilitary rnonasticism".

Having given up on men from Londonrs conpetitive

labour market, the Hudsonts Bay Cornpnay turned prirnarily
to Scotland for its servants (Brown 1980:25).
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iii) The Scots

By 1682 The Hudsonts Bay Conpany had begun opting

for Scottish servants upon the recornrnendations of those

such as Governor Nixon (Judd 1980a:I29; Van Kirk 1980b:11).

These men have been portrayed in the literature as the typ-
ica1ly I'shrewd, energetic and a¡nbitious Scott'r who displayed

a "genius for organization and hard workr' (cf.Mitche1l 1976:

39). However, important social differences are said to
have existed arnong the Highlanders, Lowlanders and Orcadians

(cf, Graham 1956:3), The Hudsonts Bay Company for one took

for granted that what was referred to as rrrace, Ii.e.
ethnicityl t¡as an inportant distinguishing characteristic
arnong its ernployee (Judd 1980:305).

A. G. Price (1950), indicates that menbers of the

Lowland Scot merchant class were nuch nore like their
English counterparts than the Highlanders in that both the

forrner groups had had experience "subduing unruly peoples''

in their dealings with "native groupsrt (such as the High-

landers and the Irish) before rnoving to North America.

Most of the Scots who became connected with the early Hud-

sonrs Bay Conpany originated from the industrialising
Lowland areas of Scotland ever since the first contingent

of Edinburgh tradesmen had signed on in 1ó83 (Brown 1980:

28; Graham 1956:6) .

Highlanders on the other hand, after suffering poverty

and persecution after Culi-odin, and later in the nineteenth

century undergoing the disruptive "clearances", irnrnigrated

largely on their own to the Anerican colonies (Graham 1956:
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42-47; Mitchell 197623I-32). Milirary duty and clan ries
drew ¡nore and more Highlanders to the New World and. even-

tually they found their way to Montreal and connections

with the Northwest Coinpany after the upheavals of 1760 and

1776.

These Scots were soon establishing close ties with
the French through enploying and interrnarrying with them

(Canpbe11 1956:42-47; Mitchetl L976:SI-Z). Indeed rhe

two got along so well with the French-Canadians - -both
groups being somewhat anti-English--that they soon dorninated

the Montreal trade (Mitche11 I976:,SZ; Myers L97Z:69).

The Highlanders in North Anerica continued to evidence

the prinacy of "clannish instinct'r (Mitchell I976:32) anð,,

as a consequence, horizontal personal and fanilial connec-

tions developed among the Scotts of the North\^rest Company.

Anderson and Frideres (1981 102) , refer to a ronantic tra-
dítion irnported fron Scotland concerning the condítions
of an 'ranacronistic feudal systenÙ which was transferred to
North America. The effects of Highland clan ties on this
conpanyrs relations with Indians as opposed to the veïticle
"monastic ¡nilitarisn" of the Hudsonrs Bay Conpany aïe ex-

amined by Van Kirk (1980b) and Brown (1980) .

Again, often without enpirica! data to back it up,

contemporaneous opinion, now often reported as fact,. por-
trays the Highlanders as stubborn, short-tenpered, quarrel-
sone, excessively proud, easily offended, and often con-

ceired (Mirche11 L976:32, 39). A. S. Morton (1973:519)

blames their brutally violent behaviour during competition
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v,rith the XY Company and later with the Hudsonrs Bay Company

on their so-ca11ed "prirnitive highland background".

After the merger of the two Conpanies ín 1821 the

irnportance of horizontal fanilial ties continued in the

Nor'wester tradition despite Governor George Simpson's

clai¡ns to the contrary. In fact, the new system of nepo-

tisn centred on Sinpson himself (Brown 1980:115-1ó).

iv) The 0rc a<li an s

More than arry other ethnic group, except perhaps

the French-Canadians, the Orcadians have been singled

out foî conment in the fur trade literature. This can

be explained by the fact that by the end of the eighteenth

century close to eighty percent of Hudsonts Bay Company

employees were recruited in the Orkney Islands (Nicks

1980:102).

The first Orcadians were beg:i.nning to sign on as

early as 1702 since, until Lhe late nineteenth century,
Conpany supply ships nade the Islands their last stop on

the way to Hudson Bay (Clouston 1937a:95). However, by

the end of the period under consideration in this study,

Orcadians were begirming to decline in proporation as the Company

díversified its recruiting practices and Tslanders them-

selves becane more reluctant to sign on (Judd 1980a:154).

More Norse than Scottish (MitchelI 7976:28-9),

Orkneymen were prirnarily subsistence farners and as such,

although using primitíve rnethods, they had developed a

high standard of self respect and independence (Clouston
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1937a:39). One gains a r:ather bleak picture of theiT situ-
ation on the Islands from sources such as P. Bailey's
Orkney, However, according to Galbraith (1957;2In) and

Nicks (1980 tI23) it was the very sarne harsh, poverty-

stricken conditions on the Orkneys and the lack of econornic

opportunity which nade enployment far off in the wilds of

North America with the Hudson's Bay Conpany so attractive.
0n the other side of the coín, Or:kney historian J. Clouston

(1936:4) and others indicate that Orcadians Ì{ere valued

by the Cornpany because they were believed to be nore sober

and tractable and, nost inportantly fron the Conpanyrs view-

point, because they worked rnore cheaply than the English

or the Irish.
The Orcadians r^¡ere strongly influenced by Calvinsim,

having had parish churches since the Reforrnation (Goldring

1979:181; P. Bailey 1971:106) , yet it is reported by

Clouston (1936:8) that bclicfs in witches and fairies were

stí11 current i.n the 1790s. Sone had sound educations and

very importantly, in the Conpanyrs view most had never even

seen London (D. MacKay 1966:23I),

Edward Unphreville (1954:109), sometine ernployee of

both rnajor cornpanies, gives this often quoted opinion on

the Orcadians: "they are a close, prudent, quiet people,

strictly faithful to their employers, and sordidLy avari-
cioustt.

Most of those entering the fur trade were frorn fanilies
with 1ittle land or influence from the lower ranks of Island

society (Nicks 1980:122) , Goldring (1979:178) continues by
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citing a Sinpson meno fron 1849 describing the typical
0rkney recruit as:

lads of 18 or 20 years of age, who are
unacquainted with any trade, and who
in their natíve country would find it
difficult to procure t8 or t10 wages.

Orcadian servants, terrded to be young (nedian age 20)--even

younger than their French Canadian counteïparts (nedian age

22) (Nicks 1980:112) .

The Orcadians r4¡ere often negatively conpared to the

French as 'rgenerally less enterprising and aggressive" than

their opponents (Mitchell 1976:29-30). They were said to

be shy, cautious and docile Ialthough most ethnic groups

would appear so when cornpared to the inage of the French

Canadians in the literature,l . Nevertheless a tendency

toward "caba1s", "conbinations" and a certain "cliquish
naturerr made thern difficult to deal with as groups on

occasion (Mitche11 1976:30; Brown 1980:31). Judd (1980b:

306) reports that the first col"1'ective action by 0rcadians

in 1805 was an attenpt to force wages up,

Sylvia Van Kirk (1980b:11) asserts that, beyond this
penchant for cliquish behaviour, the Orcadians were seldom

criticised by the Company. As a result, they also seem

to have been highly praised in the fur trade literature,
yet Philip Goldring (1979:171) maintains that "the desir-

ability of the orkneymen is regularly assurned rather than

dernonstrated", In fact, they earlier on revealed a dis-

tinct reluctance to follow orders to leave the relative

comfort and safety of the posts on the Bay (Mitche11 1976:
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29). However, in his discussion of the difficulties en-

countered by the Hudson's Bay Company in penetrating the

West, R. J. Glover (1948:245) indicates that economic

factors--i.e, the lack of extra dange'r pay- -nay have played

as great a role in this reluctance of the Orcadians as any

supposedly characteristic tirnidity. At any rate, Glover

indicates that by the 1790s nany brigades were in fact
manned by Europeans, nany of whom would have been Orcadians

In terns of their relations with the Indians en
.qdérouine,- Umphreville (1954:109-10) contrasts them to ad-

vantage r4¡ith the Canadian tt'aders who, he asserts, had

become trobnoxious to the fndians". This cornparison ís

confir¡ned by docunentation in following chapters.

Again, how nuch of this contemporaneous opinion

concerning the 0rcadians can be substantiated through

research of scholars such as Nicks and Goldring remains

to be seen.

Sumrnary D i s cu s s i on

Despite the questionable validity ol the concept of
I'national character" discussed above, this background in

the ethnography of the European ethnic groups coming into
contact with Indians is just as inpottant for an understanding

of the relationship as is a knowledge of the Cree culture

they encountered. Using ethnohistorical rnethodology it
should now be possible to interpret the documentation avail-
able on the relations between Indians and traders with nuch

rnore precision. Chapter III will begin this examination.



CHAPTER III

EARLY CONTACT

Int r oduct i on

One of the najor conceptual tools used by historians
is that of periodisation (Carr 1961:60-61). This study

will employ a scherne similar to those established by

Leacock (1971,) and Bishop and Ray (1976), but it wilt be

refined further using the insights of sociologists such

as Van den Berghe (1981), Cohen (1978) and Banron (1967).

Many schernes which have been put forth to date at'e

strictly cornrnercial sequences. Since all trade originally
began as an interethnic transaction (Rotstein 1967 :ZZ-23),

we nust also pay attention to the theory of interethnic
contact such as is suggested by Van de Berghe (19S1:41),

He introduced the concepts of "symbiosis" and [parasitisrn",

The forrner refers to a state of relatíons where trade part-
ners are organised in non-hierarchical ecological inter-
dependence, each having its specialised ecological niche.
Banton (1967:88) indicates that a power balance is necessary

for such syrnbiotic relations, t'Parasitism" Ior "domination"
in Banton's (1967:70) ternsl is characterised by economically

exploitative relations in a hierarchically organised system.

Inposing this interethnic schene on Bishop and Rayrs

outline (Figure 2) we can rnake a further distinction at the

beginning of the Trading Post Dependency Era. Previous to
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this point of change in Tnclian subsistence patterns to a

reliance on trapping more than hunting, the relations are

"synbiotic" Icf, Leacockts (1971:11) ',Phase II"]. Thereafter

they are rrparasitic" ILeacockts (1971:11) "Phase I]I,'1.
The "Prehistoric Period,', which has already been

dealt with in Chapter II, ends with the influx of trade
goods and other European influences. Bishop and Ray's

(1976:724-5i 134) "Protohistoric Period" centres on that
span of tirne characterised by indirect contact and is divided
into two eras. The first is the "Indirect Trade Erat' when

influences are diffused sporadically and relations are
frfragmented"--i.e. equalitarian, yet relatively isolated
(Cohen 1978:389-90). Second is the "Middlernan Era" in
which systenatic contact, but not including direct face-to-
face relations were established. This latter phase marks

the beginning of what Banton (7967:67) refers to as insti,
tutionalized conta.ctr'. Prior to this tine contact hras

primarily on an ad hoc individual basis. In terns of Cohen's

categories, Telations continue to be "fragnented".
The 'rHistoric PeriodI is cornposed of three eras.

First is the 'rEarly Fur Trade Era" which, according to
Bishop and Ray, sees the first direct face-to-face contacts

being nade. Second j-s the t'Conpetitive Trade Era" in which

the actual face-to-face exchanges begín to be rnade in the

Indians' own territory. A continuing balance of power

relations places this era into Cohen's (1978:309) "balanced"
category of interethníc relations in which synbiosis is a

rnaj or characteristic (Van den Berghe 1981:41), The third
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phase of the Historic Period is the "Trading Post Dependency

Erarr in which trapping becones the primary subsistence pat-

tern, This latter period marks the growth of unequal ties,
or what Banton (I967 | 70) refers to as the "Do¡nination,, order

of race relations, Van den Berghe (1981:41) ca11s this

"patasitisrnrr and Cohen (1978:391) terns it "stratified
relations. At this ti¡ne differential power to control re-

sources develops.

0f course, the periods in this outline are far fron
sharply delinited in practíce , and they overlap consider-

ab1y, depending upon the group and the region ín question.

For exarnple, there ís a considerable difference in the dates

assigned to the different eras between the West Main and

the Western Woods Cree in this scheme.

Protohistoric Contact: 1600-1668

The evidence for indirect contact in the Protohistoric
Period in the study area is slight and circumstantial in-
deed. However, Arthur J. Ray (L978:26) asserts that this
period has been seriously underestimated in archaeological

analysis west of Iludson Bay.

One example of possible evidence indicating protohis-

toric influence is J. V. Wright's (1971:21) position that

a new style of plain surfaced ceramics was influenced by

European metal containers.

Further, as E. S. Rogers and J. G, E. Snith (1981:130)

assert, perhaps the Tnost significant effect of the begin-

nings of contact was the change in the Indian's perception
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of the environment as a consequence of new technology and

econonic inducenents which were beginning to diffuse into
Cïee territory in the early 1600s. This relates to G. D.

Berrernanrs (1978:53) assertion that increased "sca1e" of

social interactíon expands the possibilities for innova-

tion.
Evidence of the Middlenan Trade Era is also slight.

It is not until the 1640s that the Jesuit Relations be gin

to nake brief references to second hand knowledge of the

Cree living between Lake Superior and the Northern Sea

(i.e. Janes Bay) (Thwaites 1959:I:32, XVIII:29, XXI:125).

This infornation carne to the Jesuits through the Nipissings

who in fact were obstructing direct contact between the

French and Cree in order to protect their middlernan posi-

tion (Rich L967:74).

Keeping in mind Rayrs caution about underestirnating

the importance of the Protohistoric Period, the Historic
Period will now be exa-rnined.

Historic Cont act

i) Early Fur Trade Era, 1611-1694

Although nany sources such as Mandelbaun (1979:15)

and Snith (7976:420) indicate that the first nention of

the Cree in European docurnents cornes frorn the Jesuit Rela-

tions of 1640-1641 (cited above), there exists an instruc-
tive account of direct contact as early as 1611 when the

i11-fated Henry Hudson had a brief encounter with the Cree

It is doubtful whether any Cree actúally witnessed
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the reefing of Hudson's sails or heard the keel of his

English jol1y boat grate on the beach in Jarnes Bay in the

fa11 of 1610. Nevertheless, the claims of Rogers (1967:83)

and Bishop (1981:159) that the Hudson Bay Lowland r4ras not

occupied by the Cree prior to the arrival of the Hudsonrs

Bay Conpany (HBC), are contadicted. A Cree hunter did.

happen upon Hudsonrs quarters in the spring of 1ó11. I

As reported by expedition survivor Abacuck Pricket
(Purchas 1965:XII:391), the hunter who happened upon Hudsonrs

canp found himself the centre of much attention. Upon being

given a knife, a looking-glass and a handful of buttons,

the hunter left, naking signs that he would return, Showing

himself to be no stranger to the process of trade, he later
brought back two deer and two beaver skins, Pricket reports

the following tlans act ion.

He had a scrip under hís arme,
of which hee drew those things
the Master had given hirn. Hee
the Knife and laid it upon one
Beaver skinnes and his Glasses

out
which
tooke
of the
and

Buttons upon the other, and so ga
them to the Master, who received
and the Savage took those things
the Master had given him, and put
up into his scrìp againe.

VC
then,
which

t hem

Now the bargaining bcgan in earnest

Then the Master shewed him an Hatchet,
for which hee would have given the
Master one of his Deere skinnes, but
our Master would have then both, and
so hee had, although not wil1ingly
(Purchas 1965 :XXI : 391).

Over one hundred and thirty years later the HBC faÇtot at
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Severn River, Andrew Grahan (1.969:204), repoïts that the

Oupeeshepaw Nation of Cree sti11 related a tradition of
this first encounter with Europeans on the Bay, Contrary

to the assumptions of Oldnixon (Tyrre11 19S1:375) and

Orr. (7924:9) that, once set adrift, Hudson was probably

"nassacred" by the Cree Ias he rnight have been by the

Eskino encountered by the mutineers (cf,Purchas 1965:XIII:
404-6) I, nature, and not the Jarnes Bay Natives, more 1ike1y

ended Hudson's life. This is confirrned when in 1670 Radisson

and Bayley report finding what they assurned to be Hudsonrs

last camp on the Moose-cebee (or Moose) River without signs

of violence (Nutte I977:29I) ,

This first episode of direct contact with Europeans

is instructive because it reveals that the Cree were a1,

ready well versed in the concept and process of inter-
ethnic trade. There was no "rip off" of furs for beads

and trinkets as the current popular view land even sone

not-so popular (cf.Myers 1972:.3) I would have it. Such an

interpretation demeans the intelligence and real power of
the Cree in this situation, The Cree hunter had realised
imnediately that a return for the European goods was in
order and, contrary to Myers, he had 1ittle difficulty in
establishing an understanding about the value of these

itens. The haggling that occurred indicates that both

sides perceived their position as one of strength (cf.
Sahlins I972:207),

Tn addition, those such as E. F, Frazier (1957:92)

who posit that initial contact relations are I'subsocia1",
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since the parties do not regard or treat each other as humarr,

seems to be incorrect in this instance. The Cree hunt,er

obviously had litt1e difficulty in placing Hudson in a cat-

egory which allowed fruitful transactions with him, Nor

was the meeting characterised by the super-caution of
rrsilent trade" said to be cornrnon in initial contact (cf.
Frazie'r L957 :42 -43; Blalock 1967 i77 ) Banton 1967:68) . In

short, face-to-face exchange for mutual benefit (i.e.

"synbiosis") was the character of this first direct contact

bethreen the Europeans and the Cree of James Bay. Fron the

beginning, theïefore, trade relations between the Cree and

the English tended to be "symbiotic".
Other naritirne explorers who made their way into

Hudson Bay in subsequent y""trl were not discovered by the

Cree. If they were, the Cree chose not to reveal thernselves

to the Europeans. The only contact came indirectly through

the Creers salvaging the leavings of these i11-fated partíes
(Ma s on 1967:6),

The Cree nade their face-to-face contacts, not with

Englishnen on the shores of Hudson Bay, but with French

coureurs de bois groping their way westward, along the

Great Lakes watershed,

In 1656 the Jesuit Rel-ations (Twaites 1959 :XLII : 14)

report that two unna¡ned young men had returned from explor-

ation and trade arnong the Kiristinon (or Cree). In fact,
one of these ¡nen was Medard Chouart, Sieur des Groseilliers,
an ex-Jesuit donné (i.e. servant) turned trader. He had

been sent in 1654 to the west as far as Green Bay where
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he met sorne Cree. It is uncertain whether Radisson accomp-

aníed hin on this trip, The Indians encountered by des

Grosseilliers informed hin of the North Sea where European

ships arrived directly f rorn Europe (Rich 1967:19). Here,

in Tndian supplied intelligence, we see the gern of an idea

which eventually 1ed to the establishment of one of the

longest-lasting contact institutions encountered by the

Cree - -the Hudson's Bay Company.

Before the formation of that company however, the

French continued their probing into Cree territoïy. Al-
though there is well-founded suspicion that the reported
j ourney of Radisson and des Grosseilliers to the Cree of
the Jarnes Bay area in 1659--1560 is nothing but a nyth
(cf . Nutte I977 i65; Adans 1961:1xiii, I46), we must assume

that these two coureuÌs were not a1one, They were rnerely

the nost famous of those wandering in the pays dren haut

during thi s tinc.
The Cree, however, were also rnaking their own trad-

ing forays to Sault St. Marie (Michilinakinac) and by

1670 were extending their reach as far as Montreal (Innis
1956:45; Thwaites 1959:LXVI:107). fndeed, by 1659-1660

the Cree had already sent an envoy to the Jesuits requesting

missionary visíts in order to establish an alliance with
the French (Thwaites 1959:XLVI:71-). The next year Dablon

and Druillettes conplied with the request (Thwaítes 1959:

XLI:257) and by 1666 Allouez reports that nissionaries
and Cree unterstood each other well enough for religious
instructíon to be attempted (Thwaites 1959:LT:59).
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The Cree encountered the two rnost farnous coureurs

again when they returned to the country south of Lake

Superior in 1661, At this tirne, a pattern which becane

faniliar later on began to dvelop, Gifts were distributed
by the tradeÍs, and on their part, the Indians supplied

more provisions than could be consumed (Adans 1961-:724, 127)

Radisson sonewhat grandiloquently asserts that these gifts

...gave us authority arnong the Whole
nation.,.Amongst such a rawish kind
of people a gift is rnuch, and bestowed,
and liberality much esteerned... (Adams
1961:129).

W. R. Jacobs (1950) has exmained the significance of pres-

ents in relations with Indians. Indeed gift exchange was

the prinary method of achieving peaceful relations in band

society (Sahlins I972:169).

Their supply of trade goods and secure fort gave the

coureurs a sense of power over their hosts. Radisson and

des Grosseilliers reportedly saw themselves as unopposed

trCaesarsrr, even "gods of the earth", claiming for thernselves

supernatural powers over life and death. In their own eyes

(unfortunately there exists no other evidence), these self-
confessed "demi-gods" believed the 1ocal lndians were suit-
ably impressed and cowed by their greatness. Little matter

that these Europeans could stil1 not avoid the ravages of

fanine that winter had they not received food fron the

Indians (Adams 1961:130-1, 135). lt is quite possible that

this inability to secure their own food sonewhat undermined

their powerful irnage among the Indians.
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More Cree met Radisson and des Grosseilliers as the

Frenchrnen rnoved north of Lake Superior in the spring of

1662. The "Christinos" (Cree) encountered there were in
the habit of wintering inland but they returned to the lake

to fish each spring. This time it was the I:rdi.ans who

brought gifts to the coureurs in order to persuade them to
allow then to accompany the expedition back to Montreal.

However, a.fter later encountering a srnal1 party if Iroquois,

the Cree refused to go further despite entreaties by

Radisson and des Grossielliers (Adams 1961:149:50). In

this action we see that the Cree had a nind of their orçn

regarding relations with Europeans and were quite able to
resist the persuasions of traders vùhen their own interests
1ay in other direct ions.

The numbers of coureurs travelling anong the Cree

increased substantially over the next two decades. By

1668 the Sovereign Council reported that 'rthere was hardly

a band of Indians [in the Lake Superior area] that did not

have sone French coureurs de bois among them" (Gibbon 1936:

68). By 1680 Harold Innis (1956:42) reports that the

French had crossed the height of land to trade in the

Kaninistiqua watershed. In that year at least eight hundred

couïeurs are saíd. to have been in Indian countTy (Brown 1980

5). Under de Noyon, the French began to penetrate into
Cree territory as far west as Lake Nipigon by 7678 (Innis

1956:49) and to Rainy Lake by 1688 (Ray 1974:12). By 1689

Lake of the Woods area r^¡as occupied by the French ( W. L.

Morton 1957:14) ,
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ïn the early decades of the eighteenth century the

Cree had successfully entangled the French ín their alliance
systen, The French traders becane so caught up in their
relations with the Cree that 1a Vdrendrye, much against

his better judgement, Ì^ras persuaded to allow his eldest

son (who was subsequently ki11ed) to join a Cree war party

against the Sioux in 1734 (Rich 1967:88). Two years later
another of 1a Vérendryers sons was sent to live with the

Cree at the northern end of Lake Winnipeg (Rich 1967:88-89).

The 1a Vérendryes had extended the French presence

among the Cree as far as Cedar Lal<e by 17 47, and in the

next year had gone all the way to the forks of the Saskat-

chewan (Burpee L927 225-26), Burpee (7907:3I2) reports

that by 1748 la Vérendreyers son 1e Chevalier had built
the first fort Basquea at the nouth of the Pasquia River

in present day The Pas.2 However, even earlier than the

officially sanctioncd thrusts of la Vdrendrye, independent

coureurs were already reported in the Saskatchewan-Nelson

drainage systen between L727 and 1732 (Rich L967:87; A. S.

Morton 1,973:'178).

Although the direct contact betr^reen the Cree and the

French was becorning noae comlnon during this period, many

so-ca11ed trading postsrr were nothing rnore than seasonally

or irregularly occupied shacks (Rich 1960a:I:516), For

exanple, 1a V6rendrye (Burpee 1927:456) reports that Fort

Poskoyac itself was abandoned during the winter for lack

of sufficient provisions.

Thus, the French presence confronting the Cree in the
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study area, until the mid-eighteenth century, was actually
a sporadic and therefore linited one, However, it must

also be kept in nind that with up to eight hundred coureurs

in the pays dten haut rnuch nore contact lras occurring than

nerely that occassioned by the officially sanctioned Compagnie

du Nord of de Noyon and la Vérendrye.

Meanwhile to all this activity on the part of the French,

the Creers northern flank of Hudson Bay had remained rela-
tively undisturbed until 1668 when, under the inpetus of

the th¡o disaffected Frenchmen, Radisson and des Grosseilliers,
British vessels again made their appearance on the Bay.

Contrary to nany who are nisinforned (e,g. Morantz 1980b:

35), Radisson did not reach Jarnes Bay in 1668 (D. MacKay

1966:24). The Cree rnet only des Grosseilliers and those

Englishmen on the Nonsuch. Again, the Cree provided in-
dispensable help in finding a secure berth for the Nonsuch

in the Rupert River and in establishing Charles Fort

(Rich 1967:26). Despite Gil1am's conplaints of petty

thievery (Nutte L977:II8), a conteTnporaneous account of

the expendition indicated that "They report the natives

bee civill and Beaver is very pl-enty" (quoted in A, S.

Morton 1973:51) .

During the next decade of contact on the Bay the

pattern of relations found typical rnuch later began to

develop. In his Charles Fort j ournal of 1670 Thomas

Gorst (cited in Nutte I977:287) T'eports that the Cree

quickly congregated nearby showíng themselves eager to

trade. They supplj.ed the English not only with pelteries
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but with nuch needed food, Governor BayIey also was soon

conplaining that he had been forced to pay higher prices for
furs than he had originally planned (Rich 1967:37). Already

the Cree were exploiting the conpetive situa.tion wíth the

French who were established inland.

Incredibly, E, E, Rich (1967:38) rnaintains that the

Cree were already beginning to 'tdepend" on the regular arri-
val of English ships as early as the 1670s. This assertion

is difficult to comprehend after such a short time of in-
volvement in direct trade. As with rnany other scholars who

claim early Indian "dependencer', however, Rich fails to

define \^¡hat exactly is rneant by the tern "dependence".3

Neither does he cite evidence, much less quantify his asser-

tion, This interpretation will be exanined rnore closely

be1ow, but at this stage it nust be regarded as highly sus-

pect,

Vcry quickly the Cree found that the English Company

and their French rnentors4 were expanding their operations

to the naj or river nouths on the west coast of the Bay.

They also began to visit the Cree inland in order to
persuade then to corne down to the newly established posts.

The Cree of the Moose River t¡ere contacted by

Radisson and Bayley in 1670. On this expedition the two

traders also reached as far as the mouth of the Nelson River

(during thís time referred to as Port Nelson), but again

the Cree rnade thenselves known only through the rernains

of their recently occupied habitation sites. However, the

next year some Cree met with des Grosseilliers for trade,
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although the Frenchman stayed only the sunner season (W. t.
Morton 1957:L2) ,

In 1682 Radisson returned to Port Nelson, this tine
under French colours, and travelled eight days up the Hayes

River in search of Indians. Meeting nine canoes of Cree,

Radisson ca11ed on his past experience and attenpted to
irnpress then with accounts of his exploits and by distribut-
ing the all-important presents (cf.Jacobs 1950). He reported

on the neeting that the Cree, seerning to be suitably impres-

sed, reciprocated with their own gifts and formally adopted

himn, 0n this occasion Radisson reports that an elder rnade

the following speech:

Young men,
favouab 1e
fear us,
rvished fo

be
to

fathers (Adans 1961:170) .

This eagerness and their later pledge of support against the

English and New Englanders at Port Nelson (Adarns 1961:176)

supports Abrahan Rotstein's (1967:1) contention that a1li-
ance was a key aspect of Indian /trader relationships Ial-
though not necesserily the most irnportant one (cf,Ray and

Freernan I97 I :232 -7 ) I .

Now cornrnencing an inportant phase in the Cree/traders

relationship, the Cree accepted Radisson's nephew, Jean

Baptiste Chouart, and another unnamed Frenchman as guests

to live \^¿ith then on their travels to their winter hunting

grounds (Adans 1961:169, 776). These Cree were nost 1ike1y

more than eager to conduct the Europeans ínland since, by

for
not afraid. The sun is

us. Our enerni e s shall
this is the nan we have

r ever since the days of our
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so doing, they could solidify theír own relationship to the

traders through províding the indispensable services of
guides, tTanslators, defenders, and wotnen as marriage partners

The Cree had very quickly apprehended the advantages of ser,
ving as middleman and broker to the new groups of Indians

encountered, The sun would indeed look favourably on then

if they could establish binding ties with the European tr:aders

who lived and travelled with then.

The attempt on the part of the Cree to sol-idify an

alliance with the French was so determined that it was with

difficulty that Radisson restrained those accompanying

Chouart down to Port Nelson in 1683 frorn attacking his

competitorsr posts (Adams 1961:191). Already the Cree were

bringing complaints against the English trading at the

Botton of the Bay and wished to retaliate against then at

Port Nelson (Adans 19ó1:191). There appears, therefore,
to have been a quite effective comnunication system between

Indian groups at the Botton of the Bay and those in the

hinterland of Port NeIson. The Cree also began to pres-

sure Radisson and des Grosseilliers to natch the higher

fur prices given by the English at the HBC posts on Jarnes

Bay. In refusing to do so, the coureur sparked the fo11ow-

ing rebuke from the Cree leader who happened to be Radisson's

adopted fathe r ,

You men that pretend to give us our
1ives, will not not you 1et us live?
You know what beaver is worth, and the
pains we take to get it. You style
yourselves our brethern, and yet you
rdill not give us what those who are
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not our brethern wi 11
our pïesents, or we wi
you mo rnore , but wi 11
(Adans 1961:197) .

There was a necessity I
after this rate in this
else our trade had been
ever. Subnit once unto
and they are never to be
(Adarns 1961:197) ,

corne see
unto othe r s

should speak
j uncture , or
ruined for
the s avage s
recalled

11
go

ve. Accept

This threat to trade elsewhere became a connon ganbit of

Cree traders thïoughout the period when cornpetition ob-

t a ined.

If he is to be believed, Radisson, who wrote his

account long after the fact in order to irnpress Charles

II, naintains that he ¡nanhandled and threatened his adopted

father for speaking in such a nanner, He reports that he

dared the Cree to go to the English. Radisson states

further:

According to Radisson, his rough actions and words were

effective in irnpressing the Cree sufficiently to ÍLaintain

their connection with the French.

Contrary to the commonly held view that the French

experienced particularly good relation with the Indians

(cf. Patterson L97Z:59; Price 1950:64; Wade 1969:68) , such

as highlanded approach seerned to be more cornnon than not.

In fact, Saun (1965:76) asserts:

Little overt evidence exists ín fur-
trade literature to show that rnen of
one cultural background excelled those
of another in dealing with Indians.
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came into conflict with Indians because they did not always

understand the social controls which were operating in
Indian society. The French also attempted to rnanipulate

the Cree by threats of violence and promises to aid the

Sioux against then (Ray and Freenan L978':44, I79),

Although the English received Cree ïeports of the

French I'forcing" theln to trade by thTeats to aíd their
enenies the Sioux (Ishan 1949;xxv; Ray and Freenan 1978:

44, 18I-2, 179r l89), we have to consider the probability
that these reports were merely rationalisations, The Cree

would have used this expl-4nation in order to maintain their
connection with the English Conpany while at the sarne time

trading at their convenience with the French who were

established inland.

Nevertheless, French threats seemed to be taken ser-

iously in some cases, For example, f sharn (1949:xxviJ

states that even the [rnere rumour" of the French coureurs t

presence anong their enernies caused obvious panic among

the Cree. In the Jesuit Relations of 1670-1671 Father

Allouez (Thwaites 1959:LIV:197) cites further exampl-es

of poor relations between the Cree and the French. The

Cree became "highly incensed against the French" for plund-

ering their furs and subjecting them to "unbearable insol-
ence and indignity".

Carolyn Gii-man (1982:3) has recently asserted that

the supposed facility of the French in their dealings with

Indians is essentially a nyth. As will be docurnented be1ow,
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the continuing relations with the French under the organisa-

tion of the Northwest Conpany (NWC) deteriorated even further
in the late eighteenth century than in the 1670s,

Despite their sornetimes difficult relations with the

French, the Cree had adopted young Chouart when he was left
by Radisson at Port Nelson in 1683 to continue the trade

(Adans 796L:207, 2L4). Upon hís return in 1684, Radisson,

(now again in the English interest) heard of Chouart's

problens with one Cree trapper said to have been incited
by a leading Indian attached to the English at the Botton

of the Bay. The Cree hunter had demanded presents in re-

turn for allowing the French to occupy the area, Chouart's

adopted brother-in-1aw revenged a slight wound received

in the ensuing aÍgument by killing the Cree in question

(Adams 7967:223-4). It becornes clear fro¡n references to

such incidents that the Cree took their alliance with

Europeans quite seïious1y. Chouart's injury was revenged

as any attack on a kinsrnan would have been. Europeans

were obviously being tightly and deliberately integrated

into the Cree sociopolitical system.

Cree relations with the French element of the HBC

'h¡ere cenented even more closely when Chouart was persuaded

by his uncle to joing the English Cornpany. Radisson and

Chouart's adoption was renewed in the Cree fashion by

further gift exchanges, and the young Frenchnan was agai-n

sent inland to travel with his adopted relatives (Adarns

1961:230-1) .

Close relations with the Conpany's English servants
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also began to develop during this period, perhaps the nost

fa¡nous of the group of "Indianised Englishrnen" which emer-

ged is Henry Kelsey. A. S. Morton (1973:110) asserts that
Kelsey worked along with Radisson and Chouart, learning
how to adapt to living with Indians and beconing "we11

beloved" by then. In 1752, Joseph Robson, a critic of the

HBC, reported that Kelsey was "a very active Lad, delighting
much in Indians Company, being never better pleased than

\^¡hen he was travelling arnongst thern" (quoted in Brown 1980:

s2) .

A group of Assiniboine took Kelsey inl.and with them

in 1690 to the area of The Pas and beyond. There is some

question as to whether Kelsey went under Company orders

or on Jris own ínitiative. However, there was already

a well-established pattern of sending servants such as

Chouart and Grinard inland to rrencourage" inland Indians

to cone to York Factory to trade (A. s. Morton 1975:111).

In fact, it becarne a standaïd HBC policy to farm out their
men to subsist with Indian groups during the slack winter

season v¡hen there was nothing for then to do within the

stockades (Nicks I976:22),

Doubtless , many of the Cree of "Derrings Pointt'

(sornewhere in The Pas--Cedar Lake region) were encountering

their first European as Kelsey was guided inland in 1690.

(Kelsey I9Z9:2). They would have net a slight youth,

apprenticed only in 1684 at the age of fourteen, who had

been swept up fron the nean streets of London (Rich 1960a:

I:296). He would have been carrying few if any trade
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goods, but he was travelling under the aegis of an Assini-
boine trading captain. Therefore, in Indian eyes, Kelsey

1ike1y did not cut nuch of a heroic figure-,the dominating

European--as is often the interpretation given in the pop,

ular account and in illustrations (cf . Ewers 1967).

In his oh¡n estination, Kelsey got along well with
his travelling partners except that they continually ig-
nored his requests to refrain from preparing for war in
order to trap beaver instead. He had serious difficulty
r4¡ith this request since the Nayhaythaways (Western I{oods

Cree) were attacking those who were attenpting to move

through their territory on the way to York Factory (Kelsey

1929:15-18). 0f course thís is to be expected frorn anyone

trying to protect a middleman position as the Cree were

(cf. B. Cox 1981).

When the Indians returned Kelsey to York Factory in
L692, he was acconpanied by a "bedfellow,'--a Cree woman

whom he called his wife. He dernanded that she should be

allowed to enter the fort against the Conpany policy
(Van Kirk 1980b:64), Although the evidence for liaison
with Indian wonen vùas often excised from the official
j ournals in order to make a show at least of conplying

with Company policy, Cree wornen had becone the keystone

in social, political and econornic relations with European

traders.

This crucial relationship need not be discussed in
detail here since historians Jennifer Brown (1980) and

Sylvia Van Kírk (1980b) have produced excellent studies
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on the subject. The developing rel.ations with Indian wonen

will be comnented upon in the following chapters as the

traders becorne nore wílling to write about their Indian

wives and fanilies in the official records exanined for
this s tudy.

Beginning with those such as Radissonts adopted

father, sone Cree attached thenselves moïe or less pern-

anently to the Cornpany's interests in the vicinity of York

Factory, This group soon sane to be known as the 'rHotne

Indians" or rrHome Guard Cree" (cf.Morantz 1983; 1980a;

1980b; Foster I977). Henry Kelsey (7929:52, 55) reporrs

fron York Factory in the winter of 1694 that the 1ocal

Cree were providing provisions. These Cree, who had

probably never remained at the mouth of the Hayes and

Nelson Rivers during the wlnter, were now staying the

entire year and were resorting to the post ¡rhen food was

scarce (Kelsey 1929:57-9). It ís also clear that the

Cree began at this time to treat the Conpany men as part

of a reciprocal food sharing exhange systen, The Cree

supplied provisions to the Europeans when plentiful, and

called on them for aid when their own hunts failed
(Kelsey T929:62 , 67) ,

Tt is a one-sided view of this reciprocal food

sharing process which has helped to spawn the widespread

interpretation that the Indians soon becarne ',tota11y
dependent" on the Europeans for survival (cf.Grahan 1969:

19). However, it must be renernbered that this food shar-

ing which is often interpreted as "dependencetr involves
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only a ïelatively small nunber of Cree. Since these Hone

Guard" had established themselves nore or less perrnanently

around York Factory, rnore is known about this group than

any other. Therefore, care must be taken in generalising

fron this snall group. Arthur J. Ray (1974:90-gl, 85) has

cited statistics which indicate that the Hone Guard Cree

were indeed larger consuners of guns and textiles as con-

pared to the inland Cree. The Ecology of the Hudson Bay

Lowland nade it difficult, if not irnpossible, to subsist

during the winter along the coast without support of sorne

kind. However, it must be reme¡nbered that the majority
of Cree continued to move well inland for the winter
(Robson 1965:55) and subsisted quite well enough on their
ovtn.

Having been at York Factory since 1732, James

Ishan (1949:81) wrote of the Indians that ,'Keeps by the

Sea side":

,..are often starved and in want of
food but upland Indians are Seldorn
put to these shifts, - -having plentier
of Beast of al.1 sortts, then what is
to be Gott by the Sea shore,,' (cf ,
Robson 1965 : ó) ,

ït is the Home Guard Cree group which altered its
seasonal round in order to incorporate hunti-ng provisions

for the HBC post, thus precluding the traditional fall move

inland (Ray and Freernan 1978:41), It is they, and not the

Inland Cree who become relatively I'dependent" and ¡uhat one

contenporaneous observer believed to be ,,...nost1y a
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debauch'd corrupted People . . . " (Dragge 17 48:Lg3) .

If only on the basís of intensity of contact, r^/e nust

be careful to distinguish between the Home Guard Cree and

the Western Woods Cree in terns of Assumed 1eve1 of culture
change (cf.Morantz 1980a:50; Foster I977 tSI). For example,

HBC critic Joseph Robson (1965: 49-S0, 54) reports in 1746

that the coastal IndÍans were very different fron those

inland--in burial practices for instance. Traditional
buría1 patterns which had been dropped by the Hone Indians

by 1746 were stil1 being followed by the lnland Cree.

ii) The French Interlude; 1,694--17L4

Upon their arrival at York Factory in 1695 the Cree

were surprised to find the English gone and in their place

French traders who, under dtIberville, had captured the
post the year previous. Nicholas Jerenie (1926), a. Quebec-

born trader gives a brief report on the French tenure of
Fort Bourbon (York Factory under the French) for the next

twenty years.

According to Jeremie (I926:40) the Cree were already

becoming "dependent't on the French by this tlme. He

records that during â. period when the tïadeïs had not

enough goods to provide their basic needs:

As a result , many of them died of hunger
Iinfanticide and hornicide also reported],
for they had lost theír skill with the
bow since Europeans had supplied then
with fire-arns, They have no other re-
source to live on except the game they
ki11 with guns, for they know nothing
about cultivating the land and raising
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vegetables. Always wanderers they
never stay a week in the sarne place

This explanation is difficult to credit since as late
as 1755 Anthony Henday (Burpee 1907:343) reports that, hrhen

low on powder, the Cree easily enough reverted back to us-

ing the bow and arrow for rnoose huntíng. This explanation

and the assertion that the Cree were "dependent will be

di.scussed nore fully below.

Evidently early Franco-Cree relations at Fort Bourbon

were cordial enough. Jerernie (7926:32) gave the following
evaluation of the Cree. Although "s1anderous", they ex-

hibited I'hurnanity and courtesy", honesty, and they lacked

the vice of I'oaths and swearing". As we might expect from

an official report, Jerernie also indicated the Indian's
preference for the French oveT' the I'deceitful'r English,

The Cree did not fínd their relationship with the

French to be totally smooth however. Jerernie (T926:39)

recounts how, in July- -August 7712, the Cree ki11ed fíve
rnembers of his sm.all contingent who were on a hunting trip.
The precipitating factor in this víolence was the reluc-
tance of the French to trade for powder and to share the

good fortunes of their hunt with the Cree. Jerernie (1926:

39) gives the following account:

Unfortunately they camped near a party
of natives who were starving and who
had no powder, as I did not want to
trade it, but wished to keep if as a
safeguard for ny own life and the lives
of ny nen. These natives, considering
tbenselves dared by the reckless way
my nen were shooting every kind of gane,
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and feasting before their eyes without
sharing anything, made a plot to kil1
them, and seize what they had.

Seven of Jererniers men were ki11ed, leaving only nine

nen, a chaplain and a boy to hold their position. This

caused great concern anong the French about their strategic
position, as Jerernie continues:

We spent all the winter in the fort,
not daring to go out, without food
and \^rithout powder, and expecting
we would all die of hunger and misery,
while all the tine we were in dread
of seeing these nurderous wretches
at our gate, but they have not since
appeared.

The neaning of this attack becomes clear in light of
anthroplogical theory on "reciprocityr'. As Dalton (1961:

20) asserts, in band societies, trade autonatically encorn-

passes social relationships and obligations. Having failed
to carry out theiî social obligation to share their food

surplus, the French forfeited the socio-political protection

against "negative reciprocity". Negative reciprocity is
defined by Sahlins (I972:195-6) as an exchange in which

social ties aÍe non-existant and attempts are made to maxi-

rnise gains at the partnerrs expence through such exigencies

as sharp dealing, subtrefuge and theft regardless of. any

"noral" constraint. Since exchange in band societies is a

social, not nerely an econonic process (Shalins 1972:786-7),

the flow of food in particular seÌves as an irnportant bar-

ometer of social relations, Food is withheld onlv from

potential enemies.
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Therefore, by not comprehending, or ignoring, the ob,

ligation to share available food with their starving trad-
ing partners, the French defaulted on crucial social obli-
gations in the trade. They in fact renoved thernselves fron
the category of "trading partner" with whom one shares food

and placed thernselves in the categoïy of enenyÛ wj.th whon

one does not share food, thus laying themselves open to
plunder and rnurder. The ¡norality of exchange within band

society is rrsectorally structuredr' (Sahlins L972:19g-200).

Therefore, one need not treat an eneny in a "moralr' fashion
especially when he has reneged on irnportant social obliga-
tions. Since kinship (a primary organisational structure
of band society) r{as not involved here, the cross-cu1tura1

exchange itsel-f was the only link existing between the two

groups to assure peaceful relationships. The disruption
of exchange resulted in the rupturing of the social ¡e1a-

tionship inherent in trade.

This incident also seîves to point out that the

Cree, as late as the first decacles of the eighteenth

century, continued to hold the upper hand in strategic power

relations, It is clear that the Cree could attack Euro-

peans with inpunity whenever they wished.

The Hudsonts Bay Company had also been wel-1 aware

of its tenuous strategic position vis-a-vis the Cree at
this time and recognised the need to placate the Indians,

London Conrnittee instructions to York Factory governor

Nixon in 1682 state:
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You must allways bee carefull of your
Se1fe, and bee upon your Guard for your
own Safety & preservation, yt Experience
teaches that mild and Gentle Usage doth
nore obtaine upon the most Savage Natuïes
then to rnuch severity. (Rich and Johnson
1948:39) ;

and to Henry Sergeant in 1687

,..care is to be taken when they come
downe in considerable Nurnbers to Trade
wtlr. us that you put it not into theiÏ
power to surprize our forts or doe us
prejudice (Rich and Johnson 1948:79).

Indeed, company fear of Indian attack on York Factory per-

sisted at least thTough 1759 (Hudson's Bay Company Archives,

York Fort Journal B.Z3g/a/46:37;5 cf .Rich and Johnson 1957:

7), and the Cree used threats of attack as late as 1773 as

paTt of their trading strategy (8,239/a/68:43).

iii) Contact Re-established I{ith The English, !7L4-1"756

The Cree were not altogether happy with Janes Knightrs

assurnption of control at York Factory ín !714. Writing

to the London Cornrnittee on 19 Septernber, Knight states:

One of the Indians cane to me when I
hoisted the Union flag: he told ne
he did not love to see that, he loved
to see the white one, so there is rnany
of the Indians has great friendsh
for the French here lDavies and J
196s:37) .

ip
ohn s on

Again we night speculate here that the Cree was using a form

of trade rhetoric in order to pressure the returning traders

to be rnore generous iwth their gifts and less stringent with
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the rrfactorrs standard" lwhich always exceeded the "official
standard" to a greater or lesser extent (Ray 1974:63-65)l.

Upon their return, however, the HBC traders were able to
najntain relatively snooth relations with the Cree for the

next forty years at York Factory,

Although criticised by contemporaries for rthibernating

by the edge of the frozen sea'r (Robson 1965:6), there were

serious transportation and labour obstacles facing the

Companyrs expansion inland (cf.Glover 1948). Although

Bruce Cox (1981) disagrees, the Cree's desire to naintain
their niddleman position also had a role to play here

(Ray I974:6lff. ). It was originally much rnore advantageous

to both Cree and trader to have the Indians absorb the

transportation costs of shipping their furs Bayside. For

the Cree it neant being able to exact high markups on goods

traded to those Indians who deferred or were prevented by

the Cree) from rnaking the arduous journey to York Factory

(cf.Ray I974:6I). Eventually, however, the increasing di-
version of Cree furs to th.e French who were establishing
themselves in the York Factory hinterland by the mid-eigh-

teenth century forced the Companyts hand. Forgetting

Radisson, Chouart and Henry Kelseyrs travels inland, Andrew

Graharn, Chief at York Factory, wrote that Anthony Henday's

inland excursion in 1754-1755 with his Cree guides was the

first undertaken by the HBC (E.2/4:55; Burpee 1907:307)6.

ït is in Hendayrs inland journal that we begin to

get our first glimpses of the Cree as individuals. Attick-
ashish (or Little Deer), the leader of Henday's travelling
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conpanions, was ín Grahamts opinion a very capable nan in
complete control of his own destiny (8.2/4:36).

When the French who were established at Fort paskoyac

nade noises about r^¿anting to detain Henday as his group

passed through on 22 JuIy 1754, Ilenday (8.2/a:38) reports:

at night I went to ny tent and told
leader that had the charge of me,
only laughed and said they dar'd

obviously Attickashish paid 1ittle heed to the French per-

ceptions of exactly who controlled rnovement along the Sask-

atchewan !

Attickashish and the other Cree leaders with whon

Henday travelled provided key services to the Europeans.

The searched out new gtoups of Indians (8.2/4:46); rnade

nost of his initial contacts with groups such as the Eagle

Indians and the awe-inspiring Blackfoot; and they rnost

certainly handled all of his translation work in these en-

counters. Attickashish continued his valuable relationship
with the HBC for some tine to cone (cf .8.239/a/59l.II4),

Henday also met the important French trading captain,

Wappenessew, who reportedly held great sway arnong Indians

and French a1ike, Wappenessew finally agreed with Henday

that it was in his best interests to go to York Factory

in the spring (8.2/4:53). Thereafter, according to Graham,

Wappenessew r^¡as responsible for conducting twenty canoes

a year to York Factory (8,2/4:54; cf.Davies and Johnson

1965:xxix).

lny
wh
no

o
t
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Years later in a letter to the Governor and Connittee

on 26 AugusT. L772, Andrew Graharn indicates that the European

competitots continued to víe for his support. Wappenessew

was well able to look out for his own best interests as the

following account attests,

,,.the Canadians who have great need
of his Assistance to pronote their
Trade Ê protect their Persons, tried
every means to attach hin to their
Service, 6 they have succeeded. He
lives in their l{ouse all the Winter,
dines at Table with the Masters, g

his fanily ar clothed with Cloth Ç no
favor is refused. In return he in-
duces the Indians to resort thither,
he Convoys the large Canoes up q down
to Michilinakinac Q in great Measure
prevents the numerous tribes through
which they are obliged to pass, from
nolesting then (Wa 11ac e 1968:40).

Here is a prine exarnple of the irnportance afforded to the

Cree Okimarw and of how the Europeans attenpted to reinforce
traditional Indian leadership patterns, thus creating new

avenues for the arnbitions of certain influential Cree

(cf.Ray 1975a; Morantz 1977; 1980b; 1983)

While inland among the Cree and Assiniboine in 1754

and 1755, Henday found it nore difficult to persuade other

1oca1 Indians to make the arduous j ourney to York Factory.

From the Cree standpoint, they were rnuch conveniently sup-

plied by the French at Basquiau and as a result they were

able to convince Henday that they were rrstÎongly attached

to the French Interestrr (Burpee 1907:327; e,2/4:39), 0f

course, playing one European group against the other in
this nanner was a prirnary tactic in the Cree arsenal of
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trading strategies.

The Cree guiding Henday onto the plains eventually
becane exasperated with his constant harping at them to

tïap. It was obvious to them that he really did not co¡n-

prehend that these Cree rnade their living as middlenen. -

not as trappers. Henday's companions did make an effort
to ki1l a few beaver but, to his disappointnent, this was

only to supply thernselves with winter clothing and meat

for beaver feating. T ¡Brr.p"" 1907 :il i.,6, S40; E. Z/ 4:45, 49)

Hendayrs 'tbedf ellow'r eventually informed hin that
his Cree guides were tired of his constant harping about
rrhapping" and it was finally made clear to him that they

¡nade their livelihood as niddlenen and not as trappers:

...ny tent-nates weÏe angry with ne
last night for speaking so rnuch con-
cerning Happing, Ç advised me to say
no nore about it, for they would get
rnore Wolves, Beaver Çc. frorn the
Archithinue Natives in the spring
than they can carry (8,2/4:52).

Indeed, according to Henday's account, Tather than scranb.lirrg

and scraping for a living i.n an hostile environment, the Cree

spent rnuch of their time during that winte:r smoking, f east ing,
drumning, dancing, and conj uring.

In the spring of 1755 the Cree dernonstrated to Henday

that they were totally comnitted to preserving their own

niddlenan position, In trying to persuade the leaders of
one hundred and twenty-seven tents of Blackfoot to travel
down to York Factory, Henday found Attickashish and his

other Cree mentors less than he1pful. He reports:
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,.,altho the Indians prornised the Chief
Factor at York Fort to talk to them
strongly on that Subject, they never
opened their nouths, and I have great
reason to believe that they aTe a stop-
page: for if they could be brought
down to trade, the others would be obliged
to trap their own furs; which at present
two thirds of then do not (Burpee 1907:
351; E.2/4:56-57).

The convoy of Indians on theiï vray back to York

Factory with Henday in May 1755 was wayTaid at both French

establishments on the Saskatchewan, Forts 1a Corne and

Basquea. S H"t" the Cree traded rnany of their prine furs,
Despite all his efforts, Henday could not prevent the Cree

from daIl)¡ing for three days at Basquea and he lamented

the French influence over the Indians (8,2/4:58). Never-

theless, it seerns as if it was the Creets own interests,
if not whirnsy, as nuch as the influence of the French

(or Henday's lack of it) which resulted in the ensuing

" ¿"6 
"rr"¡" 

9 described by Henday.

Despite Flendayrs perception of this untrustrlrorthiness

on the part of the Cree, the cornpetitive situation was such

that servants were sent inland on an almost yearly basis

fron then on. A. S. MoTton (1973:27 4) indicates that there

were fifty-four such j ourneys between 1763 and 1774. This

calculation is not to rnention the return of Henday inland

in 1756, 1758 and 1759, nor the early expeditions of

Joseph Waggonner, Joseph Smith and Isacc Batt between 1756

and T763, (Rich L967:I27, I291' A. S. Morton 1973:252),

Henday's j ourney thus began an era in which the inland

Cree began to experience yearly contact from the English and
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and it ushered in a new phase in the trade relationship
characterised by continuous direct face-to-face contact

ín Cree territory,

iv) Direct Contact lnland, 7756-I774

Although E. E, Rich (L967:138) clains that the nen

who 'r^rere sent inland by the HBC after Henday were t'illiter-

aterr, what are purported to be their journals do survive

in the Hudson's Bay Cornpany Archives, Unfortunately these

records are extremely vague (although by no rneans "i11iter-
atert in the norrnal sense of that word) and it is diffícult
to tra.ce exactly where they were being conducted by their
Indian guides. Yet there are sone significafrt statements

about Indian/ttadet relations in these accounts.

Beside sending his own nen inland, York Chief Janes

Isham in August 1756 reports that he also engaged Home

Guard leaders to persuade the "Sturgeon Ind.ians" (probably

those Cree living northwest of Cunberland Lake along the

Sturgeon l{ier River) who had not been down for some tine
to cone to York Factory (8,239/a/42:3), Seeming to lack

confidence in his first choice, ten days later Isharn sent

Joseph Waggoner and Joseph Srnith in search of the same

Sturgeon Indians. These two Cornpany servants spent the

winter with the Cree in the Lake Winnipeg- -Porcupine Hi11s

area. In June of L7 57 they returned to York Factory with

nore than twenty-three canoes (8.239/a/43:6, 9, 10).

Conpetition for Cree business between the French and

English inland now began to becorne more intense. A pattern
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fanilíar over the renaínder of the period soon developed.

A French trader shadowed Smith and Waggonerrs party so as

not to allow then to gain too much favour with the Indians.
He even threatened the Englrlsh envoys with death. However,

the Cree continued to show that they held the situation \,{ell

in hand as Smith Teports on 9 February L757 i

. . . the french Man that was in our
Conpany all winter always told us
he would Certainly ki11 us but the
Ind9 Said if rhey did or offered to
do any harn to us they would ki1l
them all (8.239/a/ 431t3).

Indeed, a report soon reached theÌn that two Frenchrnen had

recently been killed by the Indians. Just as it had been

demonstrated to tlenday, French threats and presurnptions

of authority carried 1ittle if any weight with the Cree

(cf .4, S. À{orton 7973:236). It is obvious that Europeans

did not have the poì{er to carry then out. The French con-

tinued to receive a rough ride fron the Cree as Fort

Bourbon on Cedar Lake was plundered in 1758 (4. S. Morton

I97 3 :253) .

The laconic entries in Joseph Smithrs next inland
journal of T757- -1758 (8.239/a/45), consisting mainly of
vague generalities such as 'rthis day rnoved and r.\rant westl,
or "lea by and snocked with the indens", te1l us 1ittle
about his relations wíth his Cree guicles,

The next inland j ournal to surface is that of Tsaac

Batt and George Potts r^¿h o visited the Sturgeon Indians

west of Curnberland Lake in 1759 ( B . 239 / a / 4 6 :37 ) . By rhis
date the Basquiau Cree were finding thernselves aTready
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alnost in a backwash of the tïade as le Chevalier de 1a

Vérendrye had passed a closed Fort Faskoyac to attend the

Cree rendezvous at the forks of the Saskatchewan (4. S.

Morton 1973:24I , 254). The next year witnessed the final
withdrawal from all the French establishrnents. Only a very

few voyageurs rernained inland as a reminder of the French

plesence (W. L. Morton 1957:37). Although the cornrnon his-
torical interpretation is that the Conquest ended penetra-

tion from Canada until the mid-1760s, Harold Innes (1956:

188) indicates that as early as 176I there were French--

this tine in English-financed canoes--as far west as Rainy

Lake (cf,McGillivray 1928:59). The Cree, however, had

coped with the withdrawal of the French once before. When

the forrner were in contïol of York Factory between 1694 to

1713, they had abandoned nost of their inland posts (Birks

1982 :118) .

By the mid-1760s, however, the inland Cree were again

beginning to experience a significant increase in the pace

of contact. Andrew Graharn (1969:333) contends that be

began to send rnore men inland than his predecessors at York

Factory. As we11, contact from Montreal \^/as renewed as

Thornas Corry, with French labour and English backing, began

his trading career in the Northwest (4. S. Morton 1975:268).

Grahan reports that the 'rtrusty leaders" Attickashish,
Mousinnikifsack, Capouch and Kanapulapoetuck returned inland

from York Factory in 1766 each with a Company man in tow

(R.239/a/59:IT4). These groups spent the winter in the

parklands and on the plains west of Basquiau.
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In one interesting aside, in L766 Grah¡na recounts the

first j ourney of one "Archithinnee" (Blackfoot) Indian to
York Factory, The p1aínsman was genuinely surprised at how

much the Cree were receiving in return for their furs, and

he began to comprehend the huge rnarkup passed on by the

niddlemen (cf,Ray and Free¡nan L978zZ4I; Innis 1956:15J),

Despite this realisation, he naintained to Grahan that his
confreres would sti11 not rnake the j ourney because of not

knowing how to paddle (8.239/a/59:Il4).

The Cree had very early assumed the niddleman ro1e.

As John: ,Nixon reported in 1682 the Cree "...wou1d be the

only brokers between all strange Indians and us , and by

all rneans kep both thern an us in ignorance" (quoted in
Ray and Freernan 1978:44). This tactic seened to be suc-

cessful throughout the period under consideration. William

Tomison on his inland j ourney ofl769-1770 reveals that the

Cree were sti11 receiving inflated prices for their "ha1f-
worerr guns of 25-30 rnade beaver (MB) (B,259/a/64:1S), which

ne\^¡ at York Factory cost thern only 10 MB (Ray I974:I44).
The Cree expressed their control of the inland situ,

ation in other ways, In 1767 on his way to york through

Basquiau where the French post had been abandoned for the

last seven years, Williarn Pink heard from the 1oca1 Indians

that Canadians were on their way to re-establish a post

there (B. 239 / a/ 56 224) . This occurence matched the Cree 's
earlier expectations, as they had deliberately prevented

the French f rorn burning their buildings as they left during

the Conquest crisis leading up to 1760 (Graham 1969:26I),
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They acted under the expectation that other traders could

eventually be nore easily attracted to the area if the

buildings rema.ined.

During this tirne close social relations rnust have been

developing between the Cree and the Fludson's Bay Company

inland travellers. The Companyrs inland envoys were spend,

ing at nost one or two weeks per year in the conpany of theiî
own countrymen. For exarnple Willian Pink spent onJ-y eight
days at York Factory in July 1767 befo're he again moved in-
land with what he refered to as rrny Indians" (8,23g/a/58:Z),

In fact, these nen were spending so nuch time with the

Indians that the Company began to express concerns about the

loyalties of this group. Andrew Grahan (1969:262-3) had

begun to have reservations about the financial viability
of the system of inland envoys, as well as about the

characte'r and the motives of the men thernselves. He also

gives a new perspective on the nenrs relations v¿ith Indians

away frorn the post, writing:

.411 the nat j-ves look on '.priva.te set'vants
as slaves, and on the other hand look on
the Factors as very knowing and great
men...and the natives having not the least
idea or knowledge of subordination look
upon all inferior servants with the sane
eye as they do on theiT own slaves
(Graham 1969:263) ,

In July 1768 Ferdinancl Jacobs accused hís inland men

of conplicity h¡ith the Canadia.n Pedlers and of private
trading with the Indians.. He suggested a large group of

servants be sent ín1and on future expeditions in an a.ttenpt

to curb the abuses he recognised. (8 .239 / a/ 87 : 4I) ,
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Despite Company regulations agaínst the ordinary
servantsr relations with Indians, the Indian life had becorne

attractive enough for two rnen, Isbister and John patterson

who deserted to the Indians in 1765, just as news of two

Frenchmen, Louis Prineau and Jean Baptiste Larlee who had

been living with the Indians since 1760, had arrived (A. S.

Morton L973:267). The switch to Cree culture was made so

conpletely that one such English "renegadet' was even recog-

nised as a trtrading captaint' at Albany (Rich 1960a:Il:1).
0f course, ex-voyageurs had been living pernanently with
Indians for nany years (Grahan 1969:291).

After 1768 the Cree began to experience even more

contact via Montreal for it was at this tirne that the

Imperial goveînnent deregulated the trade in the Northwest

allowing a ¡nuch greater influx of traders into the terri-
tory. A Canadian house was established at Basquiau in
L767 and Francois le Blanc and twelve men built a post

farther up the Saskatchewan River in the next year (Rích

T967:36-38), As wel1, in 1769-1770 the HBC had a toral
of six rnen inland (4, S. Morton 1973:280).

A typical pattern of the Cornpany's inland contact

with the Cree occurred as follows, The Cree traders whose

families spent the sunner at la Corne (the ',Upper French

Houset') returned for then in early August 1968 and brought

Willian Pink (who had also been inland the year before)

with then, Pink reports that fifty tents awaited the¡n on

one shore ruhile on the opposite side forty more attended

the return of their traders who were also coming up with
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Company nen (8,239/a/67:4). This and Basquiau were both

inportant rendezvous for the Cree niddlenen.

Moving westward onto the plains the Cree had split
up into hunting groups of two or three tents by nid-October
and began to tÏap wolves. Pinkrs Cree group spent the

winter south of the Saskatchewan River and he also d.escribes

their use of fire and pounds to hunt the buffalo (8,239/a/6I:
9,9,17,20).

On their move eastward toward york Factory in t_he

spring of 7769 they found that Basquiau was now again occu-

pied by the Canadian trader Janes Finlay in charge of twelve
voyageurs and three canoes of goods, Two of his nen were

to stay the winter (B ,239 / a/ 6I I ZI) . However, these Canadian

houses were tÌot continually occupied as pinks t party on its
way to York Factory in May of 1770 had found 1a Corne aband-

oned by the Canadians (8, ZS9/a/65t24).

The Cree nanipulated the tradeÏs so that they were

the ¡nain beneficiaries of the increased 1eve1 of conpetition
with the Canadians as Pink lanents in March of. I770:

Continyly a Sending of Tabacco to
Indianes for Encouradgment for then
to Ca'rry thare Furs Down to Yorke
Forte and Not for to give them to
the people that comes frorn Mountreale
(8.239/a/6st19).

In 1772 Graham reports that the competition allowed the Indians

to bring to the Factory only those first rejected by the

Canadians, As a result, we find Grahan nstreatching every

nerve to break their connection with then" (8,239/a/66:SS),
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Ferdinand Jacobs, Chief at york Factory in June 1769,

also bemoans the effects of the conpetition on the Indians

corning to York Factory: ".,.they are very Troublesom Ç

Covetous the Effects of having Pedlers in the Country"

(8.239/a/60:404). The tern ,,troubleso¡ne,, crops up again

and again in Conpany journals. What is rea1ly meant of
course is that the Indians were nerely continuing their
pîerogative to act in their own interests, which h¡eîe not
necessarily those of the Cornpany.

Despite the benefits acruing to the Cree fron the

competition sponsored by the Canadians, they did not receive
consistent service and supply fron the Montreal traders,
In late May 7770 Pink reports that for 1a Corne had been

abandoned, In addition, the Canadian Master at Basquiau,

Willian Bruce, had been stranded with no trade goods that
year. The brigade appointed to supply the post had been

halted by the onset of winter far short of its destination.
Even so, nany of the goods shipped had been plundered by

Indians along the route f rorn Grand portage (8.239/a/63:
24-2s).

At this tine the Cree made their first contacts r.\¡ith

a Hudsonts Bay Conpany servant with whon they were to have

a long association, The dour Orcadian, William Tomison.

Tonison, a particularly long-serving enployee, has been

portrayed in the sterling stereotype commonly attributed
to the Orcadians in the Conpany service. It is asserted

that his relations with Indians were of the best (cf.Rich
and Johnson 1951:xxx, livn.). A labourer who signed on
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in South Ronaldshay in 1760, Tornison eventually worked his
way up to the position of Chief Inland, He was however,

accordíng to J. B. Tytrell (1,9242S18), tactless--earning
the ennity of his fe11ow officers--and late in his career
was "universally hated" by the lndians.

The Cree travelling with Tonison on his first inland
j ourney frorn Severn House in 1767 must have noted this
peevish side to his charcter. On a later trip to the
rfMuscoutte Country in 1769-177 0, he was not able to con-

ceal his inpatience at the frequent feasting, srnoking,

dancing, and conjuring of his hosts who were living in
the T,ake Winnipeg area in late August and September. This

would have been especially galling to him as these Cree

were in fact w¡riting for the Canadiansr arríval (B.ZSg/a/64,:

4-5, 7). Tndeed Tonison hi¡nself spent a good deal of time
snoking with the Indians, as rnuch oï even moreso than a

nodern diplonat would at cocktail parties. This was in fact
the only way traders could deal effectively with the Cree.

Even then, Tornison faíled in his urgings for then to de-

carnp and go trapping beaver. On 1 Novenber 1769 he reports
the following:

..,they made no answer for some time
but at last they told rne it were a
long winter and that they would See
the Asinepoites Indians in the Spring
and that they would trade furr with -
them, these Indians for the most part
ar very indolent and delight in noth-
ing but ganing and Snoaking (8.239/a/
64:9) .

Thus the Cree were still very much the niddlemen they had
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dernonstrated thenselves to be to Henday a decade and a half
earlier. Whether tradíng at york Factory, oï \,ùith the
Canadians, T'onison reports that 'rfew of these Indians ever

trap their owne furs" (9,239/a/64;IS),

0f course, the Cree found it rnuch rnore convenient to
trade as rnuch as possible with the Canadians inland des-

pite the fact that the prices of goods were generally
higher (cf.Ray Ç Freenan 1978:197). By doing so they were

able to reduce their own transportation costs (i.e. time

and energy). This strategy closely relates to Jochiin's
(I976:67) concept of the "principle of least effort" arnong

hunting and gathering peoples discussed âbove in Chapter II.
Thomas Corryrs post on Cedaï Lake which hras estab-

lished in I770 drew nuch of the Cree business away from

York Factory. He had even succeeded in persuading Wappen,

essew to abandon the English interest and serve as a

"leading Indian" for his brígade to Grand portage (cf.üla11ace

1968:40), Corry writes f rorn River De paw on Z June 1772

that Wappenesseh¡ sent his regrets for not going to york

Factory that spring but instead to Grand portage.

-..he hopes you will not Be angre with
hin as he has Drank So nuch Brãndy thiswinter he cannot Con But must Com with
me to the Grand Portage to drink two or
three C lasks?] (4.11/115:14S) .

Here again, the importance of the gift (especially
of alcohol) in trade relations with the Cree is nanifested
Apparently Corry had such a supply of liquor that the

conmunity was in an uproar.
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:148) .

Of course this particular situation must be seen in its wider
context. Europeans thenselves had their own problens with
alcohol (e.g. 8,239/a/46:4). In fact, the Indian practice
with alcohol was not significantly different fron the European

one at the tine (Foster L977:54).

One of the 1âst Conpany nen set inland during this
period to encourage the Cree to cone down to york Factory
was Matthew Cocking. IJappily, Cockingrs j ournal fo.r !772-
73 is a much fu11er account than those of his precursors.

UnfortunateIy however, the version which is nost widely
available (Burpee 1908) has been bowlde-rized by Graharn

(Rich 1967:144-5).

The Cree in Cocking's original j ournal appea.r, far
fron demonstrating a 'rsurprisingly warrn side't to the Canadian

traders, as Graham would have his readers believe (Burpee

1908:119), In fact, the Cree were plundering them constantly
(eg. 8.239/a/69:L2, 36, 46).

The Cree did trade with the pedlers, while sending

to York Factory only for those goods not available inland
(8.239/a/69:43). Cocking professes to be at a loss as how

to explain why the Cree continued to trade wíth the Canadians

other than the standard idea about ,'Liquor being above all
perswasion with thernr', In fact, he had received this sane

rationalisation fron the Cree thernselves (B,2Sg/a/69:42, 4Z).

However, this interpretation ignores the significant

I as{< your Pard.on for writing toin Such a maner But vou nust thi
what Confusion I an in with two
Drunken Villians about (4. LI/IIs
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advantage to the Cree of being supplied in their own ter-

' ritory. The difficulties in time and effort required for
the long j ourney to york Factory outweighed the disadvantages

of lower fur príces and limited selection at the Canadians'

establish¡nents. In a later appendix to his j ournal , Cocking

adds that the Cree also explained their relatively disad-
vantageous trade with the Canadians by the fact that they
were then able to leave supplies and anmunition obtained
fron the Norrwesters with theiT fanilies while away on the
arduous and lengthy trip to york Factory. Incleed the Cree

had been pressing Cocking for the .llBC to establish an inland
post of their own (8.239/a/69l.SZ). Although to Cocking the

Cree again spoke nuch of Corry and other pedlerrs generous

gifts and the cheap price of their goods, this appears

sínp1y to be a bargaining tactic.
The Cree obviously held the upper hand in the trade

at this tine as Cocking reports the Basquiau Creers rel-a-
tionship of n€gative reciprocity relationship v¿ith Corry,
Foreshadowing a later show of force, the Basquiau Cree

are teported to have said:

. . . thgt Correy at first denied having
any liquor telling then it was aI1
expended, but they threatening to take
his goods and Furi-s f rorn hin ãy force
he was obliged to relent, letting then
see him take it frorn below the ground
to satisfy then that he gave then all;
three Runlets by the Natives descríp-
tion about fjftêen gallons each. --TLe
Indians also inforrn me that the Basquio
Natives often take by force any thing
the Pedlers are unwilling to give thém;
they .1.íkewise mentíon innunerable har-
ships whích the Pedlers suffer frorn
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several Nations of
they pafs in coming
carrying Place--(B,

through whom
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:12) .
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frorn

/a/ 6e

Although we might suspect that this is rnore fur tïade hyper-

bole, later events discussed in Chapter IV give an aura of
authenticity to thi s account.

The Cree also expressed their dissatisfaction wíth
other Canadian traders. At Francewayts post on a shallow

l-ake west of Basquiau (Saskeran Lake?) rnore trouble arose,

Even after sending the ir itanafs owin (a pre l iminary
gift), the Cree had received nuch less ammunition than they

expected from the trader. Cocking reports on 27 Match 1773:

Itnu ck

The Natives even threaten to take
Francewayrs Furrs Çc. fron him by
force if he refuses to conply with
their Denands when the Iy] Paddle.
This I find was the case with the
Pedler Finley, who 1ately resided
at the House where Francewav now
i s: He not knowing how to ír,mout
the tempers of the Natives, they
took all his Furrs fron hin bv
force and intended to ki1l hiir;
had not a leader (the Indian I an
with) interposed, when they re-
turned Finley his Furrs; he appeas-
ing thern by making considerable
Presents. Franceway also I find
is obliged sone years to give even
FUT'rs to the nost tToublesone to
go down with the Conpanyrs Forts.
also 1itt1e supplies of Ammunition"
(B . 239 / a/ 69 | 36) .

Trader William Bruce was also plundered by the Cree

and frobliged to be content with his Lofs" (8.259/a/69:56).

From the above accounts it ís clear that the Cree found it
easy enough to exploit the Canadians by engaging in nega-

tive reciprocity. They also charged them particularly high
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prices for their supplies of country produce (8.239/a/69253).

Another group of Indians to encounter Cocking reported
that they too had plundered a Canadian trader near Basquiau:

(8.239/a/69:44). It is nore than obvious, therefore, that
the Canadians, nuch less the nore ísolated Hudsonrs Bay

Company inland travellers, did not weild a significant anount

of real power in Cïee territory. They remained ín business

at the pleasure of the Indians during the mid- to l.ate

eighteenth century.

With the influx of the Canadian traders into the hinter._

land of York Factory, the Basquiau Cree in partícular had

been won away frorn the English interest. It is reported
that Thonas Corry received the najority of furs fron Basquiau

(8.239/a/69:I2), Cocking was also inforned "that but few

of the Basquio Natives have been at the Companys lrorts for
sorne Years serving the Pedlers as horne Indians by providing
Provisions, and trapping for then in the Winter" (B,Z3g/a/

ó9:48; 52).

The Cree held the upper hand not only in the trade
ítself, but in the important concomitant tTansportation systen

as wel1. Cocking's lndian cornpanions on his way inland in
1772 complained about the delays he caused them by stopping

to rnake observations and j ournal entries about their progress.

Indeed, on his return trip in IT73 he was prevented from

doing so (8.239/a/69:5, 48). Once in their own territory
however, the Cree evoked Cocking's displeasure at being

"very dilatory in proceeding; their whole delight being in
indolently sitting Snoaking or Feasting. yesterday I re-
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ceived invitation to no lefs than ten of their Feasts

... (8.239/a/69:IL).

I Cocking also made a nurnber of observatíons on the

\ relationship between the HBC servants travelling inland
, and the Cree, These staternents spark a re-evaluation of

Moïtonrs (1973:xxv) assertion that the Conpanyrs men en-

joyed exemplary relations with the Indians. The C¡ee

hostíng Louis Prineau in the Basquiau Hill area for instance

were said to be ready to kil1 hin in 1772, This occurred

after their leader had died, since: "...when any one of
then dies they suppose some Person to be the cause" (B.Z3g/

a/69:9). In fact Prirneau was reluctant to go inland again

in I773 and had stated that ,'he was afraid they would kill
Ihirn], many of then dislike him" (8,239/a/69:9, 46). Even

though there was a possibility that Primeau would desert
to the oppositíon, Cocking Ìdas not overly concerned about

the potential harrn to the Companyrs interests. ". . . accord-

íng to the little Esteen he seems to be in with the Natives

at pïe sentrr (ts .239 / a/ 69 | 47 ) ,

Part of the difficulty in these relationships seerns

to have sternmed fron different perceptions of the role to
be assurned by the inland servants. The Cree felt that these

servants should be trading on the spot, while the Company

had other ideas. Cocking asserts:

I find the Natives consider an English-
manrs going with then, as a Person sent
to Collect Furrs, and not as an encour-
agement to then to trap üc fron the Con-
panyrs Servants who cane with then In-
land trading the chief part of the Goods
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Cocking later surnrnarísed his thoughts on the trade
system as it was being prosecuted by the HBC in the early
1770s. He reconmended that inland expeditions by Company

servants be discontinued and an inland post be established
In his opinion these inland travellers were only trying
to avoid unpleasant duties at york Factory. In addition,

they were furnished with at the Forts;
and notwithstanding all I can say to ihecontraïy, wi1j" hardly believe but I sha11also collect furrs in their Season.(8.23s/a/69:7I).

._,.they were nost of then dislíked; ast!9I never endeavoured to gain theAffections of the Natives,-and con-
verted the Goods they were furnishedwith to the Purpose of collecting Fursfor their own Emolunent (B. ZS9/a769l
s3).

It is therefore clear that the relationship between the Cree

and HBC travellers was not always as positive as it has been

portrayed to be in the past. They viewed lower order ser-
vants as nothing rnore than slaves, exerted their own condí-

. tions and cultural stand.ards on the relationship, and en-

gaged in negative reciprocity against the Canadians.

Even within the relatively secure confines of york

Factory, the Englishnen were confronted by obstreperous,

self-confident Indians who, returning with Cocking in tow

in 1773, denanded "in the most ínsolent nanner. that brandy

be given as well as traded. When refused, they threatened
to attack the Factory (B .239 / a/ 6g :43) , The Chief ar

York had al.so been subject to what was claimed to be un-
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provoked attacks on his life in June of IZTI (8,239/a/65:

4f), These j:nLìidents clearly indicate d.orninance in their
relationship wíth the Cree traders.

Cockings' visit inland 1773--1,274. was the l-ast such

temporary foray the Cree were to experience from the

Hudsonis Bay Company, The Creers requests for an inland
establishrnent, cornbined with their strategy of playing up

the competitive situation in the hinterland finally forced

the HBC to establish a pernanent base inland. Now, Curnber-

land House was to be established as the Conpany's first
post situated inland from York Factory, This ushered in
a. new phase of Cree/trader relations--the ICornpetitive

Trade Era".

Summary Discussion

i) Contact

Up to 1773, Cree contact wíth British traders had been

relatively circu¡nscribed. Fírst, on'J.y a sma11 proportion

of the Cree travelled down to York Factory each year, and

rnost of those who did experienced 1itt1e face-to-face con-

tact with the English. Kelsey (1929:192-S) reninds us

that only a veïy sna1l nurnber of the Cree voyaged to york

Factory to engage in direct contact, since rnany sent furs
with relatives or acquaintances, or depended on rniddlenen

to undertake the arduous trip. Thornas Mr:Cleish writes
on 23 August 1723 from York Factoïy that nany Indians in
fact carne down to trade only once every thro or three years

(Davies and Johnson 1965:98). Those Cree who did make it
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Bayside often had communication only through the trading
window (Graham 1969:3lS-19), At york Factory only the

"principal íìen't, or trading captai.ns, were allowed into the
factory and the trading room itself. In addition, strict
Conpany orders at least attempted to avoid contact between

the Indians and its lower order servants (Van Kirk 19g0b:14)

Thus, the critical amount of direct face-to-face contact
was in fact a relatively 1iníted one.

Second, the Conpany sent only a relatively sma11

number of servants ín1and, and this becane a regular policy
only after 1754. Usually no nore than half a dozen rnen were

sent among the Indians in any given year (A, S. Morton 197j:
280), Neither were these nen acconpanied by a large nunber

of French-Canadian voyageurs as were their Conpagnie du

Nord and later Northwest Company counterpat:ts. l4re rnust

rernernber that the denographic ratio and the intensity of
contact are key variables in the process of accultuiãtíon
(cf.Broon et a1 , 1954;980; Linton 1963:495).

0n the other hand, it is evident for example that th.ose

servants sent inland ever since Kelsey and Henday were them-

selves acculturating a good deal through such institutions
as à la façon du pays rnarital relations with Cree women.

Contrary to those schol-ars such as Sheehan (19g0:96),11

there was as nuch, if not nore, acculturation by HBC nen

to Indian lifeways as in the opposite direction,
As P. Holder (7967:131) explains in his article ,'The

Fur Trade as Seen Fron the Indian Point of View", Indians

were confronted with European tradeïs who were not only
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narrying their women after the Indian custon (cf.VanKirk

1980b:36, Foster 1"977:6I), but were wearing their clothing
(cf . Graharn 7969:297), speaking their languages, living,
working, trading, and travelling in their nanner (cf.Nicks

I976:23). Also significant is the fact that the Europeans

had adopted Indian ,'trade habits" and the fur trade system

was founded on principles derived from the Indians own

social , po1íticaI and economic experience (cf.Rich 1960;

Rotstein 1969; Ray 1974), The entire trade process was

predicated on Indian-inspired ceremony and the central irn-

portance of presents. Grahm (1969:jlSff) and Ishan (1949:

49ff) give us a detailed description of the fornalised
ceremony accornpanying the trade which involved calunet
ritual , oratory, and gift exchange- -a11 central elements

of Native practice.

The Europeans were adopting Indian customs even in
the medical realn. For instance, Andrew Grahan (1-69:163)

allowed Indians to perforn a phlebotomy on him in order

to successfully relieve a headache and dizzyness. Dragge

(1848 236-7) reports the success of a shamanistic sucking

cure, and McLean (1968:315) asserts as late as the ni¿-
1830s that "...we are, in fact, more frequently indebted

to then, than they to us, for medical advice" (cf. Robson

1965 :49) .

In this sarne vein of European acculturation, A. J,
Ray (1980:268) makes the interesting observation that the

consuner-oriented demands made by the Indians concerning

the type and quality of trade goods was a source of European
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technological and commercial innovation, Indian desires
influenced the production, and/or offshore acquisition, of
the desired tra<Ie goods (cf , Innis 1956:S91).

ii) Culture Change

A close exanination of the docurnents dealing r4¡ith this
initial stage of contact between the Cree and the European

traders also leads to a re-evaluation of a nurnber of pre_

vious interpretations. The first is the wi despread assump_

tion that contact soon resulted in nassive and. rapid soci_
cultural change in all facets of Indian culture. (e.g,
A. G. Bailey 1938:264: Innis 1956:83; Coosen 1974:11).
Although according to Van den Berghe (1981:1g) contact is
a necessary condition for acculturation to occur, it is
not by itself a sufficient condition. The key he asserts
is the individual advantage to undergoing change. At this
stage in Cree/trade'r contact there existed no real advant-
age for the Cree to alter central organisational structures
beliefs or values .

Ralph Linton (1963:495) also recognises that contact
per se.is an irnportant stimulus to change. However, he

stresses the variables of "closenessr', "duration" and "con-
tinuity". As noted above, the Cree contact with European

traders during the Early Fur Trade Era was decidedly dís-
tant, brief and sporadic. Given the added significance
of the relative demographic ratio in the cont¿lct situation
(Broon eta1. 1954:980), which was heavily tipped in favour
of the Cree, it is not surprising that less significant
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change would occur anong the Cree than among the traders
who were living among theln,

Toby Morantz (19S0b:39), G. D. Berrenìan (197g:S4_55)

and Arthur J. Ray (1978:32) ag-ree with Edward S. Rogers

(1964:38) who rnaintains that upon early contact in the
fur trade, the Central Canadian Indians nade only minirnal

adjustnents to their basic social organisation. With

specific reference to the Cree in The pas area, K. pettipas

(1982:95) indicates that little change in social organisa-
tion occurred as a result of the early fur trade. This

is explaíned in theoretical terms by Kaplan and. Mannersl

(7972:48) assertion that unless change occurs in a cul-
turers core institutions, no significant adjustment occurs.

For exanple, in exarníning crucial factors in the core

culture identified by the Keesings (I97I:354) , ít becones

clear that the Western Woods Creesl participation in the
early fur trade left rnany of these central elenents virt-
ual1y intact. The European mercantile systen had Iittle
or no effect on early cultural conditioning, organic rnain-

tenance, comnuni.cation,l2 prinary group relations, high
prestige status, territorial security, or ideological secur-
ity. 0n the other hand, change had occurred in the areas

of instru¡nental techniques (e.g. addition of new naterials
and technologies to tïaditional production), elernents of
taste and self-expression (e,g. new clothing and personal

decoration styles), secondary group relations (the trade
relation itself), and 1ow status positions. Nevertheless,
as the Keesings predict, such changes had little effect on
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the central institutions and culture of the Cr:ee.

Even though it is recognised that rnaterial change

occurs quickly in initial- stages of contact (Quirnby 1951:

146; Linton 1963:485), it did not occur in wholesale

fashion anong the Cree as is sonetirnes asserted, Morantz

(1980a:45-6) indicates that the new technology did not

replace already well-adapted tools and stTategies such as

snowshoes and trapping techniques. Traditional rnaterials
were also still preferred for inportant too1s. For inst-
ance, Kelsey (1969:188) reports that bone hide scrapers

were greatly preferred to iron ones. Snith (1981:Z6S)

also notes retention of aboriginal equipment such as bone

scrapers, fish spears and fishhooks (cf,Gilnan 19gZ:g,38),
Furthermore, Townsend (1975:26) has demonstrated

that the anount of trade goods present cannot autonatically
be taken as a valid indication of the extent of accultura-
tion (cf.Ray 1978). In addítion, many innovations adopted

by Indians were modified to fit the existing social systen,

such as those naterial goods which were enployed in Indian

culture f or: purposes other than those for which they hrere

produced in Europe.13

Ray (1971:117) notes the considerable influx of
European goods and asserts that between 1675 and 1,765

there was a correspondingly strong inpact on Indian lifeways
in the interior. However, Ray fails to take into consid-

eration the nature of that change in light of Lurie's (1968)

scheme of 'rType I" and "Type IIÍ change. In reality, nost

of these newly adopted elenents of technology were inte-
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grated ínto already existing stTuctures of Cree society,
and rnost were transferred devoid of their European ideo-
1og i ca 1 content .

As Lurie (1968:299-300) points out, nany innovations
are modified to fit the existing social system, For ex_

anp1e, several of the newly acquired ite¡ns hrere enployed for
purposes other than those originally intended by Europeans

(Gilrnan 1982: , Washburn 1967:51-52) .

Fron the Indian point of view, therefore, the changes

which were rnanifest in their culture were not as radical
as they night appear on the surface. Indians invested
new elenents with rneanings which they themselves supplied.
In addition, new tools were often used for traditional
tasks and were distributed within traditi.onar social frarne-

works (Hickerson 197S:23) . Therefore, in Lurie's teïms

the results of contact nay be mostly Type I changes (i.e.
those new elernents which are integrated into the existing
systen) Tather than the Type II changes which demand sign_
ificant alteration in the cultuïe ín order to function.

Despite the blanket assunption of rapid change, we

must also nake rather fine distinctions among Indian
groups, and among the Cree thernselves. For example, in
contlast to the Home Guard Cree, Upland Cree adapted only
to superficial aspects of a new technology, spending

usually no nore than a week every one or two years at
York Factory. They renained essentially subsistence
hunters organised in flexible hunting groups, not fu11
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tirne trappers or provísion hunters (cf.Morantz LggOa:49_S1;

Ray I974:81-85), In terns of specific culture changes,

Joseph Robson (1965:49-S0) who was a HBC enployee in the

nid 1700s, reports that the coastal Indians (i.e. the
Flome Guard) were very dífferent from those inland. For

exarnple burial practíces which had been dropped by the
Hone Indians v./eïe sti11 being followed by the inland Cree,

Care must be taken in generalising about the acculturation
of the Cree groups as a whole since much more i.s known

about the Hone Guards it is often applied incoïrectly to
the inland Cree.

Fron his field work in 1938 and 1940, Mason (1967:

70-71) asserted that the fleeting and internittent,, contact
with the Europeans over 200 years had left the aboriginal
pattern of the Swanpy Cree largely intact except in the

naterial realrn, much of which was incompletely integrated
into the culture. This interpretation is, however, dís-
puted by Bishop and Ray (I976:lI7), Nevertheless, the

Western Woods Creesr borrowings were basically pragnatic
ones, Trudeau (1967: 129) speaks of "incorporative int-
egrationrr of European elenents into an existing sociocul-
tural natrix. Following the theories of Linton concerning

selection, Morantz (1980a:56) has found that, for the

East Main Cree of Janes Bay, new incorporations consisted
only of those aspects of European culture which they them-

selves valued and desired.

One of the ideas that often accompanies the assump-
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tion of rapid culture change is that the original culture was

eroded and quickly forgotten. For exarnple, Foster (Lg77:

49), Innis (1956:18), Murphy and Steward (19S6:357), and

Rothney (1975:173) all, maintain that the Indians' tradi-
tional survival skil1s were quickly lost. The contrary
is argued by Morantz (1980a:45-46), Gilnan (1982:8) and

Helm, Rogers and Smith (19S1:lS7). The rnore îecent inter-
pretation seems to be the nore accurate one in the case

of the Cree in the Study area. Indeed, Townsend (1975:

26), Dunning (1959:5) and La Russic (1970:B-I, B-2) argue

that integration of European tools and technology actually
acted to intensify traditional Indian cultural patterns
and the hunting ecological adaptation.

The forrner interpretation seerns to stem fron the

connents of traders such as Jerenie (1,929:40) (cited above)

who in the early eighteenth century a.sserted that the Cree

had "lost their ski1l with the bow', as a result of the
availability of guns. In the tradersr view it was this
assumed deficit which caused the Indians to be in a very
bacl way in terms of hunger and lack of furs to trade. It
must be asked, however, how did the tÌaders get this iclea?

Was it from observation alone, or did it co¡ne fron conver-

sations with Indians in bargaining situations?
Ray (1974:L9-ZI) uncritically repeats Knightrs

statement fro¡n the York Factory journals of 1715--1716

that the Ìndians reported to hin that they had lost the

use of their bows and arrows as a result of having fire
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arms. First, r^re nust consider the probability that it was

the Hone Guard, and not the Inland Cree who were being

discussed. Secondly, we must determine the context of
these statements.

It appears as if these ideas are often derived fron
Indian statenents nade while trading. Seldon have histor-
ians bothered to examine the significance of this context
or the motivation behind these Indian statenents. Assum-

ing that they aÏe reported accurately, such stâtenents

nust be viewed in light of the connon Indian trading
strategy of attenpting to evoke the traderst pity, (cf.
Saum 1965:1.49; Ray and Freeman 197S:67-68) . If successful ,

the Indian trader could expect that the trader would be

rnore lenient with the "factorrs" or "doubler¡ standard of
trade (and/or exact less troverplus"), give "fu11 measure"

and so on.

Radisscn (Adans 1961:218) ve.ry early identified the

invocation of pity as a major Cree trading stïategy in
1684 at Port Nel-son. Tn Isham's (1949:52) description
of the trade process in the nid 1700s the Tndian spokesmen

typically stated rryou are hard you will not pitty ne, I
will not come any nore." Tales of privation, starvation,
warfare, difficult passages, as well as clairns that the neür

technology r¡/&s now absolutely necessary for their survival
\iirere connonly part of Indian trade speeches, If traders
did not autonatically accept these accounts at face value,

rnany historians have, This quest for the traderts pity
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was conbined with such other tactics as threats to take
theír furs to the competition and exaggerations of the
quality of goods, quantity of gifts and high prices given
for furs by the conpetition. We rnust therefore, take all
such statenents about the inability of lndians to survíve
without the new technology and the hardships of their
lives with a large grain of sal.t, This is particularly
necessary in the absence of any corroborative evidence.

In the exarnple of Rayrs dependence on Knightrs account

of the Cornpanyrs re,establishing trade relations at york

Factory afteT 1714, there is the distinct possibility that
the Cree were attempting to force him into being as gen,

erous as possible, Quite possibly they were stretching
the truth to make a point--to arouse the traderrs pity,

Returning to the specific question of guns replacing
traditional skills with the bow and arrow, Swampy Cree

ethnographer LeonaÌd Mason (1967:19) supports this inter-
pretation in the following statenent.

At one stroke the acquistion of f irearrns
eased the Indianrs constant anxiety over
an adequate food supply, and the piimi-tive bow and arrow were quickly fòrgotton

E. E. Rich (1967:102) also rnakes the following unsupported

assertion concerning the mid-1700s :

The bow and arrow went out of us
the Indian starved if he did not
serviceable gun, powder and shot

e, and
own a

In his earlier work (Rich 1960a:T:494), this interpretation
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is obviously derived frorn Indian trading rhetoric that they

would starve if not given arnmunition.

Although an argunent night be nade in the case of the

Horne Guard, the Inland Cree, especially those exploiting
the parkland zone, found traditional weapons nore to their
liking for all but warfare (Ray I974:75, 78). As in other

facets of the trade, neither the supply nor the denand for
guns was unlinited (cf,Bishop 1974:190), contrary to the

opinion of those such as Innis (1956 'I7, 338), and A. G.

Bailey (1969:10). In fact, dernand for guns at York Factory

actually declined after 1691 (Ray I974:75). Ray (1974:

13-74) cites trade figures which show a ratio of only one

gun for every four to seven individuals in the late seven-

teenth century.

Indeed, the early gun was not necessarily a rnore

efficient Ì\'eapon for hunting (Hickerson L973:23; K, Pettipas

1980:192). It hras noisey when stealth was an asset, and

it was often not sturdy enought to withstand the rigours
of a taiga winter, Repair on the trail r^¡as difficult if
not inpossible, and as Morantz (1980b i7I) maintains, it
would be next to inpossible for Indians to transport enough

powder and shot to last for a full year.

Samuel Hearne (1958:207) writíng about the situation
in the early I'/70s contrasts the Cree ability with their
bows to that of the Chipewyan.

The Southern Indians, though thel'
have been rnuch longer used to fire-
arns, are far rnore expert with the
bow and arrow, their original weapons
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Although Anthony Henday (Burpee 1907:343) in 17b5 ctaims

that his Cree guides were "dependent" on hin for powtler

and shot, he a1s o reports that they were sti11 able to
ki11 noose with bows and arrows easily enough.

As late in the period under consideration as 1772,

Matthew Cocking very clearly established that the InIand

Cree were "hoarding" theiï anrnunition for use against

their enenies and using the bows and arrows for hunting
(8.23e/a/6s:20).

By the tine that Franklin's party visited the Cree

in 1819--1820 it is stil1 perhaps no neïe rornantic anachron-

isn that we find in the background of Lieutenant Hoodrs

painting of the interior of a Cree tent in the Basquiau

Hill a bow as well as a gun (Franklin 1823:169). Indeed

the Cree continued to use their bows and arrows right up

to the ternination date of this study (8,49/a/42:4I; 8,49/

^/L<.La\
As noted above, Linton (1963:480) has indicated that

even if a novelty is accepted, the element it replaces re-
mains r'latentrf in the culture for generations.

Therefore, it is quite clear that, as Linton would

predict, the Cree did not in fact lose their traditional
hunting ski11s as nany have clained. Such an erroneous

concept is the result of uncritical acceptance of Indian

trading hyperbole at face va1ue, while ignoring the quant-

itat j.ve data and sirnple logistics of the situation.
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iii) Directed Culture Change?

If the Cree were not affected as rnuch by participation
in the early fur trade as has been assu¡ned previously, it
\4¡as not through lack of effort on the tradersr part. Another

well-worn assumption in the literature is that the fur trader
was not interested in altering the Indianrs culture through

what anthropoligists refer to a.s rtdirected culture change".

Despite the contentions of Morantz (1980a:56), Van

Kirk (1980b:9), Goosen (L974:24),I4 and Brown (1980:xii)

that no drastic efforts were rnade by fur traders to alter
the Cree lifestyle, there were a number of areas in Cree

life which the Europeans set out deliberately to change.

First and forernost, the traders had attenpted to
alter the Creers basic ecological adaptation. E. S, Rogers

(L963a:78) asserts that fron an early date traders were

çonstantly tTying to persuade Indians to alter their sub-

sistence patteïns in order to produce rnore fur, The big

garne focussed subsistence patteïn of the Cree was not the

best one for trapping furs (Rogers L965:270). The traders

consistently harped at the Indians to trap more and nore

furs, These efforts became apparent t^rest of Hudson Bay

beginning with Kelsey's (1929:16) admonitions in 1690

through Henday's ín 1755 (E.Z/4:56) and Tomison's in the

1770s (B.239/a/64 9), In his reconstruction of the typical
formalised trading speeches, Isham (1949:54) in 1743 're-

ports the comnon exhortation to the Indians: rrYou have

not Brought many lnartins clo not be lassy, keep close to
trapping in the winter",
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During this period, however, it is also clear that,
having nade fine pronises to the Governor at york Factory,
the Cree continued their quests for big gane and ignored

requests to tr:ap fur bearers rnore intensively. As noted

below, the Cree denand for trade good_s was quite limited
at about 100 MB a year,70 f.or "necessaries,, the rernainder

for luxuries (Ray and Freenan \978:162). In fact, the

Cree began trapping even less as they becarne more and rnore

involved as niddlenen (cf .8,2/4:52; 8.239/a/64 IS). The

European traders found theinselves unable to direct this
aÍipect of Cree adjustment to the trade situation.

The HBC tT'aders also attenpted to alter leadership
patterns in Cree society, In the discussion of Cree leader-

ship in Chapter II its rnaj or characteristics l^¡ere outlined
as being temporary, task-oriented, and prestige- rather
than authority-based. Such a flexible system met the needs

of a hunting and gathering people, but not necessarily those

of the trading cornpanies. The trader therefore had to work

at establishing a role in Indian society which would allow

more formal econornic organísation than r.t¡a s usual in Cree

society.

The position of "trading captain" was first rnentioned

by the Jesuits in 7672 and by the English in 16B3 (Morantz

I977:78). In 1752 Robinson (1965:5S) in<licated that rhe

Hudsonts Bay Cornpany at York Factory was creating "titular
officers" arnong the Indians of certain rivers by making

sunptuary presentations of European clothing (cf . Hood 1974:

82), He asserts that these leaders weïe selected on the
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basis of their hunting ski11, bravery in war and respect

from the rnenbers of their band. Ray (1975:590) adds know-

ledge of routes, oratorical ski11 and the ability to de-

liver on promises to this fellows as necessary qualifica-
tions (cf.Mason 1967:40).

Contrary to Ray's (1974:140) assertion that the HBC

failed to establish a new type of political authority among

band leaders, Toby Morantz (I977:81; 1980a:377) indicates
that a new type of leadership was in fact introduced anong

the Cree by the HBC system (cf.Rogers 1965:38), The role
of I'trading captaínt' was usually held throughout the life-
tìne of the incumbent. Although limited to the single

task of trading (as was the tTaditional pattern), Morantz

asserts that this continuity over tirne was significantly
different than the tenporary, non-fornalised leadership

roles in other fields. Despite this assertion, however,

she gives no evidence on the duration of tradtional leader-

ship roles,

Nevertheless, Ferdinand Jacobs, supported by l{earne's

analysis (quoted in Heln and Leacock I97I:367), reports

from York Factory in 1770 that, despite their prornises

(e.g. 8.239/a/68:43), these leaders si11 had 1ittle author-

ity over their followers, They

..,Frankly Confefsed they Could not
Prevent their young men from Tradíng
with the Pedlers it being So ready
a supply brought to their tents
(8 . 2s9 / a/ 60 t 4s) .

Even rnuch 1ater, Hood's (1974:195) description of Cree leader-
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ship in 1820 still approxirnated the traditional mode1.

Even important Cree leaders such as Wappenessew and

Atticashish appear to have held positions which lacked

formal power and authority âs was typical of the traditional
pattern, despite Morantz ' findings east of James Bay.

Warfare was anotheî target of the traders efforts to
direct culture change among the Cree. The luropean traders

did not understand the role of warfare in Cree society
and they attempted, again largely unsuccessfully, to divert
the Cree fron this tirne-honoured pursuít to that of trapping.
As did Cocking (Burpee 1908:102) ín 7772, in 1691 Kelsey

(1969:17) argued with the Cree against their going to war:

I told ym yt they nust not
wars for it will not be li
governer neither would he
ym if they did not cease f
(Kelsey 1969:15) .

go to
ked by y*
trade with
rom warring

Ðespíte these threats, the Indians went to war regardless

of Kelsey! s admonitions.

Such efforts at peacetnaking were clearly supported by

Conpany policy, Ironcially in terns of the European con-

ception of the differences between "savage" and "civilised"
war (cf.Jennings 1979:146ff.), after just finishing a dis-
cussion of the near constant warfare in Europe at the tine,
the London Cornnittee writes to Governor Geyer and Council

at York Factory 17 June 1693: that he should vigorously

attenpt to dissuade the Indians fron war:

Telling then what advantages they
may rnake that the more furs they
bring the more goods they will be
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able to purc:hase of us; which wil-1
enable them to live more comfortably
and keep them fron want in tine of
scarcity, q that you inclucate into
them better rnorales than they yet
understand (Rich and Johnson 1957:
187).

In the late 1740s 1a V6rendrye (Burpee 1927:381) also

lanented over his inability to disuade the Cree from war-

fare. He envisioned great losses to the tÏade, as they

were carrying t'rnore slaves than packages" (of fur). Indeed

it is reported that one of the nain notivations for going

to war was the capture of wornen and slaves. 'Í.n I77I Sarnuel

Hearne (1958:171) reports that Cree wo¡nen were pressuing

their husbands to go to \4rar against the Northern (Chipewyan)

Indians and capture a slave in order that I'they may have

the pleasure of killing it". Indeed, Hearne hinself rein-
forced this motivation by requesting the Cree capture a

slave to be raised as his domestic.

Andrew Graharn is skeptical of the seriousness of

v'tarfare arnong the Tndians and insists that it consisted of

nothing rnore than

,,.stro1ling about amongst the Archithin-
nees and wil-1 not look after Furrs to come
down with, This and this alone they call
goíng to Warr (B ,239/a/59:114),

Nevertheless, in the early 1700s McCleish and Ishan

report the serious disruption of the trade through warfare

and the attendent loss of inportant Indian leaders (Davies

and Johnson 1965:135, 259) .

As late in the per:iod under consideration as 1770,
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Willian Tonison found that he was still unable to disuade

the Indians from warrine G.239/a/64)14, 20). It is Tonison's

analysis of the situation that ít was the presence of trading
houses in the interior which encouraged warring anong the

Indians. Presumably the less tine spent on tÍavel to York

Fractory, the nore available for raiding (8.239/a/64:LS).

However, William Pink on his inland j ourney with the Cree in
1767 and l-768 nore closely id.entif ies the Indian motivatíon

in terms of the typical pattern of revenge for a death

and the blood feud (8.239 /a/ 58:12 , 12 , 3I) .

In the end, Company efforts at peacernaking were largely
unsuccessful since they were not about to apply the ulti-
nate sanction threatened by Kelsey--i.e. the wíthdrawal

of trade. They had no other power over the Cree and it is
clear that the Indians could have easily traded with the

conpetition. As Edward Urnfreville (1954:91) r^rrote in 1790,

ït is no more in
traders to hinder
to u¡ar than it i-
of Michi l inacina
his power annual

the power of the
then from going
of the Governor
who does all in

y to prevent it,

S

1

Although a brave front was put on, it is also clear

that the Europeans harboured fears about the Indians as a

result of the weak strategic position in which they found

thernselves, The 1688 instructions to Goveïner Geyer at

Port Nelson show that rrextreme caution,' was the Cornpany

policy (Rich and Johnson 7957 7). As late as June- -Ju1y

1759, Henry Marten was expïessing fear of an Indian attack

on York Factory (8.239/a/46:37),
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Despite the contentions of those such as A. C. Bailey

(1969:10) , fnnis (1956:17, 338) , Spicer (I97I:526) and

Murphey and Steward (195ó:344) that the Indian consuner

denand was "persistentrr, "cunnulative, and even "insatiable"
scholars such as Ray and Freeman (I978:L29, L62), Ray

(1978:350) and Rich (1960b:49) disagree. Although the

trading companies worked hard to rnarket their goods in an

attenpt to alter or develop new consuner tastes among the

Indians, thís strategy net with 1itt1e success. Although

Tnnis (1956:388) focusses on the so-ca11ed 'rlimited cultural
background: of the Indians which supposedly 1ed to an

"insatiable rlernand" for the manufactured products of Europe,

the evidence i s c¡uite clear that Indian demand was in fact
relatívely inelastic, Even Rich (1960b:157) ignores the

linitations of Indian denand for European goods. In fact

Indian denand rernained relatively constant at one hundred

MB per year (Graham 1969:275-6; Ray 1978:350). Experiments

in the late 1600s with the introduction of such itens as

toys (Rich 1945:121) and the Cornpany's desire to stinulate

a demand for European rnade clothing (Rich and Johnson 1957:

6I ,234) were net with little success (Ray 1978:350).

Irnprovements in European felting technology in the

1680s had resulted in the sharp reduction in demand for
the Indian wor"nrrcoat beaver", The Conpany inplored its
traders at.. Port Nelson in 1689 that:

. . , by your Method I standard of i!-rade
you nust 1et them See that Wee very
rnuch preferr Parchmt. Ileavor before
Coate Beavor, tha.t soe they nray bee
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forced to produce you 1

Beavor and rno re Parchmt
Johnson 1957:61) .

ease Coate
(Rich and

It is also quite clear fron the reports of Knight in 1716

(Davies and Johnson 1965:62) and Cocking in 1772 (8.239/a/69

12) that the Cree rernained resistant to altering their ap-

proach to trapping and fur preparation, In fact, the Cornp-

any received far too nuch coat beaver well into the 1700s

(Ray 1978:350). Altering the nix of furs brorrght in by

the Cree was not an easy task as James Knight reported in

1716 (Davies and Johnson 1965:38).

In concert with the above there is nuch evidence (cf ,

Rich 1960b:43; Bishop I974:29I; Morantz 1977:84) to suggest

that, contrary to opinion that the Cree were soon dominated

and exploited by the Europeans (cf . Hickerson 1973:24, 28;

Gates 1965:3), the Cree rernained in control in the realms

of trade, transportation, provisioning and strategic con-

cerns, Noel (1968:158) and Lieberson (1961:905) assert

that, theoîetica11y, contact can in fact occur without

nigrant dornination. In terms of the operation of tr:ade,

it is clear frorn the descriptions of the trade ceremonies

(Isham L949:84ff; Graharn 19ó9:515ff.) that the Indians

had formalised ¡nuch of the system so that it fit into their
own cultural perceptions of trade--not as purely econornic,

but as alliance and social exchange (cf . Rich 1960b;

Rotstein L967 ) .

Far fron being exploited, Graham (1969:153) asserts

that the Lndians thenselves were "s1y and c'r af ty to a

great degree and ernploy these quatities to cheat and cir-
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cumvernt both thenselves and the Europeans. " The Cree be-

carne hard bargainers and militant consuners as they refused

to accept substandard or inappropriate goods as McCleish

reports ín 1728 (Davies and Johnson 1965:136; cf.Ray 1980).

Isha.n indicates that the Indians refused to a1low the Conpany

to set its own standards for deer skins and established

their own at one MB per skín and refused to be budged

(Davies and Johnson 1965:310, 3I4), Indeed, Rich (1960b:45)

and Ray (7974:65) indicate that the Indians "he1d the whip

hand" in the trade as long as competition obtained.

iv) Cree Dependence ?

Perhaps the most inportant of the assurnptions that

needs to be critically re-examined is that the Cree easily

and qulckly became "dependent" on the fur trade for their
livelihood. This generalisation about "dependence" is a

dominarrt thene in fur trade literature (Morantz 1980a:39).

This interpretation ís propounded by several authors in-
cluding Jenness (1963:254) , Trudeau (7967 :16) , Luchak

(7977:1,2), Rothney (L975l.62, 77) and Murphy and Steward

(1956:336), Goosen (L9742 54) places "dependence" at the

end of the eighteenth century. Mandelbaun (1979:29)

asserts that the Cree had becone "dependent" by L740.

Hickerson (I973:24) says "within a generation", while

Rich (1967:38) says that Lhis had happened by 16701

Incredibly Rich (1967:103), in relying on trade

reports, asserts that Indians trading into York Factory

\rrere rf conpletely dependent" by 17 43, and even rnore unbe-
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lievably that this dependence stretched all the way to the

Rockíes by the nid-eighteenth centuryl The fur traders

cited by Rich are obviously exaggerating their own inport-
ance here. Many authors such as Rich (1960b:35) nake

an error in logic here, The fact that Indians traded when

goods were available does not autornatically inply "depen-

dence". 0f course, such an argunent is pure sophistry

since traditional ski1ls and technologies continued to be

employed by the Cree throughout the period under consider-

at ion.

There are a nurnber of other difficulties with this
interpretation. First is the fact that it is nost often

an exttemely broad generalisation made without supporting

docunentation. Second, none of the above scholars attenpts

to define or analyse "dependence"l5 in any qualitative,
rnuch less quantifiable,terns. Nor do they specify the

critical point at which "dependence" develops from inter-
dependence.

Morantz (1980b:40) asserts that the HBC records

dealíng with the Cree east of James Bay in fact Tefute the

idea of "wholesale dependence" (cf , Gibson 1978J. This

finding is borne out in the docunentation on the l{estern

Woods Cree. It has also becorne clear fron the work of

historians such as Parker (L972t48) and Sloan (1979:ZBZ)

that far fron being "inextricably enmeshed" in the trade,

Indian. groups were able to r^¡ithdraw fron the fur trade

(cf . Rich 1,967:94) when it did not suit their purposes

and were able to re-establish their prior subsistence
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pattern, It will be dernonstrated below in Chapter IV that

some Cree nerely intensified traditional big gane hunting

patterns in response to the trade and could therefore easí1y

revert to nore traditional adaptations, It is also clear

that the Inland Cree were nuch less dependent than the Hone

Guard (Ray I977:702) and that contemporaneous critics of

the Company such as Dobbs overstated the case for Indian

dependence (Ray 1974:87n. #101' I97I:I0Z) .

The key factors for dependence to develop are said

to be the establishment of a post in the home region

(Mandelbaurn L979:26I) and depletion of big game (Rogers

1963b:37), neither of which were problerns for the Cree dur-

ing the era in question.

Rothney (1975:63) cites Innis as backing for his

statenent that "Run, tabacco, firearms, and arnrnunition

were the chief conmodities traded to nake them dependent

on the Europeans. " However, it is clear from the above

discussion that none of these goods were in fact essential

since the Cree sti11 possessed traditional knowledge and

skills, They were quite able to withdraw from the trade

at rvi11. Indeed the Europeans had no ability to force'r

the Cree to do anything as will be denonstrated below.

Therefore, the so-ca1led "dependence" existed only for

luxuries, and not for basic subsistence, contrary to the

impression given by nany authors on this subject.

Also contïary to these assertions of early dependence

is the conment of Anthony Henday in Septenber of 1754 when

he met seven tents of Aseenepoets.
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ï smoaked with them and have done all
in my powel' to get then to vísit our
forts, but I an afraid to little purpose,
the living in this plentifull country,
and can well do without any European
support, but their chief ob j ect j-on is
the long distaüce

As the French were withdrawing frorn the Saskatchewan country

in the late 1750s, Isharn notes that few of the Sturgeon

Indians had been conìing to York Factory for sorne time

(8,239/a/42:3). Obviously they were able to do without

European goods.

Far from Tnclian dependence on trade, it was European

dependence on Indians which characterised the early contact

situation. The Europeans relied on the Cree not only for
guidance, transportati.on and translation services inland,

but for rnarriage partners, a supply of labour as well as

food for the posts on the Bay (Gibson 1978:359; Innis 1956:

I43). 0f course, it goes Lrithout saying that the Euro-

peansr naj or dependence on the Indian r,\¡a s as the prirnary

prorlucers of fur and niddlenen in the systen (cf.Rothney

1975:1I4; Innis L956:155).

It is unlikely that Chouart, Kelsey, Henday, Pink

or any of the other HBC men sent inland could have been

successful without their Cree "bedfellows: and leaders

such as Attickashish and Wappenessew. As Parker (L972:44)

points out, the trader (especi.a11y while inland) was

typically isolated, outnu¡lbered and often unknowledgeable

about the country and its inhabitants. Cree support was

clearly indi spensable.
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It was not only the knowledge, politícal ski1l and

actual trailblasing which was irnportant, but, as Dragge

(1748:.168) reports, the provision of the technology for

travel- -rnoccasins snowshoes, and canoes--was also essential.

In addition, letteÍs inland for l-688 show the Tndians also

served as a crucial cornrnunication link between York Factory

and the Botton of the Bay (Rich and Johnson L957:L2).

Provisioning the posts was another key aspect in the

Cteeftrader relationship. Ishamrs (1949:295) letter to

the surgeon of the Dobbs Galley in 17 47 makes it clear that,
concerning the provision of country produce to the Conpany,

"...you are sensible our whole Dependence is fron them...tl

This dependence began in 1661 when Radisson and des

Groseí11iers accepted food, and continued in 1670 when

Radisson received food fron the Cree at Port Nelson and

Charles Fort (Nutte 1977:I37, 288). Contrary to the

assertion of Anderson and Frideres (1981;221-) that the

English did not develop a symbiotic relationship with the

Indians as did the French, Ray and lrreenan (1978:41)

indicate that the Cornpany turned to Indians for much of

their food since European servants were not skilled in

the necessary hunting techniques (cf.Russe1l I975:422).

This provided the Hone Guard who supplied the provisions

with a certain tl.egree of leverage within the ïelationship.

Rich (1960a:I:493) states that as late a.s 1750 they were

able to threaten to starve the posts by refusing to hunt.

Innis (1956:L44) and Rich (1960a:I:496) point out

the realisation of this dependence encouraged the Conpany
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to support Indians in tirne of fanine in order to maintain

their loyalty in future provisioning, As early as December

1ó96 Kelsey (7929:.59) reports Indians in a "starving con-

dition" receiving food from the Company (cf . Grahan 1969:

155; Robson 1965:51), The long voyage to York Factory

often was made only at the expense of hunger (Robson 1965:51)

and the Indians required support while there if they were

to be encouraged to retuïn again. Food gifts such as bread

and prunes becarne part of the symbolic pre-trade ceremonies

(Graham 1969:319). The English it seens did not nake

Jererniers nistake of refusing to share food with their
trading partners.

Nevertheless, the traders did complain a good deal

about the Indiants lack of "gratitude" for this support

(cf . B .23g/a/69:45; Burpee 1908:116). Graharn (1969:153)

states:

Gratitude is uttlerly unknown amongst
then: they receive favours and by all
this can, but never think thenselves
under obligation to the donor.

He continues "there is no end to their craving" (Graham

1969:322). James Ishan (1949:49ff) also paints a picture

of the insistently dernanding nature of Tndian trade rhetoric.
I sharn (1949:81) states further:

they are cunning and sly to the last
Degree, the rnore you give, the rnore
they Crave,--the generality of then
are Loth to part with anything they
have, if at any tirne they give they
Expecrt DoubIe Satisfaction. , .
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Radisson also noted what he perceived to be the denanding

nature of the Indians (Adarns 1967:220),

Although disputed by Bloon (1,971 72-76), O, Mannoni

(1964:42, 6I-62) explains this perception in his exarnina-

tj.on of the psychology of contact. He asserts that the

Europeans often nisunderstood what they saw as importunate,

ungrateful, behaviour of natives. He asserts that what

is interpreted as dependency was rea11y an attenpt on the

part of natives to establish a lasting relationship through

naterial exchange. As Sahlins (I972:302) asserts, a

neasure of inbalance in the rnaterial f l-ow of goods serves

to sustain the partnership, The Cree were dernanding in
their relationship because they saw glj.npses of what they

perceived to be the untold wealth of the trader (cf.Holder

1967 :L34-5), As Sahlins (I972:211) asserts,

The greater the wealth gap, therefore,
the greater the denonstrable assistance
from rich to poor that is necessary just
to rnaintain a given degree of sociability

Mannonirs psychological view therefore reinforces the econ-

omic explanation of Sahl ins ,

Another way of looking at this situation is presented

by Broon et al, (1954:981). The denanding approach of

Indians can be viewed as acting out an assurned role.

Usually role playing nirrors one grouprs
inage of itself in relation to the other
Consequently, among other gener alized
components, it contains an assertion of
intergroup status and a definition of
intergroup power relationshíps,
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In this view, therefore, the Cree were not denonstrating

their dependence, but assertíng their perception of who

controlled the relationship by their denanding behaviour.

There has been a good deal h¡Titten about the Europeanrs

perception of the Indians (e,g. Nash 1972; Surtees I977;

Berkhofer 1978; Drinnon 1980; Sheehan 1980). However,

much less is available on how Indians viewed Europeans. As

Morantz (1980b:175) has indicated, there are few docurnentary

records of how Indians perceived the traders. Jaenen (I97 4;

1976) has done inportant work on this subject in eastern

Canada and it appears as if a similar pattern repeats itself
west of Hudson Bay (cf.Foster I977:60; Goldring 1980:37-8).

Contrary to A. G. Baileyrs (1969:190) assertion that Indians

soon developed an inferiority complex in face of European

technological superiority, Jaenen (I974) docurnents the

Indianrs continuing feelings of superiority over the Euro-

peans. West of Hudson Bay, Robson (1965:49) [confirned

by Graham (1969:263) as quoted abovel reports the Cree

viewed Company servants as "slaves". Hearne (1958:9) con-

firms that both the Northern (i.e. Chipewyan) and Southern

(i.e. Cree) Indians paid little attention to ordinary en-

ployees. Although Europeans such as Cocking perceived the

Cree as "children" (8.239/a/69l.42-43) [a cornmon European

sentinent (Cairns 1965:43)l the Cree held a similar view

of Europeans not only in linguistic, but in social terms

as well (cf.Janen I974:27I, 290).

In many ways the European view of Indians was an

arnbivalent one (cf.Jennings I979:74), 0n the positive
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side Indians were praised for their stoicisrn, I'good senserr,

physical health and paradoxically for their honesty as well
(Dragge 1748:183) ; Jerenie 1926:32; Tyrrell I93Lt223 , 233) ,

Surprisingly often, fur traders demonstrated a cultural
relativist approach (cf,Jaun 1965:176). As Andrew Graharn

(1969:320) wrote, ".,.it would be ingenerous to tax then

with that Iawkward table nanners ] as a fault which they

never had an opportunity of rnending",

One of the most common of the Europeans' negative

perceptions about the Indians concerned their supposed

"indolent" character (cf. Grahan 1969:153; Ishan L949:92;

8.239/a/69:7L) Another perceived characteristic often

connected with the above was "ínprovidencef'. Europeans

consistently harped upon the Creers lack of what has been

referred to as the "protestant work ethic". Exasperation

over the Cree's seeming indifference to the morrow and

alrnost constant "srnoking, feasting, drumming, and dancing"

was never very far below the surface of the journals.

Typical of these opinions is Cockingrs statenent that the

Indians nere rr...natura1ly indolent. , and havi,{n food and

rainent for the present never concern thernselves for the

future until all is expended" (Burpee 1907:I20; cf. Robson

1965:29, 51).

Many historians, taking their cue directly fron the

fur traders, have stereotyped Indians as improvident, even

"nonunenta1ly" so (cf. Rich 1960b:46; Martin 1978 :3) . Even

anthropologists such as Mason (1967:-12) have supported the

opinion that the Cree were inprovident. These connentators,
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however, do not seem to cornprehend the Cree approach to life
They followed what has been referred to by Sahlins (7972:

L-2) as the "Zen .\r ay to affluence". This sinply rneans the

linitation of desire so that very 1itt1e material wealth

is sufficient to produce the "original affluent societyr'.

Although he does not seen to realise that he has his finger
on the answer, Graham (1969:152) states:

They are content with litt1e
seldom complain when in want
are extÏemely patient under
thirst or other misfortunes.

hun

and
They
ger,

La Potherie (Tyrrell I93I:225) nakes the sane observation

while at Fort Bourbon in 1697.

They only live to keep thernselves
fron dying and, satisfying nerely
the bare necessities of nature,
they find that a nan can get along
wíth very 1itt1e (cf.Dragge 1748:
22e) .

Such a world view also goes a long way toward explaining the

linited dernand for trade goods displayed by the Cree.

A good deal of connent is also stimulated by the

Creers hunting practices which were disparaged as profli-

gate. Echoing connents by Ishan (1949:81), Henday (E,Z/4:

45), Dragge (I748:216), and E1lis (1969:T82-3), Graham

(1969:154) states:

They ki11 aninals out of wantonness,
alleging the nore they destroy the
more plentiful they grow. Several
score of deer I have known killed
at one time, the natives only taking
the tongues, heads, hearts and feet,
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according as
carcasses go

choose; letting the
ft in the river.

they
adr i

Again taking a relativist position, Graham attenpts to explaÍn

this behaviour as f o1l"ows.

But frugality and prudence in this
Tespect are not amongst the virtues
of these natives. Though to be in-
partial, it is just to nention that
the reason of a conduct so unaccount-
able to Englishrnen may proceed frorn
the difficulty that would arise frorn
conveyíng a stock of provisions frorn
place to place in their rnigratory
way of life. We ought therefore not
to be rash in our censures.

As Sahlins (I972:77) asserts, for hunters, "\^/ealth is a

burden"

One additional explanation for this behaviour on the

part of the Cree is that it may be the result of inconplete

observatíon by the Europeans. For exarnple it is doubtful

whether Graham, Ishan, or Dragge ever left the confines

of the Bay side posts. Tn fact, it was conmon practice

for Cree hunters to retrieve only a token of his ki11 so

that the could send his wornen out to butcher and carry

the neat home (cf.Tanner L979). On another tack, a sub-

sistence pattern which exploited gane species as long

as they lasted, and then adjusted to cope with the T'esu1t-

ing scarcity was an effective strategy for rnany woodland

peoples with 1ow population densities and migratory life-

styles (cf.Kay L979:473). Calvin Martín (1978) seens to

reach the correct conclusion (although by the wrong route)

that Indians should therefore not be considered the original
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conservationist of some golden ecologíca1 age.

Contrary to Martin, Ray (1974:203, I975:58, 68)

Teaches the conclusion that this behaviour hras rooted on

a world view which posited that if the spirits of the

slain animals were properly propit.iated, there would always

be enough game for the future. He is supported in this

explanation by Snith (1979:811), Martínrs thesis as it

relates to the Cree will be discussed in rnore detail in

Chapter IV.

In reality, the Creers day-to-day and from-hand-to-

¡nouth existence--an adaptation perceived as "irnprovidence"

by the Europeans- -was a nanifestation of what Service

(7972:29) and Lee and Devore (1968:6-7) tern overweening

"confidence" characteristic of hunters and gatherers.

Hunters have suprene confidence that their knowl-edge of

the habitat and aninal behaviour, hunting ski11s, conjur-

ing and devinatíon ability, efficacy of their drearns and

syrnpathetic rnagic, and above all their special spiritual

relations with animals would inevitably bring success.

If success was not irn¡nediate, then only the virtue of

patience was nece s s ary,

As is the case with most hunting peoples, the Cree

were simply suprenely confident of their future prospects

at hunting. In consideration of the above, they therefore

saw no need--in the absence of a scientific or ecological

world view (even a naive and inconsistent one as was held

by their European contenporaries) --to engage in conserva-

tion. Their nigratory lifestyl"e conbined with their rela-
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tively sparce population density and anirnistic world view

obviated the need for an ecological concept of conserva-

tion, Indeed their conceptions as described above had the

same effect as an ecological approach in producing sustained

yields fron their habttat (cf.Feit I973:IL7 -118; Tanner

1979 :104) . Nevertheless, Isharn (1949:155 -6) , in contrast

to nany contemporary observers, notes that the Indians used

all parts of the cervines ki11ed and, "throwing nothing

away", they also dried neat and extracted the marrow from

bones in other parts of his description.

v) Conclus ion

0n a nunber of counts therefore, it becornes obvious

that we nust re-evaluate the concl-usions of many fur trade

scholars concerning the initial stages of Indian/trader

relations, Consideration of ethnographic data and anthro-

pological theory along with scïutÊny of the docu¡nents

(i.e. the ethnohistorical method) have resulted in the

serious questioning of long-he1d assurnptions.

As Morantz has determined for the Cree east of

Janes Bay, the Westeïn Woods Cree were by no ¡neans "de-

pendent" on the traders for their survival in the period

up to 1774 as so many scholars have previously naintained,

They were in fact in f ir¡n control of the relationship econ-

omically, po1ítica11y, socially and strategically through

the period just discussed. The results which have been

energing from this and other recent fur trade studies sup-

ports the interpretation that "dependence" was in fact a
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mutual one or, if at a71", it was the European, and not the

Indian, who relied most heavily on the trading partner

during the Early Fur trade Era.

The next period of Creeftrader relations begins with

the establishing of the Hudson's Bay Companyrs Cumberland

House in Cree territory. In terns of Bishop and Rayrs

scheme, the Competitive Fur Trade Era begins.



CHAPTER IV

RELATIONS IN THE COMPETITIVE TRADE ERA

Introduct i on

Cunberland House was not the first Hudsonrs Bay

Cornpany trading establishnent constructed inland among

the Cree, The original experiment with inland posts

had turned out relatively unhappily sorne years earlier.

Charles Bishop (1976) gives an instructive account of

the unfortunate relatíonship which developed when in

1743 Henley House was constructed two hundred miles up-

river f rorn Fort Albany.

Here too the Cree had pressured the HBC for an

inland post to serve them in their own terrítory and

in order to stinulate direct competition between the

Europeans. This request was reinforced by demonstrating

an increased reluctance to travel to Albany with their

furs (Bishop L976 36-37). Deteriorating relations at

both Albany and Henley House ended in the destruction

of the latter in 1754 by the Cree. This action ttlas pre-

cipitated by another breach of the reciprocal social

obligations whích had been established by the trade. The

trade relationship was characterised by the availability

of Cree wornen for marriage á la façon du pays in return

for Indian access to post amenities. When free access

to the post was denied then, the Cree attacked and dest-
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royed Henley House, As Foster (7977:59-60) asserts, the

Cree viewed such liaisons as true rnarriages and they ex-

pected to be tTeated like kinsrnen as a result,
Bishop (7976:40) explains that the traders had not

recognised the social obligations inherent in the trading

relat j,onship as being significant. As a result, their
blindness to this crucial aspect of tl're trade cost them

dearly in cornparable fashion to Jererniers niscalculation

discussed in the previous chapter.

When rebuilt, Henley House was attacked again in

1759, Subsequently it was not re-establj-shed until 1766,

mainly because HBC servants feared for their lives (Bishop

t976:41).

The Founding of Cunberland House, 7774--1775

Relations at the new post in the hinterland of York

Factory, on the other hand, proceeded much more smoothly.

This can be partially explained by referring to the dif-

ferent reactions of the traders ín charge of the expedi-

tion to establish Cunberland House in 1774.

Samuel Hearne and Matthew Cocking were experienced

inland travellers. They were therefore faniliar with the

need to adapt thenselves to Cree culture and to work within

the lirnitattions set by Indian political, econonic and

strategic hegenony. For exarnple, on his way inland in

1774 Hearne was careful to vet his plans for establishing

a post with the Cree leaders in the region. He reconnoitered
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the prospects for a building site in the Basquian area,

".,,but did not Determine to build there til1 I had Con-

sulted with the Indian Chiefs. . . " (Tyrrell 1968:99 , I04-

5, 111)

The Cree eventually persuaded Hearne to construct

his post on Pine Island in Cunberland Lake (where he had

been conducted originally). Hearne writes:

.. . it is the general opinion of those
Indians that that Part will be rnore
cornrnodious both for Drawing the Indians
to Trade as ¡.r'e11 as for Provisions then
Basquiau, ít laying in the niddle be-
tween three Tribes (Tyrrel1 1968:113),

However, this decision did not stop other Cree such as the

"Grass Indians" frorn continuing to press Hearne to estab-

l-ish his post farther up the Saskatchewan, closer to their

own country (Tyrrel1 1969:117),

Hearne had been wise to consult the loca1 Cree, not

only because of his own lack of knowledge about the country

thereabouts, but because of their obvious sel-f -assured

supremacy. The power of the Cree was anply denonstTated

soon after the establishrnent of Cunberland House as it

had been to the Canadian trader Corry in the early 1770s

(see Chapter III).

Indeed, the fur traders occupied a ve'ry tenuous

strategic position inland as the experience of Alexander

Henry the Elder illustrates. 0n 8 October T775, aftet
joining with a large group of other Norrwesters (includ-

ing such experienced traders as Pond, Cadotte and the
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Frobishers--one hundred and thirty men all together),
Henryrs party was waylaid at Basquiau by Chatique (the

Pelican), a headman of about thirty fanilies of Cree

(Henry 1969:254-61). Chatique "invited" the traders to
his tent and then denanded stiff tribute in return for
allowing the party to pass, saying:

..,that we nust be well aware of his
power to pïevent our going further;
that if we passed now, he could put
us all to death on our return; and
that under these circurnstances, he
expected us to be exceedingly 1ib-
eral in our presents; adding, that
to avoid rnisunderstandíng, he would
inform us of what it was that he must
have. . , . He r^rent on to say that he
had before now been acquainted with
white men, and knew that they prom-
ised rnore than they perforned; that
with the number of men which he had,
he could take the \^/hole of our prop-
erty, without our consent; and that
therefore his denands ought to be
regarded as very reasonable; that
he was a peaceable man, and one that
contented hinself with moderat e
views, in order: to avoid quarrels,
--fina11y, that he desired us to
signify our assent to his proposition,
before we quitted our places (Henry
1969:260) .

Henryrs païty decided that discretion was the better
part of valour and acceeded to Chatíquets denands. As a

Final indignity, Chatique followed the departing traders

in one canoe and, upon catching up to them, imperiously

demanded one more keg of rurn. This too was granted and

Chatique left the Europeans to contemplate this object

lesson in doninance. Here we have a prime exarnple of what

Sahlins (7972) refers to as Ìrnegative recíprocity" in
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which coercion is used to extract max irnurn benefit from the

exchange. This incident makes very clear who was in contIol

of the îelationship at this time,

It was not only the Canadians, but the HBC as wel1,

who were aware of the Creers upper hand in the stîategic

relations, To the London Connittee in 1,778 Hunphry Marten

(Rich and Johnson 1951:245n) adnitted their weak position

inland. Moreso at the Companyrs outposts upstream than at

Cumberland House itself, at tirnes the traders could not

have their nen go abroad for fear that the Tndians would

kill thern (Rich and Johnson 1"95L:27).

In addition to exploiting their strategic advar'tage,

the Cree also continued their long-standing strategy of

playing the conpeting European groups against one another

in order to maxirnise the benefits of competition. In con-

sulting with a group of "principle rnen" thirty miles south

of Cranberry Portage on his way inland, Hearnrs j ournal

for I774 shows that the Cree contínued to exaggerate the

generosity of his competitors (cf.Ray and Freernan 1978:185),

, . , saying that the Pedl"ors by this
tine has to much influence, and that
I ware to late in comeing, The Pedlors
generosity is rnuch talktd of, and are
said to give away great quanies of
goods for nothing,,.--I cannot pretend
to say anything to the Contrary at Pres-
ent, but shal hereafter Endeavour to
rnake myself better acquainted with the
trooth of this very Extraordinary
account (Tyrre11 1968:104-5).

In the end, Hearne found it inpossible to get from the

Cree what he be1íeved to be reliable information on the
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actúal- trading standards of the Canadians (Tyrre11 1934:160).

The Cree also used the competitive situation to their own

best advantage by holding back their furs from Hearne in

early October 1774 to await the Canadiansr arrival (Tyrre1l

1934:119) .

Once having persuaded the HBC to establish Cu¡nberland

House, the Cree assurned contlol over most facets of the

trade. In the first place, Europeans did not have the know-

ledge, nanpower or ski1l, rnuch less a grasp of the necessary

technology, in order to operate the crucial transportation

system between inland and Bayside posts. Cree guídance,

labour, and canoenanship, as well as their monopoly over

the construction of the indispensable canoes thernselves,

were all essential to the prosecution of Conpany trading

interests inland. For nearly one hundred years the Cree

had been transporting their furs to York Factory. They

had now become the key link in hauling trade goods in the

opposite direct ion.

Hearne had encountered nuch difficulty in persuading

Orcadians to accompany hirn inlanð, in 1"77 4. This nay in

part be explained by the experience at Henley House, a1-

though Glover (1948:245) attributes it to the lack of

saLary premiums for inland service. At any rate, Hearne

depended on the leading Indian Me-sin-e-kish-ac and his

followers to carry him inland in I774. Me-sin-e-kish-ac

was in no hurry to proceed, although we might expect that

Hearne was anxious to reach his destination, fn a scene

repeated often in the future, Hearne was powerless to pre-
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vent days which his trippers "Expended in Smoking fr Drinking

with their friends" (Tyrre11 1968:99, 106). In addition,

even before the Cree had delívered Hearne to hís destination,

they began to go their respective ways, leaving hirn in the

lurch and under the necessity of buying more canoes in order

to continue (Tyrre11 1934:106).

Hearnrs labour troubles were rninor, however, compared

to those experienced by Robert Flatt who was travelling with

another group, He was "very crewi11y" plundered of all his

goods by the members of this party (Tyrrell 1968:120). The

Cree who were ferrying Matthew Cocking in another support

column conducted him well out of his way and he never did

rendezvous with Hearne that year as originally planned

(Tyrre11 1"934:32).

Cockingrs j ournal for his next inland j ourney in 1775

also records his frustration at the "very dilatory" pro-

gress made by his Indian tripmen. In order to get then

to proceed he was forced to give then his own gun, and even

this expedient failed to produce the desired results,

Cocking pointed out the dependency of the Europeans on the

Cree transport by saying "In this nanner the Natives irnpose

upon a European when they know he cannot do without theTn"

(Rich and Johnson 1951:5-6).

It therefore becones clear fron the journals of

Hearne and Cocking on their expeditions to establish

Cumberland House that the Cree had assuned the upper hand

in the key transportation elenent of the trade system right

fron the beginning, Indeed, in his sumnary observations on
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the first lzearrs activity at Cumberland House Hearne assert-

ed that, with the original expence and the ensuing dernand

for I'treats the Cree had received nuch more to transport

the goods than they were actually worth (Tyrre11 1934:160),

Taken in conjunction with the waylayíng of Flatt and Cocking,

the Cree had demonstrated themselves to be in total contTol

of the inland transportation situation.
This Indian control over the transportation of Euro-

peans and theír goods inland continued well into the fo1low-

ing decades as Philip Turnor and Edward Urnfreville (1954:

36) echo Cockings earlier assessment of European dependence

(Tyrre1l 1934:250; cf .B ,49/a/3-5, 9).1 The Cree continued

to denand and receive high premiums for their efforts.
Neither did they feel cornpunction about delaying or taking

Company servants and goods well out of the way to suit their
own purposes (cf.Tyrre11 1934:lt3; Rich and Johnson 1951:

65). They exerted control over their own working condi-

tions, deciding where and when to stop en route (8.49/a/5:3),

and in nany cases they refused to carry al"l that was re-

quíred of then- -arbitrarily sending excess goods back to

York Factory (e.9. Tyrrell 1934:L1,2). As Hearne had dis-

covered, they often deserted their ernployers whenever they

wished. However, the rea11y telling point is that Company

officers had no other choice but to rehire the sarne prod-

igal paddlers without penalty soon afterwards, and they

were relieved to be able to do so (cf.Tyrre11 1934:II3,

170, 173; 8.49/a/5, 10).

In control of the labour rnarket inland, the Cree
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placed a high value on their services. Establishing a pat-

tern that was to repeat itself rnany times in the future,

the Cree used their strong bargaining position and "pressrt
very harde" to force the traders to provide rrtTeats'r of

alcohol , In 1775 on hís second trip inland, Hearne dis-

covered that he had been forced into a no-win situation.

If he failed to provide the treat of brandy demanded, the

Indians would have refused to move, or indeed would have

taken what they wanted by force (or by subtrefuge as they

had done in the past). When he did give in to their de-

mands, Hearne chafed at the time wasted nursing the result-

ing hangovers (Tyrre1l 1954:168 -9 , 17I) ,

In L776 Hearne had this reflection on Cree control,

The very great dependence we have on
the Natives at Present for cannoes
as well as their assistance in getting
the Men and goods up, is not only
attended with a very Extraordinary
expence but Yearly exposes a large
guantity of goods to the greatest
danger of being totally 1-ost, witness
las Year... t200 gallons of Brandy
were stolenl ,,,these losses together
with their paynent not only runs away
h¡ith all the Profit, but renders the
Cornpanys Servants the nake garne and
laughingstock of every trader fron
Canady (Tyrrell 1934:193) .

It is clear fron the above that the t\^ro parties had not yet

established binding socíal relations, thus allowing the

Cree to exert their power and to engage in "negative recip-

rocity",
As Hearne was aware, the actual construction of the

vital canoes was a task for which the HBC also totally
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depended on the Cree. Besides being too few in nurnber, his

own nen had neither the knowledge nor the skill even to co1-

lect the birch bark necessary, 1et alone complete the conp-

licated construction. His men r¡ere not at aI7 cognisant

of such inportant survival ski11s since, as Hearne stated,

",..none of then ever having ben further fron the Forts

than a Wooding or hunting Tent" (Tyrre11 1934:118).

In the spring of I775 the Cree had already begun

the practice of congregating at Cunberland House and they

pronised Hearne that they would build canoes for hin.

Even after these promises, however, and despite Hearners

assertion ",..tho I have been dayly giving then every t-hing

they askd for to Encourage then thereto," they refused to

build larger rnodels to his specifications. In fact, as

soon as they had conpleted theír own vessels, they set

off for the Canadian establishnent at Basquiau, leaving

hirn only one of the half dozen canoes prornised (Tyrre11

1934tI45, 150, 152). Upon later reflection, Hearne ident-

ified this limitation of the supply of canoes to be the

major irnpediment to the success of the Conpanyrs inland

trade. He stated:

.,.the greatest obstical that is 1ikely
to Prevent the CompY fron getting goods
inland is the want of Proper Cannoes,
to Procure which I am Much at a loss
what measures to take, as T find that
no Paynent or Promouses can enduce the
Natives to make a Sufficient Quantity;
(Tyrre11 1934:157) .

Ðespite the fact that Hudsonrs Bay Conpany men such

as Robert Longmore were beginning to try their own hand at
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canoe building by 1776 (Rich and Johnson 1951:1xvii-1xix),
the Conpany continued to depend primarily on the Cree for
this important article (cf ,8.49/a/4:29; 8.49/a/6:56; Rich

and Johnson 1952:239), This continued to be the case until
york boats were introduced into the transportation systen

beginning in 1787 and thereafter (Rich and Johnson 1952:

xli-x1ii; 8,49/a/LB:.29). By May 1783 Conpany servant

Magnus Twatt was reported to be building canoes while some

nen \4¡ere repairing others and fetching bark (8,49/a/L3t56,

8,49/a/20:60). Nevertheless, Indians continued to be re-

quired to collect materials and to build canoes until late

in the period under consideration (e,g, B ,49/a/75:28, 60),

In addition, the European eff,orts were not always service-

able (e.g, 8.49/a/20:63). Tomison reports in 1789: ".,.the
Canoes that was build at South Branch House are so i11

constructed that I had some difficulty to get the nen to

take thent' (Rich and Johnson 1952:98-99).

The establishment of Cumberland House, therefore,

nakes quiet clear the Cree's political , econornic and stra-
tegic control of the situation. They had persuaded the

English to nove inland by combining hyperbole concerning

the Canadian standard of trade with a strategy of patron-

ising the Canadians despite their actual higher prices.

Having done this the Cree approved the location of the

post, exploited their control of the strategic situation

ín the sellerrs narket for labour, provisions lsee belowl ,

and canoes, They also refused to sub¡nit to European con-

trol on trips and they were able to nane the price for
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their required goods and services

Continued Deve lopment of European Dependence ; 17 7 5 - -t7 95

The Cumberland House j ournals reveal a continuing and

increasing dependence of the HBC on Cree knowledge, skil1s,
transportation labour, and especially "country produce" in

the two decades fo11owíng the establishrnent of the post.

The near monopoly on the provision of country produce was

a rnajor area in which the Cree exerted their control over

the trade relationship.

For the Europeans, the early years at Cunberland

House were often characterised by serious food shortages

which were relieved only by the Cree's hunting ski11s.

In L775 Cocking (Rich and Johnson 1951:39) reported that

two tents of Indians had been hunting for the post all
winter and this pattern continued throughout the period

under consideration. This wage labour was in addition to

the many Cree who traded provisions as well as fur,

Very early, on his trip inland ín I774, Samuel Hearne

had revealed his dependence on Indian provisions, since

large arnounts of European food could not be transported

inland, Upon his arrival at Cumberland Lake the Cree

alnost inrnediately brought fresh rneat and extended an

offer to hunt geese for the Europeans (Tyrre1l 1,934:97,

115, 116). The Indians promised to bring provisions "at
all Convienient opertunitíes dureing the Winter" and a

pattern of reciprocal food exchange was established,

For example, on 4 Novernber 1,77 4 He a'rne provided food to
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a manrs "starving"' fanily, 0n 2 Decenber the same man r'e-

turned to Cumberland House with four sl-ed loads of rnoose

neat (Tyrre11 1934:T27 , 130, L37 -8). Indeed, the Cree began

to utilise Cunberland House as a redistribution centre

where they could in effect irbanktr food for later use. From

the j ournals it often seerns as if neat, and not fur, was the

prinary cornmodity being exchanged, In fact, many Indians

ame to Cunberland House strictly to trade rneat (cf.Tyrre11

934:180, 183) . By 1779 Tonison was beginning to realise

that rnany of the Cree were not trapping fur bearers at all,

because they could supply all their requirenents sinply by

trading country produce (8,49/a/7 243). This type adap1ca-

tion to the fur trade rneant that sone Indians, especially

those living in the innediate vicinity of Cunberland House,

were not forced to alter theiT basic subsistence pattern

in order to engage in the trade system. They were able to

utilise traditional exploitative patterns of big game

hunting, and indeed intensify then, rather than undergo

drastic cultural or ecological changes upon contact with

the traders (cf.Rogers 1965:266; La Russic 1970:B-1;

Dunning 1959:5,76),

Even the Canadian traders, who traditionally have

been assumed to have been ¡nuch rnore adept than the HBC

servants at the necessary survival skil1s, were often

in great want of provisions (e.g. 8.49/a/4:24). Hearne

writes of Canadian traders starving to death and cannibal-

ising each other in 1775. The Cree had imposed their own

traditional sanctions on this deviant behavlour by killing
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the Canadian involved (Tyrrell 1934:190), Such want was

often the result of the Cree being absent fron the area

hunting elsewhere as was the case with the starvation of

Canadian traders at Basquiau in 1778 (8.49/a/6:36).

The Cree were quick to capitalise on their advantage

The prices they denanded for their produce became rrvery

dear" in the traders eyes. For example in April of 7775

Hearne reports that geese r^rere selling at the rate of one

rnade beaver each (TyrreLI 7934:147) (cf.8.239/a/69:53) ,

Realising the Conpany's dependence on the Cree for food,

York Chief Hunphrey Marten warned Tornison in August 177ó

against allowing Indians to know the real state of the

Cunberland House larder lest "they fínd you in wants their
demands are extravagant" (B, 49/a/429),

The ability to procure country provisions rernained

crucial to the HBC operations inland well into the 1800s.

In February L794 the Cumberland House journal notes that

an attenpt by Malcoln Ross to establish an outpost upriver

at Nipowin had failed. Magnus Twatt explaíns:

it seems the Undertaking is Proved
Unsuccessful by some i11 concerted
Measures in the Beginning. he could
not stay there for Want of a Hunter,
oï sone other Method of Getting Where-
with to subsist on. Which it seanes
was out of his power at this season
of the Year to Procure (8.49/a/ZSa:
25 ; cf.. B. 49 / a/25b:6).

In January 1796 Cumberland House itself experienced one

of the frequent poor years in its fishing efforts and the

spectÏe of starvation loorned. As was typical however,
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eventually lndian hunters brought in welcorne news of rnoose

ki11s (8.49/a/27ai 9, l-0, 18). Sj,nilar situations are des-

cribed throughout the period covered by this study as re-

ported by Fíd1er in 1798 (8.49/a/28:17), Kennedy in 1815

(8.49/e/l:3), and Isbister in 1827 G.a9/a/42:55) and 1832

(8.49/a/4724).

The Cree used their control ovel: the production of

food to force the traders to provide alcohol and to rnake

other demands the traders thought "extravagant" (B' 49/a/29:8)

In 1777 Matthew Cocking reported that he had run out of

this crucial connodity at Cunberland House. He lanents:

If it was not for the liquor and Tabacco
We should not get a bit of Victuals to
put in our mouths, but what we would
have caught ourselves (8,49 / a/ a:6) .

Indians who arrived at the post in August 1776 with a sup-

p1y of neat only to find no alcohol available traded some

for tabacco and the renainder "feasted it a1t away" (8.

49a/427; cf, Rich and Johnson 1952:LIZ) ' This refusal to

provide provisions for anything other than bTandy con-

tinued well into the 1800s (e.g. B'49/a/20:22-23, 30;

B. 49 / a/2I: 51 ; B . 49 / a/ 29 tB) .

Such behaviour on the part of the Cree again belies

the interpretation that they h/ere soon "dependent" on the

trading post. The overwhelming popularity of the non-

essential luxury trade in al-coho1 and tobacco clearly in-

dicated their independence fron the traders for subsis-

tence. As one Indian told Cocking in no uncertain terns

in May 1777, he wished to trade only for liquor:
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He told me that he was not in want of
any thing except that article, and if
I refused to trade liquor for the whole
He intended to keep them to Trade with
the Pedlers as they carne down G.a9/a/
4:49) .

Despite all Cocking's efforts this trapper did just that,

and the trader was forced to relent on his earlier deter¡n-

ination. Alcoho1, an item of no use whatever foï the task

of rnaking a living, Ì^Ias a cornnodity that was consumable

on the spot had becorne nearly the sole area for expanding

denand (Ray 1978:354).

i) The Basquiau Cre e

The Basquiau Cree band played a significant role in

this early period of trade at Cu¡nberland House' The

journals record their regular arrivals with provisions and

furs as well a.s their role as the prinary group of tripmen

hauling furs to York Factory each spring (8.49/a/4:5I;

Rich and Johnson 1951:49, 53). In fact, Cumberland House

becarne a rendezvous point for the Basquíau Cree as they

waited for the return of their canoenen in the fa11 bri-

gade (8.49/a/6-7). Even before he had built Cumberland

House, Hearne was receiving provisions from the Basquiau

Cree (Tyrre11 1934:108, 114). Alexander Henryts party in

1775 also enployed two Basquiau Cree to hunt (Henry 1969:

260) as did nan of the Canadian traders later (e'g. Ray

and Johnson 1952:81).

Despite their close ties to the HBC at Cumberland

House, the Basquiau Cree also dealt freely with the Canadians
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(Rich and Johnson 1951:34-35; 8,49/a/4:19), To counter this

tendency, in Septenber of 1776 two HBC nen, James Batt and

Robert Davey, weïe sent with a supply of trade goods along

with the Basquiau Cree in order to attempt to prevent them

from trading with the Canadians. Another reason for sending

these ¡nen h,íth the Indians was to have thern supported for

the winter G.a9/a/4:11, 18, 19; cf .8.49/a/6:43), Since,

as Cocking noted in I775, the Cree groups were often I'inclin-

able to take a nan with them to support until the spring"

(Rich and Johnson 1951:18), this had very early becone

a HBC stïategy to reduce the strain on the Cumberland

House larder (cf.Nicks I976:22). It hlas also to the advan-

tage of the Cree thernselves, since they l4rere able to have

a source of trade goods right in their carnps and it allowed

then the opportunity to develop useful marital/co¡nmercial

relations with the traders, Van Kirk (1980b) and Brown

(1980) detail this relation.

The Basquiau Cree were also masters at exploiting

the European cornpetition to the rnaxirnurn. In 1"777 they had

t\^¡o canoes of Canadians trading at their camp (8,49/a/6:L7)

and they used the presence of these Canadians as a bar-

gaining Iever. Joseph Hanson gives the following account

of a ploy of one Cree in J anuaty 1778:

He inforns me that the Indians he left,
has furs amongst them, and are intending
to carry then to the Canadian House at
Bas,qui,a, ít being the nighest; but
to prevent thern I have sent presents
and given Him encouragenent to induce
then to trade at this place G.A9/a/
6:39).
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In reporting the trade activity of a Basquiau captain

in January 1780 William l4lalker states:

,..but they having so many houses to
go to They like to be hear and there
and every where[.] They also did
pronise That they should return about
the niddle of the Winter if not sooner,
but there is no belief in what an
Indian says (Rich and Johnson 1952:
291. r

Such an approach by the Cree forced the HBC to throw

rnore and nore presents their way as Tornison records in the

Cumberland House j ournals for 1780--1781 (Rich and Johnson

1952:38 , 46, I22, 133, T48) .

The Basquiau leader, Catabobinow, was the recipient

of rnany of these presents since he h/as suspected of leaning

toward the Canadians (Rich and Johnson 1952:38; 8.49/a/4:

34). Presents had always been an inportant lubricant for
the trade (cf.Jacobs 1950), but the Cumberland House

naster teaL1y had littIe choice but to conply with what

amounted to Indian demands for presents to be sent out

to their canps (Tyrre11 1934:.L43).

These presents apparently kept Catabobinow himself

relatively 1oyal to the Conpany despite being sinilarly
wooed by the Canadians with "flattering words and pres-

ents" (8.49/a/7:28). However, Tomison reports in May L778

that no other Basquiau Cree than this leader had attended

Cumberland House since the fal1 G.a9/a/6:64), It is

therefore apparent that such Coinpany-supported "trading
captains" stí11 had no more real authority over their
followers than had the traditional leaders.
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Noting that none of the Basquiau Cree were building

canoes in the spring of 1778, Tornison dispensed gratuíties

of brandy, tabacco and other presents to persuade them to

help transport furs to York Factory in the spring. Never-

theless he feared "...it will be to 1ittle purpose, as I

arn fully persuaded the Canadian traders makes thern presents

to prevent then from assisting us (B.49/a/6:67),

It becornes clear frorn such references that the Cree

were getting the best of both worlds. Although a nurnber

of Basquiau Cree eventually did appear to engage in the

carrying ttade, even so, tr\¡enty-two bundles of furs had

to be left behind. Joseph Hansorn explained:

The Natives in general are not agreeable
to go down as they can be supplied with
their Necefsaries at horne by the Canadian
Traders (8,49/a/7:I).

Given this fact, it seens as if the Basquiau Cree

who did serve as tripnen were opting for what anounted to

wage labour as early as the níd-1770s. Since the long

trip to York was not notivated by the need for goods,

therefore, presents and payment Ioften in advance against

the traders' preferences (e.g. Rich and Johnson 1952:54)l

for hauling furs must be consióered as their prine moti-

vation,

During the late 1770s sone of the Basquiau Cree

were reported by Cocking to have spent the winter "in the

plain Ground" (8.49/a/9:41), thus continuing a seasonal

round apparent fron the reports of Kelsey in 1691, Henday
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in 1756 and Cocking in 7773. So adapted to the pLains

were they that at least as early as 7779 the Basquiau Cree

were trading horses to the HBC to carry their own furs to

Cumberland House, which they refused to do thenselves (8.49/

a;7;32). This tactic became a typical characteristic of

Cree control of the trade relations.

Having established their control- over the carriage

trade to and frorn York Factory, by the 1780s the Cree also

began to force the Europeans to bear the costs of trans-

porting furs and provisions fron their camps back to

Cunberland House, The Basquiau and other 1oca1 Cree typi-

ca1.ly arrived at Cunberland House during this period with

only news of ¡noose rneat or furs available at their tents,

Invariably the post naster would send his own men out to

fetch the produce (e.g. Rich and Johnson 1952:86;8,49/a/

19i3l-32; 8.49/a/24:11, 19 | 8.49/a/25a:17 , 25).

Indians coming frorn farthetr aw ay woul-d often send

a nessenger ahead to ask for help in bringing their burdens

the ïest of the way in to the post (e.g, B.49/a/22:46;

8.49/a/23:11, 8). This too was a neans of exploiting the

conpetitive situation. As one Indian naking thì-s request

stated to Magnus Twatt in August 1793, having the Europeans

collect the provisions at his tent rather than bringing

it hi¡nse1f was "in the way of the Canadian" (8,49/a/25a27).

Even as late as 1820, Lieutenant Hood (1'974:.85-86) of the

Franklin expedition noted that the Cree seldon \^rent to

the trouble of bringing their furs into Cunberland House

but desired the naster to send his "slaves" for then,
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ii) Sna11-pox Epidenic, 178I--1782

One significant aspect of the trade contact over which

the Cree had very 1itt1e control was the transnission of

diseases. Although Edward Ellis (1748:188) determined frorn

his investigations at York Factory in 1746--I747 that the

Inland Indians had few health problerns and suffered no

contagious diseases, by L772 Cocking reported that síckness

and death anong his travelling companíons had delayed his

expedition (8.239/a/69:6). Overlooking the latter refer-

ence, both Smith (1979:811) and Ray (I974:105) indicate

that Hudsonrs Bay Conpany records make no mention of epi-

de¡nic diseases anong the Western Woods Cree until 1781.

For the Basquiau Cree this fortunate viraL ísolation

cane to an abrupt end in December 1781. The Cunberland

House j ournal nakes first rnention of smallpox in the area

on l December 1781. Fron the west carne I'Disagreeable

Nelqs of many Indians Dying" (Rich and Johnson 1952:224).

Tornisonrs suspicions that the desease had advanced fro¡n

the Missouri country are confirrned by Ray (I974:105-7) who

naps the route of the snallpox epidemic into the Cunberland

House region.

0n 2 January 1782 four Basquiau Indians arrived who

did not yet know of "the disorder that is rageing anongst

the Natives" (Rich and Johnson 1952:229), Despite precau-

tions taken by Tornison to isolate them while they were

at the post, by the end of January the Basquiau Cree had

also contracted the disease and were dying in great

nunbers (Rich and Johnson L952:234).
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Many Indians calne to Curnberland House for relief

but, although attenpts were made, the Europeans could do

1íttle or nothing to help then.4 Tomison found the burden

of sick Indj.ans to be so great that he was unable to

send rnen out after furs, stating on 1 February 1782

"Indeed it is hard labour to keep the House in fuel and

bury the dead" (Rich and Johnson 7952:234), Tornison

did, however, manage to make a trip to Basquiau to collect

78 MB in furs from the dying and dead Indians there

"...which is all that was anongst then, Except a few

coats which they had for clothíng" (Rich and Johnson 1952:

236). The Basquiau leader Catabobinow is reported to have

succumbed to the disease at this tirne along with rnany of

his followers. By nid-February only two nen, two wonen

and three children at Basquiau had escaped the disease

and they were in a starving condition (Rich and Johnson

I95Zt236).

Determined to rnake the best of a deteriorating com-

rnerciaL situation, Tomison sent two rnen back to Basquiau

in order to bury the dead, but first to exchange their

beaver coats mentíoned earlier for duffle shrouds (Rich

and Johnson L952:239, cf.23L). Not only did the traders

take the furs from their deceased Indian debtoÍs, but

they also took advantage of Cree sacrifies--"19 made

Beaver in Cats, which had been thrown away to the good

Spirrit, that they might 1ive..." (Rich and Johnson 1952:

242) .

Fortunately, for some of the other Cree in the region
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their isolation in snal1 hunting groups during the winter

saved thern fron the incredible death to11. Tornison records

in March of L782 that groups of Indians arriving at Cumber:-

land House fron the north and the south had seen no other

Indians all winter. Consequently they knew nothing of the

epidemic (Rich and Johnson L952:240,242,249). Epidemic

disease it seens advances rnost quickly along the tvel1 trav-

e 1led trade routes,

In his book Keepers of the Game: IndÍan- -Aninal

Relationships and the Fur Trade, Calvin Martin (1978)

attributes major inportance to such catastrophic epidemics

with regard to cultural change. He asserts that disease

is a crucial factor in changing the Indians' important

core bel-iefs, particularly their religious relationships

with aninal-s. In discussing the Indians of Eastern Canada,

but utilising data frorn the Western Woods Cree (a.nd

even the Koyukon of Alaska), Martin argues that Indians

began to overhunt animals, not as a result of econornic

motivations occasioned by the fur trade, but in response

to epidenic diseases. These diseases are said to have

had the effect of corroding the Indianrs perception of

their spiritual relations \^/ith anirnals. By overhunting,

he argues, Indians were attempting to revenge themselves

on ani¡nals who were thought to be the cause of these

diseases.

Martínrs thesis does not, however, hold true in

the case of the Cree in the study area, Martinrs critics

such as C. Heidenreich (1980), I. Spry (1979), C. Jaenen
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(1979), and A, J. Ray (1979) believe arnong other faults

that he has failed to establish a valid causal relationship

between epidenic desease and ove re xp 1o i t at i on of anirnals.

Charles Bishop (1979:915) in concert with several other

critícs argues that vetîy often diseases did not becotne a

factor until well after Indians had depleted their terri-

tories of fur bearing anirnals through intinate involvernent

in the fur trade.

In the case of the Western Woods Cree, despite the

heavy death to11 in 178I--I782, there is little or no

evidence to indicate that they 'rapostatized" f rorn their

beliefs in spiritual kinship with animals as Martin pre-

dicts.

As early as 1767 Willian Pink reports the depletion

of beaver stocks in at least some rivers in Cree territory,

saying

Sone Yeares a Gow heare was a great
naney Beaver in thís River, But now
Verry few being hunted so often
(8.239 / a/ s8: 8 ; cf .8. 239 / a/ s8 :14) .

Of course this was well before the srnallpox epidenic of

L78I--1782 could have stinulated to Creers desire to

decirnate the beaver populations in revenge.

Fron his observations alnong the Western Woods Cree

in 1786 David Thonpson (1916:83, 85, 97, 1-03, l-14) records

a strong and continuing animisn which required respectful

behaviour toward the carcass and the "Manito" of the

species--i,e. "the Keepers of the Game", The relationship
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was not in the least despiritualized" as Martin posits it
would be so soon aftet a bout of epiderìic disease.

Despite Martinrs dependence on one quotation from

Thonpson, ít is clear f rorn the rest of the narrative that
the lndians did not alter their spiritual ideology. In

f.act they inaintained a spiritual rationalisation for the

disappearance of animals from the Cumberland House area

after the 778I--7782 epidenic (Thompson I9L6:323). Early

in 1790s depletion of fur resources did become a najor

issue in the Cumberland House journals penned by Magnus

Twatt (8.49/a/24:13; B.49/a/26:33), yet there is no indi-
cation that this depletion was the result of any change

in Cree attitudes tor,ùard animals.

Even ¡nuch later in the period under study, explorer

John Franklin (1823:53, 170-1) reports in Novenber 1819

that after another bout of epidenic disease the Cumberland

House Cree were indeed de¡noralised, yet there is no rnen-

tion of then blarning animals for their rnisfortune. In

fact, they continued to hold their spiritual ideology and

there was concern among the tÏaders that:

...it is generally feared that their
spirits have been so much depressed
by the loss of their children and
relatives, that the season will be
far advanced before they can be
roused to any exertion in searching
for aninals beyond what nay be nec-
essary for their own support.

This observation is confirmed by Hood (L974:49).

Such a response is hardly in keeping with Martin's
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revenge hypothesis. 0n the contrary, Cunberland House

j ournals nake many references to the Cree in fact abandon-

ning the trapping of anirnals during períods of rnourning

the deaths of relatives (e.g. 8,49/a/15:60; B.49/a/32b:II1'

8.49/a/4I:31; 8.49/a/42:4I), As late as t827 Janes Leith

specifically reports the continuance of the Cree belief in

the spiritual power of the beaver (8.49/a/43t17), Martin's

correlation of disease, apostasy and depletion through

"war on animals" does not hold among the Western Woods Cree,

Despite To¡nisonrs assertíon in February of 1"782 that

the Basquiau Cree all died in the srnallpox epidemic (Rich

and Johnson 1952:238), sone did survive to continue frequent -

ing the post with furs and provisions as well as to par-

ticipate in the carriage tTade to York Factory (8,49/a/19:.

29). Nevertheless the term "Basquiau Indians" drops out

of the traderrs vocabulary to be replaced by the more

vague terns "Indians from the east'r or "Indians from below".

It is different to deterrnine whether this shift in ter¡n-

inology is a result of the actual disappearance of the

Basquiau Cree co-residential group olr whether it is a

function of a narked decrease in detail concerning Indian

activities which becones apparent in the j ournals in the

1780s.

iii) Competition and Disruption, 1782--7796

By the close of the srnallpox epidemic of 1781---1782,

Cunberland House had becorne a comrnon refuge for Cree who
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were too o1d, i11, or incapacitated to keep up with their
fellows on their seasonal round (cf .8.49/a/13:L0, 52;

8,49/a/16:29, 3L; 8.49/a/22:l). Although the traders attenpt-

ed to discourage it, this pattern had begun alnost as soon

as the post was established as Cocking's Curnberland House

j ournal for 1776 shows (B,49/a/4:15, 35). The traders

tendered medical aid and confort such as was available

(e,g, 8.49/a/21:38; 8.49/a/25a:35), For example, Malchorn

Ross reports on 28 June 1788 that:

..,at night an Indian man died being
left on the plantation by his Country
people, being formerly serviceable to
ittir uórt", Ëy order ôf ur wn. Tomison
we have taken care of him ever since
and carried him out and in as he
desired, he has not been abl"e either
to stand or Walk (8,49/a/2016).

The Cree also utilised Cumberland House as a rendez-

vous where they left theír fa¡nilies while the men were

away on sorne task such as beaver hunting or bark collecting

(e,g. B,49/a/20:53), or when on their j ourney to York

Factory,

Despite the benefits of having a post established

in their own territoty, the Cree discovered that this

was no guarantee of a constant supply of goods' Sorne itens,

especially brandy, were not always available. Responding

to such shortages, the Cree showed their independence by

holding on to their furs and provisions until the desired

brandy again flowed (e.g. 8.49/a/20:15; 8.49/a/2I:47;

8.49/a/24:7s) .
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A najor disruptíon in the flow of trade goods occurred

in October of L782 when the news filtered inland that the

French under 1a Perouse had captured and destroyed both

York Factory and Fort Prince of Wales (8.49/a/13:23-24).

Even rnore strain than usual was then placed on Cumberland

House stores since Indians such as the "Mifsinneppee" Cree,

who usually frequented Churchill, now began to arrive at

cunberland House to trade (B.49/a/L3:62), The failure

of a ship to arrive in 1783 ptaced the traders in an in-

creasingly awkward position. Without a supply of goods

the attraction of Cunberland House for the Cree decreased

substantially and the social relationship which was founded

on the continuance of exchange was in jeopardy. As

Tomison ïeports at the end of December 1783 no Indians

had been to the post during the previous two rnonths and

none arrived until nid-January 1784 (8.49/a/19,20).

Despite their obvíous predicament, Tomison in noting

that the Cree \^reïe bringing in provisions but not furs 
'

cornplains in his j ournal entry of 3 February 1'784 that

the Indians were "indolent in hunting Furs this year to

what they used to be" (B,49/a/14t2L). It seens that

Europeans expected Indians to adopt an alien work ethic

(cf,Axtell 1981:48) even when the rewards for their

efforts were not available.

The behaviour of the Cree under conditions of trade

good scarcity indicates that in 1784 they were not yet

"completely dependent" on European rnanufactures and were

easily able to readapt their subsistance activities (if
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they had ever abandonned then) to nore traditional pursuits

(cf . Sloan 1979; Parker 1972) ,

When a Swampy River Cïee, Wesepunurn, brought 300

pounds of rneat and only 20 MB in furs Tonison states on

9 March 1784:

...which is the least I ever see hirn
bring of the latter, but without Brandy
they will Ki1l no Furs, except what
serves then for necefsaries (8.49/a/14:.
z4) .

Without the key trade conrnodity of brandy, therefore, the

tradeîs were able to exchange but very little with the

Cree (cf.8. 49/a/L4:63).

Tornison also reports the arrival of a group of

Bungee (or Ojibwa?)s who had been to York Factory in the

sunrner of 1783 only to find the post destroyed. They

reported to Tornison about throwing away their furs t'...not

thinking to outlive the Winter for \^/ant of Arnrnunition"

(8,49/a/14:ZS). Here again we have an obvious exanple

of rhetorical trade hyperbole since these Bungees had

clearly survived the winter. In fact they had survived

well enough to be able to collect another "good quantity

of Furs to Trade" at Cumberland House. Their hard luck

story ltras obviously calculated to evoke the traderrs

syrnpathy and encourage him to rrtake pity" and be note

generous. lt therefore cannot be considered as a state-

rnent of "depenclence" on the European trader as it might

be interpreted by sorne scholars of the fur trade.

The HBC traders eked out the year with trade goods
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obtained fron the Canadians (8.49/a/14 32) as sorne of their

Indian custoners (although by no neans all) must have d.one,

This is only one of the rnany exarnples of nutual aid (pro-

visions, information, transportation, etc.) and conmon court-

esies exchanged between the European rivals since the es-

tablishnent of Cumberland House (cf,Tyrrell L934:!20-I,

131: B,49/a/4:29; 8,49/a/6:T6, 36, 4L), Such I'common hunan-

ity" of the Cumberland House traders toward fe11ow "EngIish-

rnen" Iwhen the Norrwesters were usually referred to as

ttFrenchnenttr ttCanadiansttr ttPedlersttr t'Robbetsttr ttVillainstt,

oï rrWolvesrrl was not always looked on with favour by their

superiors (B . 49 / a, / 77 : 10 ) , especially as the tïade becane

nore intense in the 1780s, However, this mutual aid and

cornfort continued throughout- the Colnpetitive Trade Era.

(e.9. B. 49/a/22:17 ; 8.49/a/24:2; 8.49/a/Zsb:6).

Despite these occasional acts of kindness and solidar-

ity, however, the Cunberland House j ournai-s in the 1780s

and 1790s are witness to an intensification of the conpet-

itive conflict between the English and Canadian traders.

This conpetition often impacted negatively on the Cree in

the study area. Taking into account the obvious bias in

the HBC sources, the Canadian traders are portrayed in

rather negative terns in their dealings with the Cree, As

night be expected, the HBC traders blamed the Canadians

for everything fron causing an increase in the price of

country produce to forcing the Conpany to provide credit

in order to keep their custoners loyal (8,49/a/25a:L4),

The Norrwesters were also accused of lying, cheating,
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rnÍsusing a1coho1, and theft of Indian property through sub-

trefuge and violence (8,49/a/14:8; B. 49/a/76:3, 9; 8.49/a/

20 :28) .

At the sarne time however, the HBC traders the¡nselves

were not averse to employing sinilar tactics. Alcohol

was often used to lubricate the unwilling trader G,a9/a/
20:46). Malcolrn Ross reveals other incidents where the

Conpany used its own forns of coercion. In Many of 1790

and Indian debtor finding no alcohol left at Cunberland

House, slipped away with his furs. Ross ernbarked at

3 a,rn, in order to oveîtake hin and bring his furs back

to Cumberland House (8,49/a/2I:52),

When cornpared to their English competitors, however,

it was the Canadiansr actions which almost exclusively

precipitated Indian retaliation. In contrast to the

record of the HBC traders, several Norfwesters were

ki11ed by the Indians (e.g. Rich and Johnson 1951:lxxix;

Tyrrell T934:235-ó; B. 49/a/ 4:45; B,49/a/7 :52-53)'

In reporting the deaths of three Canadian traders

at the hands of the Indians in 1'777, Matthew Cocking

states:

The reason given for the lndians com-
nitting these cruel deeds are, that the
Pedlers have traded their goods at an
exhorbitant rate , particularly las
Winter; The Natives having received
little or nothing for their furrs and
sorne of them have been beaten and
otherwise naltreated when at the
pedlers Settlernent (8, 49/a/ 4 :5T).

The Nortwestets seerned only to be continuing the practices
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of their French predecessors noted in Chapter IIL 0n their
part, the Cree were de¡nonstrating their poh¡er to Ìetaliate
with force agâinst the Canadianst attempts at negative re-
ciprocity,

Nevertheless, despite the Canadians hard dealings

with the Tndians, George Hudson notes in April 1787 that
the Cree continued to flequent the Canadian establishTnents,

as we have seen above in a relationship of negative recip-
rocity on both sides:

,.,they inforrn me the Canadians have a
good nany Packs of Furrs, but that they
deal very hard with the Natives, which
¡nakes them in general dislike then but
being an Indolent sort of People , they
will rather trade with those nighest
to then (for lefs) than go to a greater
Distance G. a9/ a/77 :25-6) .

It is interesting to note that the English traders continued

to interpret Indian self-interest in opposition to Conpany

interests as "indolence". As Rich (1960b) and Ray (7974)

have demonst'rated, the economic motivation of Indians does

not always fit in to Western concepts of maximisation.

The Cree were so successful in exploiting this cornpetitive

situation that in the 1790s both HBC and NWC traders be-

lieved that the Tndians traded their poorest furs with them

and took their best to the competition (cf.Bishop I974:229;

8,239/a/66:53; Robson 1965 :62).

It is therefore clear fron the j ournals 1n the 1780s

and 1790s that it was primarily alcohol and lavish presents

rather than "econornic dependence" that kept the Cree attached
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to the European trade systen. Indians who brought in as

1itt1e as six pounds of meat were given "a smal1 present

of ammunition, Tobacco and Brandy and other sma11 Articles
as encouragenent to cone again'r (8.49/a/24:IZ), Even

those who brought nothing to the post were gj-ven brandy

(8.49/a/25a:I9). As Magnus Ti4ratt writes on 18 Decenber

170)

...for ther is nothing to be got here
now without giving a good deale away
and but 1íttle then for this place is
sherounded with Settlements upon
every Quarter and their is no furrs
to be killed nie to this place now it
being so long hunted about heare
(8.49/a/24:t3).

Traders in the 1790s therefore were constantly trying to

win Cree trappers from the competition by giving presents

"better then uifual as much as rny small Stock would a11ow

(8. 49 / a/ 24: I6 ; cf .8. 49 / a/ 25a:20) .

The Canadian strategy in the conpetition \4¡as to

employ nen "who are continually running about with Liquor

Çc Where they think anything is to be got" and the HBC

nen were forced to follow suit, since "nothing is to be

got here otherways" (8.49/a/26:32-33). As late as the

1790s the Hudson's Bay Company uras still at a disadvantage

in this type of conpetition for want of rnen capable of

handling en ddrouine6 contacts with Indians. From an out-

post of Cunberland House on 4 May L793 Malcholm Ross

conplained that he had only one nan who could be sent

arnong the Indians to collect fur:s as the Canadian did,
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and even he knew little of the language (8.49/a/24:26),

Tornison repeated this conplaint in 1796 (B.49/a/27a:21).

Although a gentlemanrs agreenent was struck between

the competing cornpanies in the fal1 of 1797 not to set

out en ddrouine without notifying the other, (8.49/a/25:2I),

the conpetition becarne increasingly intense. It beca¡ne a

continuous cat and mouse game as each trader attempted to

outwit hís counterpart by such ruses as setting out en

ddrouine in the niddle of the night. The rneans of extract-
ing furs fron the Cree also becarne increasingly rough

(8. 49 / a/ 32b :9 ; B. 49/9 / 32a:I0, s) .

While dealing with all this, the Cree were also con-

fronted with additional stresses. The Cunberland House

journals for the period from 1784 to 1795 show an increas-

ing influx in Bungee Tndians into the study region. In

HBC parlance, the terrn 'rBungee" (meaning begging or a

little) is said to refer to 0j ibwa Indians (Dunning 1959:

3) and not to the Cree as 0rr (1,924:13) and Ray (1971:208)

assert,

The first rnention of Bungees arriving at Cumberland

House occurs in January L778 (8,49/a/6:32), However, the

traders considered this fanily to belong to York Factory

and refused to glve thern an advance of supplies for the

winter, "..,telling then to get Credit where they deposited

their Furrs" (8,49/a/6:32). Bungees are mentioned but

rarely thereafter, and only in connection with York Factory

(8,49/a/L4i24, 25, 65) until 1784, This of course post-
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dates the srnallpox epidemic of 1781--1782 which devastated

rnuch of the Cree population in the Cumberland House and

Basquiau areas. It also occurred at the tine when York

Factory had been destroyed by the French, and perhaps the

Bungee were looking for a more secure soLlrce of trade,

Looking back in his Cunberland District Report of 1815,

Alexander Kennedy asserts that the Bungees had been spe-

cifically brought into the region by the Canadians in

order to hunt beaver G.a9/e/7:6),
By 1787 George Hudsonrs j ournal indicates that the

Cumberland House traders Ì^rere no longer resisting the

novement of the Bungee unto the area. In fact, they were

supplying credit in order to encourage them to winter

about the post ( B , 49 / a / 19 : 1 4 - 1 5 ) . Many of the Bungee

had attached thernselves to the Canadian interests and

appeared even nore often in the Cunberland House journals

after the Northvrest Conpany moved its depot from Basquiau

to oppose the HBC on site at Cumberland House in 1793

(cf.Innis 1950:234). Tn L794 the Bungees were also re-

ported to be hunting provisions for Cumberland House

itself (8,49/a/25b:L4). By 1796 the j ournals also show

that the Bungees had established thenselves in rthe Bas-

quiau and Cedar Lake areas (B.49/a/27b:7; 8.49/a/29:6;

8.49/a/3L:4).

Although nany of the Bungees had attached thernselves

closely to the Canadian interests, they also attempted to

make the best of the conpetitive setting, ln his 1794
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j ournal Magnus Twatt perceived the Bungee to be more honour-

able in paying their debts (8.49/a/25ai34), yet "trouble-
soneÙ in their own ríght. They also proved to be very

denanding:

,..they are very Troublesone for
liquor but will nto give anything
for it...they will not Trade any-
thing for their Furrs but Cloth Q

Guns, as for all other articles
they look for to be Given thern.. .
(8.49/a/25a:2T).

Twatt later calculated that he had traded frorn one group of
Bungee in May 1794 220 MB exclusively for brandy ß.ag/a/
25a:35),

In terns of trade, Cumberland House becane alrnost a

backwater by the 1780s (cf.Coues 1965:375; Christensen

I974?:1,4). In April of 1785 George Hudson conplained

that nany of the goods in the previous fa11's shipment

had been taken upriver, leaving Cumberland House short

of necessary trade items (B.49/a/15t24). Magnus Twatt

nade the same observation in 7792 (8.49/a/24:15; cf.
8,49/a/ZIt66), Cunberland House naster Peter Fidler conments

on 14 Octobe'r 1797 that "There is not an Ice chizel, fi1e,
hatchet or Knife here to supply an Indian'i (8.49/a/28:S).

The next October a similar situation obtained (8.49/a/29:

10). Such shortages of trade goods caused many of the

Cree to frequent other areas or to do without as they

had done earlier during the interruption of the flow of
goods between 1782 and 1784. By the mid- to late 1790s
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many of the Cunberland House Cree were reported to be fre-
quenting the country around Nipowin and Carlton House

(8.49/a/28:19; 8.49/a/26:29). Sone of the Cumberland

House Bungee even wintered as far west as Ednonton House

in 1796- -I797 (8.49/a/27b:7).

By 1800 nuch of the contact with the Cree appeared

to be away fron Cunberland House altogether as the Company

sent traders en déroine to collect furs and to be supported

by the Indians while doing so (8.49/a/30:II , 12, 16), In

addition, the Carrot River area developed into a busy

location at this tine as we1l" after the Canadians estab-

lished a post there in 1801 (8,49/a/3L:LZ-73, 17, L9,25,27)
The Moose Lake outpost established in 1806 and occupied

internittently thereafter also moved a good deal of the

trade activity ñray frorn Curnberland House.

In fact, Tornison reports i.n May 1801 that there

existed only ten families of Indians "belonging to't Cumber-

land House renaining in the area (8.49/a/3I:-22). Earlier
he had reported that:

Cheag
to th

one of the best Indi¿ns belonging
is p lace died last summer he was

Cunberl and House Ind i anthe
that
has
Furs

only real
Survived the Sma1l Pox in 1781 he

not his fe11ow behind for Killing
Ç provisions (8,49/a/30:2).

In June 1807 Bird reports news fron upriver about the death

of Old Brassy who "was the only old Indian belonging to

this place--& much beloved by all the other Indians here--"
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(8,49/a/32b:I7). Tt is therefore clear that the original
Cunberland House Cree population had been depleted or r^¡as

shifting west to Nipowin and Carlton and east to Moose Lake

during this tine.

Intensified Competítion, 1796--1821

Despite the apparent decline in the inportance of the

fur trade in the Cumberland House- -Basquiau region in the

late 1790s and early 1800s cornpetition in the area had

becorne increasingly frantic after the establishnent of a

"new Canadian Conpany" ín L796 (8.49/a/27a:7). This new

conpetitoï was to becorne the XY Conpany of Alexander

Mackenzie in 1798 (Rich 1966:92).

The Basquiau area became a rnajor battle ground. In

the early 1800s the Cree beca¡ne so infested with traders

en ddrouine that they were forced to take evasive action

in order to escape the persistent traders (8.49/a/31 :7).

Tomison ïeports on 19 Februa'ry L802 that two of his nen

returned frorn Basquiau:

...but had nothing Except two skins
they had from one, the old and new
Afsociations are dragging the Indians
where ever they go, so that they
Cannot hunt, were they ever so
Inclined as the Canadian rurn is never
out of their tents, I cannot think of
throwing goods away for nothing as
two fools in a place are enough to be
laughed at by Indians ( B . 49 / a / 31,;22) .

Nevertheless, Torníson soon sent four men back to scour

Basquiau for the few furs that renained.
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Even though the HBC constantly had nen en dérouine

(e.g, B . 49 / a / 35 : 4 0 - 41) , they often failed to persuade the

Cree I'to hunt as they ought to do since the Canadians were

dispensing liquor in order to get then to hunt provisions

for the NWC (8.49/a/3L:24, 26). A severe drop in the hunt

of the Cree in surrounding areas is noted as a result.
The cornpetitive situation becarne so disruptive that in May

1802 Tonison ïeports deteriorating relations arnong all
ïndian groups and trading cornpanies as follows:

...no trade and the Country all over
is in a fernent of Murder and robbery
so that rnen were not in safety to
stirr out (8.49/a/3L:ZB),

The "running about" of the two companies after the

furs of the Cree had becone particularly desparate by 1820.

One conpany would "interfere" with anotherrs tTappers and

its conpetitor would then "retaliate" by trading with the

Indians attached to its interests (e.g. 8.49/a/35i52-53,

66).

Two additional elenents in the trade relation also

appeared at this tine to further cornplicate the situation.
First the "freenen", and later Mohawk trappers, were

brought into the a'rea by the Canadians. The term "Canadian

Freenen or "Free Frenchnen" begins to appear in the

Cumberland House journsl in December 1796 (B.49/a/278:3I;

8,49/a/3I:IB). They frequented the HBC establishnent at

Cunberland House as well as re-engaging f rorn tine to time

with the NWC (e.e. 8,49/a/32b:4). In August 1801 Tomison
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recoïded the arrival of fifty or sixty Mohawk Indians who

were brought in by the o1d Northwest Company (8,49/a/31:6)

Although given credit by the HBC, the Mohawks were not

entiîely welcone. According to Tornison, these Troquois

,..have dispersed all over where ever
a beaver was known to be which will
fínish the Destruction of the Country
as they leave nothing wherever they
come (B.49/a/37:3I).

In 1815 Alexander Kennedy reports that out of the 10 families

in the Cunberland House district, fu11y half were recent

arrivals fron the York Factory, North River (Churchill

River) and "Rat Country" (8.49/e/I:4),

There is 1itt1e docurnentary evidence concerning how

the 1oca1 Cree perceived these newconers. However, the

Cree renaining in the Basquiaû area seen to have gotten

along well urith the freernen who established themselves

there. Kennedy suggests in one aside that the Cree accepted

these "interlopersr':

They Ithe Cree] clairn no exclusive
right to any particul-ar spot, Indians
from any other quarter may come and
settle anongst then Iusurp?] their
privileges and carÍy their hunts to
whorn they please without its being
disrupted by then- - (8,49/e/7:5).

By 1823 Janes Leith reported that the hunting grounds of the

Cumberland House Indians were nearly all taken up by "inter-
lopers from other districtsr' (Swan, Red Deer and Nelson

Rivers) @.a9/e/2:l).
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It is this increasing intensity in the 1eve1 of conpe-

tition both among the trading companies and among the fur
producers thenselves which eventually resulted in the weak-

ening of CTee control over the trade relationship.
One inportant indicator of the Creers weakening socio-

political contÌo1 over the trade relationship happened in

June 1796. Peter Fidler's Curnberland House j ournal gives

an account of the "Rough Justice" neted out by the North-

\^rest Conpany to avenge the death of one of their nen at

Isle a 1a Cross , (8.49/a/27b:3-5) , lt¡hen two Swanpy River

Cree suspects arrived at Cunberland House to trade, the

Norrwesters attempted to lay hold of them. One named Little
Gut was shot in attenpting to escape and the other, Charles'

Brother (or Beardy) was captured.

Questioning the prisoner to no avaiL, the Nortwesters

then attenpted to frighten hin into a confession by tying

hirn up and throwing hin down beside his compatriot's

corpse. Failing in this gambit,

...they then rnade hirn confess every-
thing with the rope about his Neck,
which he did, and inforned of every
one who was accomplices with him--he
said that he was the Sole cause of
the Death of the Canadian, and
seerned perfectly satisfied that he
deserved this ignoninious Death, ...

Without further ado, pausing only to al1ow Beardy to

ask that the HBC care for his fanily, he was hung on the

spot. To ensure that the Indians understood the message

inplicit in their actions, the Norr\^¡esters dragged the

bodies of the two executed rnen outside their stockade and
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and left them there without burial. The next day it was

left to HBC nen to bury the two Indians.

Cunberland House naster Peter Fidler seerned to sup-

port, even if he did not actively participate in, the act-

ions of the Nortwesters. He reports that the Indians

,.,appeared very much terrified and
shocked, never seeing a hearing of
the like before[.] the above will be
a rneans of deterring the future and
prevent then from Ii11using?] or
Ita11ing?] any this while to come--

Fidler then "Gave the Indians some Liquor to drown away

rne1ancholy". Such was the traders' solution to any and

all difficulties.

The inpugnity with which the Canadians executed two

Indians is a strong indication that the Cree were begin-

ning to lose the power to enforce their own conditions

on the relationship as they had been doing in the past

decades. Such "Rough Justice" at the hands of the

Canadians would not have been accepted a scarce decade

earlier when swift retaliation by the relations of the

slain rnen would have been the rule (e,g, B , 49 / a / 7 : 5 2 - 5 3 ) .

Perhaps the families of these two Isle a 1a Cross Cree

did in fact retaliate at sone point and the revenge on

the Canadians was not recorded, or failed to be connected

with this particular incident. 0n the other hand, perhaps

the Cree were indeed beginning to feel helpless in the

face of European power and authority. Unfortunately,

the Cunberland House journals do not answer this question.
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Indeed, if not powerlessness, the Cree showed renark-

able restraint in putting up with a continuing stream of

affronts fron the Canadians. The Nortwesters were constantly

naking off with Indian property whether it was canoes, fish,
or furs (8,49/a/35a:5), For exanple, Tomison recounts in
J anua'ry 1802 the story of one Cree who had his canoe and

entire winterrs supplies stolen by a Canadian trader. After
returning to Cumberland House to obtain a further debt,

the Cree trapper encountered the sarne Norrwester again.

This tine the latter was in distress himself, "having
lost himselt, and spoiled a part of his goods". Surpris-

ingly, the Cree trapper took no tevenge on the trader
and, in fact, the two travelled together thereafter (8.49/

a/37:20-ZI).

Further indications of declining Cree control of

the situation occurred in Septenber of 1802 when Tomison

was also able to demonstrate his temporary independence

from country produce. He told one hunter who wished to

stay and hunt geese to leave the post because his servíces

were too expensive (8,49/a/Sza:9), Cunberland House by

this time also had extensive gardens and barley fields,
a busy fishery, and it also played the role of a pernmican

distribution point. These factors allowed an increasing

neasure of independence fron Cree country produce. In

fact, the Cree themselves were increasingly faced with

starvation as a result of big game depletion in the area.

Journal references to starving Indians becarne more

and nore common in the 1800s (e.g. 8.49/a/30:10, 19;
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8,49/a/32b:L3, 14; cf.Coues 7957:476). Frorn Cunberland

House Williarn Tonison writes to John McNab at York Factory

on 10 February 1803 that

every Indian in this quarter are
starving to death, four has a1-ready
through nere Írant, no trade nor is
there any pïospect of any in the
Spring should the Indians survive
their present Misery (8.49 / a/ 32a:42)

Food was regularly dispensed to the Indians during

these hard tines thus continuing the pattern of reciprocal

exchange in that crucial conmodity begun in 7774 (8,49/a/

35:44:- 8.49/a/36:3I).

Although precarious in the early 1800s (8.49/a/27a2

9, 18; 8,49/a/30:11; 8,49/a/3Za: 6), when the threats of

starvation and short rationning r¡/ere connon, Cumberland

House itself was becoming rnore independent of the Creers

country produce. By 1819 the Franklin expedition reported

the existence of a thriving f arrn at the post. Nevertheless,

it was also reported that salted geese, fish, rnoose and

buffalo were still Tegarded as crucial staples (Franklin

L823:56; Hood I974:46).

Between 1803--1806 and 1807--1818 there are unfor-

tunately wide gaps in the Cunberland House journals. 0n1y

glimpses of this period can be obtained from accounts by

Norrwesters Daniel Harrnon (1957)7 and Alexander Henry the

Younger (Coues 1965). There is also one HBC District
Report extant for 1815 by Alexander Kennedy.

Harmon's (1957:53-54 , 62, 64, 69) account indicates
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that the Europeans i,ùere sti11 significantly dependent upon

Indians for the vital country produce. This is confirned

by Kennedy in 1815 (8,49/e/l:4), However, Harmon is un-

willing to adnit his dependence on Indian hunters. Rather

he perceived it as "kind Providence'r which supplies the

food to deliver them fron the previous dark days of hunger

(Harmon 1957:55-54, 69J, Harnon is arnong those traders

who begin to enter the trade relationship with relatively

strong religious beliefs typical of the evangelical

nìovenent in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuÌy.

In the context of the continuing irnportance of

presents in the trade, Kennedy asserts that in 1815

tabacco, alcohol and arnmunition were all given away (8.49/

e/I:6). The Cree continued to expect these presents as

a central part of their trade relations with the Conpany.

Ðanie1 Har¡non nakes the following interesting ob-

servation about the relationship at this time.

...as they have brought 1itt1e with them
to trade, I of course give then as little,
for we are at too great distance fro¡n the
Civilized WorId to make many Gratuities
yet the Indians were of a different opin-
ion, and nade use of sorne unpleasant lang-
uage. However we did not cone to b1ows,
but all are preparing to go to rest, and
I am persuaded nearly as good friends as
civilizeil People and Savages generally
are for that friendship seldom goes
farther than their fondness for our prop-
erty and our õã!-ðlnes s to obtain their
Furs- -whiõFis I am persuaded (with a
few exceptions only) all the friendship
that exists between the Traders and
Savages of this Country (Harnon 1957:55).
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The Indians it seems sti11 maintained feelings of their
superiority. Alexander Henry the Younger also rnakes the

observation:

Iet no white rnan be so vain as to
believe that an Indian real1y esteens
him or supposes him to be his equal .

No--they dispise us in their hearts,
and at their outward profession of
respect and friendship proceed nerely
fron the necessity under which they
labour of having intercourse with us
to procure their necessaries (Coues
L965:264)

That the Indians continued to be contenptuous of traders

was also confirmed by Kennedy in 1815 (8.49/e/I:3). By

the tine Franklin (L823:66) was observing the situation
in the Cumberland House region in 1819--1820, he also

reported a negative evaluation of Europeans by the Indians

In 1804 Duncan Cameron expresses a sinilar assessnent

of the Nipigon area Creers feelings of superiority,
stating:

Notwithstanding these supe rst it ious
ideas, the Indians think thenselves
the wisest happiest and the most in-
dependent of men; the greatest con-
pliment they can bestor.s on a white
man is to conpare hirn to an Indian,
either in sense or in beauty. To
disapprove their ideas, or aïgue
with then on the absurdity of many
of theír tenets is only proving your-
self a foo1, for, if you had sense,
you would allow them to be the first
people on earth, both in wisdom and
knowledge (Masson L960:264).

Of course this is the sane attitude of Indians maintaining

feelings of superiority which Jaenen (197 4; 1976) has
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(cf. Masson 19ó0:325; Lurie 1959:39;

the Tndians were not yet doninated

in the early 1800s. He states:

No ties, forner favors, or services
rendered will induce then to give up
their skins for one penny less than
they can get elsewheie. 'Gratitude
is a stranger to them. Grant then
a favor to - day
wi 11 suppose i
7965:452) .

, and to-morrow they
t their due ( Coue s

Taking the perspective of Broon et a1. (1954:981) cited above

in Chapter III, this approach indicates that the Cree con-

tinued to víew thenselves as the doninant partner in the

relationship and they continued to rnanipulate the traders

in order to rnaintain con¡nercial and social dominance.

The younger Henry (Coues 1965:470) does, however,

note that the smallpox epidemic of 1781--L782 greatly

diminished the Basquiau Indianrs rrtroublesomer! contTol over

the Saskatchewan trade route. He reports that the "Mash-

quegons'r and a few "Saulteurs" (i.e. Oj ibwa) at The Pas

had attenpted (but unsuccessfully) to prevent him fro¡n

proceeding upriver to trade with their enemies, The Bas-

quiau Indians had obviously lost the power that Chatique

demonstrated to Henryrs uncle in 1775,

One of the major changes which is inrnediately apparent

upon the reopening of the Cunberland House jour:nals in
1818 is the overwhelming inportance of muskrats which had

by far beco¡ne the primary fur produced. Specific mention
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only in 1802 (8.49/a/32a:L2), By 1818 however, rnuskrats

rnade up the vast majority of furs traded at Cumberland

House (B,49/a/34:30; 8.49/a/36:Z). Beaver are scarcely

nentioned as the following returns fron the Moose Lake

outpost between November 1820 and May L82I reveal: 5,710

tats, 9 nartin, 6 fox, and 4 otter (8.a9/a/36:20, 36),

This data reinforces the younger Henryrs (Coues 1965:476)

assertion that the Curnberland House area had in fact
been denuded of beaver by the early 1800s.

When the extant Cunberland House j ournals again

a1low us to view more directly the changing Indian/trader
relationship beginning in 1818, a good deal of Cree control
over the systen seens to have been erroded, In 1819

Doctor Richardson, another nenber of Franklin's expedi-

tion, asserted that the Cumberland House Cree were prob-

ably rnore dependent on the traders for their neans of
subsistence than any other group (Franklin L823:5L, 69).

The Canadians also continued to treat the Indians

roughly with relative irnpugnity. One Pelican Lake Cree,

Chee ka pig, in June 1818, Ì.{as "...1aid hold of and put

in irons q and threatened to be nurdered for having traded

with Mr. Holrnes last winter" (8,49/a/34:3), The Norrwesters

carted hirn off to Grand Portage in chains, letting it be

broadcast that they were going to hang him for deserting

to the HBC interest. Chee ka pig was not executed, but

he did not make it back into the Cumberland House region

until September (8. 49/a/34;3, 11) , In March 1820 Holnes
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cítes another exarnple of the Canadians' intinidation of a

Cunberland House Indian named Buck's Head. The NWC had

",,.on a forner occasion laid hold of hirn and treated him

very I11 for having traded with us" G,a9/a/35:69),
The Hudsonrs Bay Conpany tr:aders u¡ere also beginning

to exert more control over the situation, although in a

more subtle fashion. The naster of Cumberland House

appeared to be much more effective in persuading the Cree

to do his bidding. As early as 1798, Peter Fidler began

directing lndians to trap beaver in specific locations

(8.49/a/28:I5), In the 1800s Cree trappers were in so

nany words ordered away frorn the post to trap in certaín

areas (B.49/a/35:53, 83; 8,49/a/36:30-31), or were arbi-

tra'rily herded frorn place to place in order to avoid

Canadian "interference" with the Cumberland House trappers

G.a9/a/36:13-14). It is clear that there is a major

change fron the past when the Cree had demonstrated then-

selves disdainful of such direction attempted by Kelsey,

Henday and Tonison (discussed in Chapter III).
0n the other hand, it is also clear that the Euro-

pean control of the situation was not yet conplete. The

Cree were stil1 required for such tasks as guiding, hunt-

ing, and seasonal labour G.a9/a/35:15, 19, 26, Zg). The

Cree sti11 found it politically and econornically possible

to act against the interests of the Cornpany through such

naneuvers as destroying European irnprovements on portages

G,a9/a/37:4) and by refusing the direction of the traders

(8,48/a/36:30). They also continued to ¡nake nilitant
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consuner denands for more acceptable goods and they refused

to trade for substandard ¡vares (8.49/a/30:13; 8.49/a/32a;

cf.Ray 1980).

As Franklin expedition nenber, Lieutenant Wood

(I974:85-86) (cited above) had indicated, between 7796 and

J-821, the 1oca1 Cree sti11 required the Europeans to fetch

their furs and provisions fron their tents (8.49/a/27a:T8;

8,49/a/36:29), even when rneat supplies were relatively
abundant in the area of Cu¡nberland House. The Cree also

sti11 found it possible to rnanipulate the HBC traders

and cause thenì to chase miles after very snal1 amounts of

fur (B,49/a/29:17), The Norrwesters were duped in
sinilar fashion (8, 49 / a/ 35 :7 3) .

In June 1919 Holnes reports that the Cree were sti11

able to force the distTibution of liquor against the

wishes of the traders "..,which we will be obliged to colnply

with, although their retì.lrns are very trifling" (8,49/a/35:3)

Ïn Septenber 1820 Thornas Isbister notes that some

Cumberland House lndians continued to feel confident enough

of their control over the situation to resist the direc-

tion of niddle -ranking Conpany servants such as himself.

They had refused to follow his orders to depart and they

forced hin to.distribute their fa11 debt before his

superior arrived (8, 49/a/36:11),

Perhaps the nost inportant indications of the Creers

continuing independence fron involvenent in the fur trade

are the many references to then ignoring trapping a1-

together, For example, upon the death of Brassy, one of
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the oldes.t Cumberland House Indians in June 1807, Bitd
indicates that as custon dictated, the co-residential
group wouló "do very little this winter". Even so, he

asserts that this group of five hunters had trapped only

a total of fifty MB prior to the death (8. 49/a/32btLL).

In February 1807 Bird was also exasperated at the

Pelicanrs lack of interest in trapping. Since the fa11

this group "had ki11ed no furs- -Lazy rascals" (8,49/a/32b:

L2; cf . 8,49/a/34:22) , HBC men returned frorn the far
side of Basquiau Hill in February 1819 with the inforrna-

tion that the Cree theïe were "Doing 1itt1e in the fur
way'r (8,49/a/34:22, 24). The traderst evaluation of the

situation was that:

...they are too Tazy to clo anythíng,
for if they were inclined to work,
they night ki11 a good nany Martins
at this season, for they are certainly
not scarce in the direction they have
been (8. 49/a/34:18; cf.8.49/e/2:3).

Conplaints of gane depletion to the contrary, it is
cleaÌ that the Cree weïe not yet conpletely integrated

or rrlockedrr into the European trade syten, nor were they

"forced" to participate in order to make a living (cf.

Rothney I975:lI7; Hickerson T973:24) .

In the next thro decades happenings well outside the

Cree sphere of influence were to have inportant reper-

cussions on their control over the trade relationship, In

June of 1821 news reached Cunberland House that the two

European trading companies had arnalganated to bring to a
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close a competitive situation which, although beneficial to
the Cree in many respects, had been disastrous for the

profit nargins of the HBC and NWC.

How the loss of their conpetitive lever affected Cree

relations r4¡ith the traders after 1821 is the subject of

the next chapter.

Surnrnary Discussion

During the "Conpetitive Fur Trade Era'! between 1774

and L82L the Cree had been able to naintain a good deal

of their control over the contact situation until after
the turn of the century.

In strategic terns the overwhelming balance of power

fell to the Cree as a consequence of their far superior

numbers, coupled with the isolation of the European traders.

The Canadian traders bore the brunt of most retaliatory
violence by the Cree as a result of their own high hand-

edness. Econonic relations with the Cree were fundamentally

also social relations. Any breech of this sociality re-

noved the restraints on negative reciprocíty and, the sec-

tor aL'J,y organised norality existing in Cree society allowed

plunder and rnurder of t.hose who rqere not socially inte-
grated through trade ties.

Politically the Cree had exerted their influence over

the establishment and location of Cunberland House as well

as its various outposts. They had also nanipulated the

European "fragnent" societies rnigrating into the area into

conpeting for the fur and food resources which they pro-
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vided with relative ease and without drastic cultural dis-
ruption,

In contTast to the conmon assertion that lndians soon

became dependent on Europeans and their trade goods, it is
clear frorn the Cunberland House records in the period under

consideration that it was in fact the Europeans who de-

pended on the Cree. The staples of Indian-controlled country

produce were indispensable for basic day-to-day survival

of the Europeans. It is evident, for example, fron Hearne's

j ournal of I774--L775 that his rnen would never have sur-

vived without the hunting ski11s of two Horne guard Cree,

Nee-shue-wap-pay-athin and Pattecow-cow and the provision-

ing efforts of the Basquiau Cree (TyrreII 1934:126-7, I37,

L47), The Cree recognised, and presed to the ful1, their
advantage in this realm in order to cornrnand high prices

and to demand payment ín luxury goods such as tabacco

and.alcohol, These articles \^¡ere not "necessaries", yet

rnuch of their surplus produce was expended on these

cornrnoditíes.

The Cree also took naximurn advantage of their mon-

opoly control over the key transportation system. The

labour, knowledge and technology necessary for tripping
were almost entirely under Indian contTol untí1 the early

nineteenth century.

The trade setting itself also continued to be founded

on Indian prínciples, For example, the competitive

struggle for Cree Loyalty took place nainly in the realm

of gifts. The trade was also characterised by Indian
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consume Ti srn .

As Lieberson (19ó1:905) has indicated, conditions of

indigenous superordination result in relatively peaceful

relations. Only when the Canadian traders attenpted to
assert theír own dorninance without the pourer to back it
up did the Cree respond with violence, Relations with

the HBC renained relatively synbiotic as rnutual interests
were served by a rnore stable exchange of furs and food

in both directions.

Cree dominance in the relation began to erode

ì however, beginning with the snallpox epidenic of 1781--

L782, For exarnple, the Basquiau Cree population was

nearly total-ly decenated by the dísease. One indication
of how this helped to erode Cree power and authority
in the area can be found in the younger Henry's passage

through the area in 1808 despite the wishes of the Cree.

This is in stark contrast to his unclers experience in

L775.

The influx of Bungees, Iroquois and freemen into
the Cumberland House area in subsequent years provided

the competing cornpanies with alternative sources of labour,

provisions, protection, social ties, and fur. The intens-

ified pressure on the environnent around Curnberland House,

depletion of garne animals and starvation resulted in the

Cree resorting to the tradersr larder during periods of

scarcity. From an Indian perspective, this was not

viewed as beíng "forced to give up their índependence"

in favour of "increased reliancerr on the Europeans as
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nany such as Hickeïson (1973129; 39) assert, but rather as

a natural part of the sociality inherent in their concept

of the trade relationship. Conbined with the increasingly
intense and disruptive cornpetition anong the Europeans,

this allowed the traders to assune enough effective power

to steal Indian propeÍty, deal harshly with those who

traded with the conpetition, and even to employ capital
punishment, Unfortunately significant gaps in the Cunber-

land House record during this time of adjustment in the

first two decades of the nineteenth century nake it dif-
fj.cult to determine the processes that were occurring.

Despite this problen, however, it is clear that
European control r^ras not cornplete. The Cree were in
nany cases sti11 vital to European survival in strategic
and logistic terms. fn concert urith Jaenen's (1974; I976)

findings in eastern Canada, the Cree continued to ¡naintain

convíctions of their own superiority over the Europeans,

and they resisted trader direction, withdrawing fron the

trade when it suited them. In addition, the vast rnaj ority
of acculturation was occuring anong the Europeans as traders

were living among Indians and narrying Cree women à la
focon du navs.

, 

-LLCree relations with the HBC traders renained rela-
tively stable since goals of the païtners remained conple-

rnentary. Therefore, a symbiotic relationshíp was charac-

teristic during thi s period.

In short, it is clear that pot¡¡er, control and depen-

dence were not one-slded during the "Competitive Trade Era'r
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as many scholars have previously maintained. The following

chapter deals with Cree/trader relations during monopoly

conditions after ISZI .



CHAPTER V

RELATIONS UNDER MONOPOLY, 1821 - -1840

In the twenty year period betr^/een the establishment

of the nonopoly of the Hudson's Bay Conpany in 1821 and

the ter¡nination of this study in 1840 when the contact

situation becarne more cornplex with the addltion of mission-

ary-directed change, the Cree experienced surprisingly
1itt1e change in the actual Indian/trader social relation-
ship. Therefore, this period will be treated in this
study as a synchronic whole.

To a large degree, the relationship was sti1l one

of symbj.osis and, contrary to much of the past interpreta-
tion the Cree in the study area were able to naintain con-

ditions favourable to relative independence in theiT re-

lationship with traders and the fur trade systen.

One area of Cree control which had continued frorn

their first contacts with Europeans was their provision

of country produce, During these two decades the Cumber-

land House j ournals are rnuch less concerned with references

to Indians supplying rneat than was the case previously.

Indeed, in some cases Indians were ordered to stop hunting

for provisions altogether (8. 49/a/42:75). Nevertheless,

references to Cree bringing neat to the post continued

to be frequent right up to 1840 (e,g. 8,49/a/40:15, 40;

8.49/a/5L:21).
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One important reason for this lessened dependence on

the Indian hunt rdas that by 1821 the gardens at Cunberland

House had evolved into a full scale farrning opel'ation

(McLean 1968:134; Franklin 1823:56; 8.49/a/38;ZI , 67, 70),

By 7824 even the outpost of Moose Lake had need of a plough

and seeds (8,49/a/39:42; 8.49/a/50:32). The relatively
bucolic picture which energes frorn the j ournals r{¡as at

t j-¡nes however disrupted by crop failures (e.g. in 1832

and 1839). In addition, there were breakdowns in the

traderst or^/n systen of providing pemrnican to the post.

Such dísruptions in its food supply forced the Conpany to

fa11 back on the countïy produce provided by the Cree

(e. g. 8.49/a/47i4, 12; 8,49/a/49:9, 10). For exarnple, in

February 1827 James Leith reported that an earlier short-

fall in the anount of pemrnican sent frorn Carlton House

the previous autunn had resulted in the need for more

country produce to be purchased f rorn the 1oca1 Cree (B.49/

a/42:35),

Another factor ín the Cornpanyrs lessened dependence

on the Cree was the emergence of rrcountry-born" or "rnixed-

descent" bands such as that headed by Mansack and Willock
1Tv,¡att.' Having established themselves west of Cunberland

House at Nipowin, this group in particular contributed

significant anounts to the larder and fur retuïns of the

post and they were highly regarded by the traders as a

result (8.49/a/4I:6).

Even though theír narket for country produce had
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weakened consideïably, the Cree continued to denonstrate

their independence fron this econonic activity. In the

Cumberland House Report of 1827, Leith makes it clear that,
even when the denand increased, the Cree were not compelled

by their econornic circunstances to expand theiï efforts to

supply the Conpany with provisions. Leith states in his

repoït of 1826:

Both during the Winter and Spring I used
every endeavour for to procure dried
provifsions, but as the Account will
show, I an sorry to say with but 1ittle
succefs, whch I cannot attîibute to the
want of Large aniinals, nor indeed does
the natives do so thernselves, but solely
to their dislike to hard labour, they
confefs so. . . (8.49/a/42:50).

Had the Cree actually been "completely dependent', on the

Europeans, such an oppoltunity could not have been passed

up, especially when big gane anirnals were abundant. Clearly

therefore, the Cree were not "dependent" on the Conpany in
relation to its denand for provisions in order to obtain

"necessary" trade goods.

In the late 1820s it is therefore obvious that the

Cree were sti1l following the traditional "Zen road to

affluence" discussed in Chapter III. The description of

the Cree by Alexander Kennedy, penned in 1815, obviously

stí11 applied.

With regard to the General conditíon
of these Indians. They are happy and
contented, void of ambition their
vl¡ants aTe few, 6 in a CountTy like
this easily supplied, They take no
thought or feel no caîe for the futuîe,
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depending entirely on the chase for
provisions , they live together in
little parties, pitchíng or wandering
about in the winter frorn one place
to another in search of food seldorn
or never more than a fortnight in one
place (E.49/e/l:5).

0f course, the above is a classic statenent of the typical
European perception of the "inprovidence seen to character-
ise band societies (cf.McLean 1968:195-6, 26I). Evidently
the Cree had stil1 not accepted the European ideology val-
uing work for its own sake. They certainly were able to
subsist as they had done in the past and to do so without
the anenities available to then "if only they would have

worked harder" (e. g, B.49/a/45137).

As they had done at the beginning of the relationship
however, the Cree still expected that the flow of food be

a reciprocal one (i.e. Sahlinrs "balanced reciprocity").
Food and the rneans to procure it (nets, ammunition, etc.)
were consistently provided by the HBC to Indians requesting

then (e.g. B.49/a/37:22; 8.49/a/SI:22). By L8Z6 HBC sup-

plies of potatoes and fish were also commonly being given

to the Cree in order to a11ow thern to renain trapping longer

than they would have otherwise (e,g. 8.49/a/42:24, 25, 27;

8.49/a/57:27, 29).

0n1y in the late 1820s, however, do references to

Indians actually working for food and purchasing barley

appeaï, in contrast to the normal pattern of receiving

fish and potatoes free of charge (8.49/a/45:5, 4l), The

Indians were also allowed to glean potatoes and barley
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G,a9/a/42:16; 8.49/a/43:11), a practice which, along with

experience of labour in the post gardens (e.9, 8,49/a"/43:L4,

15; 8,49/a/49:.2), by i-827 had convinced sone Cree, those

at Nipowin and The Pas at 1east, to consider establishing

their own gardens (8,a9/a/43:28, 45). ln 1829 a repoït is
heard of one Catabagetine "rnaking fields', at the Red Deers

River (8,49/a/44:43) and in 1839 Papa na gappo and Nuchy's

Son were given r'...a supply of Potatoes and Barley for
seed has they have commenced farning a little above the

Pas "' (B .49/a/50:34) .

Cumberland House had always been utilised by the

Cree as a resort against hunger. During the twenty year

period under consideration however, Indian "starvation"
becane a nore comnon reference in the journals. Despite

these rnany references, Morantz ' (1980b:80) caution about

accepting the phraseology 'rstarvation" at lace value is
wel-1 taken. Claims of starvation \^¡ere sometines used as

bargaining tactics or as rationalisations for quitting
the trapline for nore arnenable pursuits not approved of

by the traders. For exanple Ín May of 1833 Thonas Isbister
suspects that it was the desire to "feast on Wild Fow1"--

not hunger as was claimed--that brought the Cree in frorn

nuskrat trapping to Curnberland House which ís situated

on a rnajor rnigratory bird flyway (8.49/a/47:18),

The traders usually perceived Cree requests as

"Begging for food" (8.49/a/43l'aZ)3) and they often attempted

to utilise food as a lever in order to control Indian rnove-
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ments. However, it is clear that these requests for food

were rnore than rnere rnendicant clains on trader largesse,

0n 25 Novenber 1828 Isbister reports that the Indians sent

uptra great call out as is custornary for sonething to eatrl

(8.49/a/44:22a), Indeed, Cree dernands for food often were

referred to as "irnportunate't (8,49/a/53:I). In fact, the

traders were being called upon to fulfil their social
obligation to share food which, fron the Cree standpoint,

was automatically occasioned by the trade relationship
itself. For exanple, the ritualistic pre-trade neal of

prunes and bread provided in earlier tines at York Factory

(Graham 1969:319-20) had by the mid-1820s evolved at

Cunberland House into a custornary breakfast provided to

the trappers before departing the post (8.49/a/42:22;

8.49/a/43:s8).

The Conpany made nuch of its providing sustenance

to the Cree. Journal entries report food gifts "which

tho' a very heavy tax upon our Store. they have always

received" (8,49/a/49:.12). Their largesse with food was

also raised in their defence at the Parliamentary Inquiry

into the affairs of the HBC in 1837 (E.18/3':54). Never-

theless, it is clear that the reciprocal exchange of food

continued to be a central concornitant of the social rela-
tionship inherent in the trade system frorn the Cree stand-

point. The denanding character of Cree requests for food

reflects their perception of the social nature of trade

ties rather than any "dependence".
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Reports of hunger, therefore, Ì^rere not necessarily
always the result of gane depletion. For instance, weather

also played a significant role in the ability of the Cree

to hunt moose (eg. 8.49/a/57:25; B.49/a/41:38). In fact,
reports of some Cree being relatively poor big gane hunters
r4¡ere not uncommon (e . g. B. 49 / a/ 42: 39 ; B. 49 / a/ a3:LL) ,

A key cornrnent by postnaster Janes Lee Lewes in Jan-

uary I824 identifies a fundanental variable in deternining
the participation of the Cree in the fur trade system.

He states that "starvation" r^/as a general complaint amongst

the greatest part of our Indians, and which greatly retards
their exertions in the way of procuring Furs" (8.49/a/39:56)
Indeed sorne of the most significant data on Cree life to
ernerge from the Cunberland House journals during this period
concern the continuing conflict between trapping activities
and hunting for subsistence. In nost cases, it was only by

naking a trade-off on security of food supply that the Cree

could continue to trap (e,g. 8.49/a/40:48; B.49/a/41":7).

As noted above, it was often only through calling on the

traders obligation to share food that they would continue

trapping. This became particularly true after the beaver

(which were irnportant food, as well as fur, resources)

became depleted and rnuskrat production becarne the norrn in
the 1800s.

Nearly every decision made by the Cree in the realn
of producing fur as a cornnodity was based on the fundamental

question of the availability of sufficient food resources,
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However, the latter always renained the prinary considera-

tion for the Cree. Very often it seemed as if trapping

and subsistence activities were nutually exclusive. When

hunting, the Cree collected few furs (8.a9/a/43:.37), and

when they had nany furs, hunger was often a conconitant

(8.49/a/47:.9), Shortages of provisions "greatly retards

their exertions in the way of procuring furs" (8,49/a/39:

36), and the traders often reporteal that the Cree gave

hunger as what the conpany considered only an "excuse,'

for I'doing 1itt1e in the fur way" (8,49/a/43144). The

basic dilenna facing the Cree was often expressed by the

traders in the j ournals in such words as the following
comnent on 19 November I8Z2:

most of the Indians are now leaving
the Rat ground $ pitching towards the
strong woods as they say they cannot
kil1 a sufficienccy of Rats to feed
thenselves (8,49 / a/ 38:.29; cf .B.49/a/
40:2; 8.49/a/47220).

0ften while I'ratting'r the Cree found that 'rtheir Children

are always calling out for food" (8.49/a/43:2T).

In response to this dilenna, subsistence activities
such as moose and goose hunting and maple sugaring consist-

ently took precedence over trapping (e, g, 8,49/a/40:43;

8.49/a/43:17; 8,49/a/44:40), It is therefore clear that

the Cree still considered hunting to be their prinary occu-

pation. Although the traders constantly attenpted to dir-
ect the lndians away frorn subsistence hunting back to

trapping, they rarely had success (e.g. B,49/a/42':15),
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Isbister states in May 7826 ",,.there is

in making then Hunt furs, While the Gane

a/4T:44; cf. B. 49/a/43:17; B.49/a/44:28)

In Novernber 1827 Isbister reports

attempts to persuade Cree carnping at the

to trap rnuskrats.

no Pofsibility

is Plenty" (B,49/

the failure of his

Basquiau Hi 11

Notwithstanding we have prefsed hard
on then to consent to cone and work
at the rats in the Spring. but they
will not agree to leaving the place
where they are as it abounds wíth
Large Aninals. they Say (a1tho we
beg to differ with then) that they
will nake equally good hunts in
Martens, Swans, and a few rats.
Where they are and not run the risk
of their fanilíes Starving (8,49/a/
42 :38) .

ïn the sane vein, Janes Leíth in March of 1825 nakes

a clear statenent of the Creers rnotivatíon.

fn short the furs Anounts to Alnost
Nothing to what I expected fron So
many Indians, and they say plaínly
that they went where there were no
furs, for to hunt Large Animals,
Both on Account of finding alively-
hood, as well as on account of
Clothing. (8. 49 / a/ 40 : 33) .

If in the 1820s these Cree were in fact "dependent"

on trapping for a living; if they had been rrconpletely inte-
grated" into the rnercantilist systen; how could they afford

to "1eave off ratting"? It is clear that their participation
in the trade systern continued to be voluntary and seasonal,

while subsistence hunting rernained their primary adaptatíon.

On one hand, when "game was plenty", the Cree thought littl-e
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of trapping. Yet, in the opposite circurnstance, they were

prevented from trapping unless they cal1ed on the linited
food supplies of Curnberland House. Therefore, Telations,

even as late as 1840, cannot be designated the "Fur Trade

Dependency Era" in Bishop and Ray's (f976) schene. The

Cree simply did not engage in trapping as their primary

subsistence pattern during this period,

Since the Cree were not 'ttotally dependent on trap-
ping for naking their livelihood, they were sti11 able to

maintain a relatively large neasure of control over their
own lives and to avoid trader I'do¡ninance".

During this períod the Hudson's Bay Company traders

did attenpt to play an increasingly large role in directing
the lives of the Cree. Although Indians in other areas of

the Northwest were still exerting their stTategic povrer

over the HBC (e.g. 8.49/a/39:44), an attenpt by the Cree

to use violence to force the Cunberland House traders to
acceed to their wishes was literal1y beaten back in June

o1. 7823, The Cree had to be content with venting their
frustration at this setback on a Cornpany cow (8,49/a/39:2),

By 1828 the Company was also now able to resist
Indian consurner denands by holding on to goods originally
rejected and trading then when no others weie avaí1able

G,a9/a/a7:10, 38, 49), When Openaught and Escatty arrived

fron The Pas in Novernber oÍ 1827, Leith comnìents:

We find no Difficulty now in getting
the Stroud and Blankets Sold to the
Sane Indians that refused it in the
Autumn for its inferior quality. (It
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is Nothing but the
that Enables us to
hand - - (B .49 /a/ a3

Scarcity of Goods
get Sone of it of
'))\

A sinilar situation obtained in the field of gifts. The

Cunberland House Report for 1827 - -1828 states:

The Indians are now brought to the
footing of neither asking or expect-
ing any gratuities (excepting liquor)
therefore, they cornplain bitterly of
being to sparingly supplied with
absolute necefsarys for their own
familys use... (8.49/a/43 149).

"Loitering on the plantatíon" hras no longer tolerated

by the traders and the Cree were often sent away fron the

post precipitously (8.49/a/39:69; 8.49/a/42zzz). It also

becarne more connon for the Cree to be directed to a speci-

fic location in order to trap rnore muskrats before the

trader would consent to give then their winter supplies

(e.g, 8.49/a/38:16; 8.49/a/41 :17). James Leith also records

his sending nen out to a Cree rendezvous in March 1825 ín

order to get them to split up ",,.as when So rnany

of them together They never do think of Endeavouring for to

ki11 a skin" 8.49/a/40136). Congregation for goose feasting

and dancing were also actively discouraged (8,49/a/42:17;

8.49/a/43:43), Some Cree trappers were even sent out of

Cunberland House District altogether (to as far a\t ay as

Norway House). However, the two rnen in question, Maske

Ethinuies and The Eagle, later returned and refused to

be sent aw ay agaín (8.49/a/4It9).

In nost cases, however, the Conpany attempted to dis-
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courage movement fron one place to another, To the European

nind, being a nigratory "wandering aboutrr or so-cal1ed "Run

about Indianrr was a centTal characteristic of their lack

of "civilizationrr (cf , Axte1l 1981:48-49). Such migrants

were refused credits and told in no uncertain terns to go

back fron where they had come2 Q.a9/a/4L:15; B.49/a/43tIza,
14; 8.49/a/5I:2), The typical trader response to Cree

migration was as follows: "They was told Never to Show

themselves at this place again. that they would get Nothing"

(8.49/a/aIt24), o'r "he was Sharply Refused and ordered to

go to Norway House where he belonged to" (8949/a/+S:tA} ,

0n1y those with "tickets" (or docurnents describing their
debt status) fron the traders in their home district were

supplied with goods (8,49/a/a2:7 ; 8.49/a/43:15).3

It is inportant to note, however, that those migrant

Cree who were not given credits i4reïe stí11 able to subsist

without participating in the fur trade. For example, in

Septernber 1827 the two Cree fanilies of Coweuturn and

Opemaught arrived at Cunberland House looking for credits

after leaving the Split Lake country because of the depleted

condition of the resources there. Although Leith attenpted

to send thern back, as he said because of a lack of trading
goods for his own trappers,

...they replied that they would not return
for this Season at aII events, that they
would be able to Pafs the wínter in fish-
-ing at the Paw (8,49 /a/ 43:74) ,

Others were also quite able to get along during the winter
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42:48). The ability to withdraw from the trading systen

in this nanner again belies the interpretation that the

Cree were "totally dependent" on the trade, even at thís

late date (cf. Parker 1972; Sloan 1979).

Despite the hard line ostensibly taken in the journals,

the traders often relaxed their stringent positions and

supplied credit to migrant Indians, especially since they

were dernonstrating their ability to do without (e,g, 8.49/

a/43:I8, 30; 8.49/a/4822I).

Another inportant part of the Companyrs attempt to

direct Cr:ee participation ín the fur tÌade under rnonopoly

conditions was the policy of beaver consetvation. Arthur

J. Ray (1975b) exarnines these conservation schemes of the

HBC and indicates that the Indians general-1y resisted the

new rules. The Curnberland House j ournals reveal that as

late as 1832 the Cree continued to trap beaver despite

the Cornpanyrs attenpts to deter then (e.g, B.a9/a/47 3).

This reaction to Conìpany attempts at controlling the supply

of fur ¡^¡ent back as far as L716 (Davies and Johnson 19ó5:

62) .

Despite pointedly receiving summer beaver skins with

"abuse" and minimal prices (8,49/a/43:7), the traders were

Iar gely unsuccessful in their efforts to pronote their
policy of conservation. This was so because the beaver con-

tinued to serve th¡o important functions in Cree society

beside being a profitable conmodity. One was dietaty and

the other was religious. In a Septenber 1826 j ournal entry
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Thornas Isbister explains that

. . . after giving then a DTarn and Tabacco
to Snoke Began and told them the improp-
riety of Hunting and Beavor at Pïesent
and that here after every Beavor ki1led
in the Surnrner should only be a half Skin
to then. told them that they Should now
Hunt other furs Such as rats Martains ôc
and a1low the Beaver to increase. Other-
wise they would be rendering their child-
ren Pitiefull by Killing all the Beaver
They replied very cooly that Beaver neat
was too good to let Pafs when there was
any chance of killing it. and by Sacri-
ficing Such at particular tines is the
preservation of the Lives of Indians --
G.as/a/42 7a).

Sirnilar explanations urere provided to the traders by vari-
ous Cree at other tines (e.g. 8.49/a/43:77).

Despíte Ray's (1975b:58) assertion that there exists

1ittle or no evidence pointing to the practice of conser-

vation efforts anong Indj.ans themselves (cf.Martin 1978:19),

the Cree did make some attenpt on their own to conserve

rnuskrat populations for exanple. fn June 1824 Petisk ke

Ethinue, a Cree living ín The Pas region, cane to Cunberland

House on his way to Basquiau Hi11. The nuskrat population

v¡as at a low ebb at the tine and he inforned Inkster

.,,that their is a few Rats Sti11, But
they are resolved not to ¡nolest then
during the Surnrner, in hopes of their
being allowed to Bring up their young,
Will enable then to make better Hunting
Next Autnrnn, (B,49/a/ 40:3) .

Such deliberate action to pronote an increase in the muskrat

population may have been a relatively new approach for the

Cree since the traditional strategy of mobility triggered
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by "the principle of least effort" had now been eroded by

the influx of Bungee, freenen and froquois as well as HBC

efforts to restrict trappers to their own districts.
Despite the Companyrs efforts to exert its nonopoly

control to the fu1lest, the Cumberland House Cree sti11

resi.sted HBC donination and continued to weild their own

power in certain key areas.

ln Noveinber L822 Ðonald Ross rnakes the following

s t ateÌnent :

...a party of Swampys 7 in number
arrived fron the lower end of Basquia
Hi11, they inforrn us that they left
about 8000 Musquash, gave then a little
a¡ninunition Ê told them that they nust
brin
as t

their Furs to the Fort thenselves,
ere would be no nore men enployed

û

h
in hauling then to the Forts; G,a9/a/
38 :29) .

A sinilar reception was provided by Janes Leith in November

7827 (8.49/a/43:23).

Despite these efforts to avoid earlier conpetitive

practices, however, as Hood (1974:85-88) had indicated

at the opening of this final period, the Conpany traders

were stil1 obliged to go out to the Indians' tents and

collect the furs and provisions produced by the Cree. Even

under monopoly conditions, and despite the statenents of

traders such as Ross above, [which he later reversed (8,49/

a/38].42, 52. 55)l, the pattern of Conpany rnen "fetching"
Furs and provisions frorn the tents of the Cree continued

fron the early days of the new rnonopoly through to 1840

(e.g. B. 49/a/37:2L; 8.49/a/39:25; 8.49/a/5I:26, 28).
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of trading with the Cree en déroine, As soon after the

establishnent of monopoly control as February 1826, Thornas

Isbister r,/as sent out "again" to visit trappersr camps

with goods and rum in order to rrscour the Whole of the

Mountain du Pas," (8,49/a/41:27, 30), By 7827 lsbister
was conplaining about not having enough men to send out

en d6roine (B,49/a/ 42 29) . This practice also continued

into the 1840s (e.g. 8,49/a/ 51:55).

In particular, according to Roderick McKenzie who

was a newly appointed factor in the English River District,
the "Indians" (including the Twatt band of rnixed-descent)

in the Nipowin area were custonarily served by shipping

trade goods out to their carnps (8,49/b/3iZi cf ,8,49/a/50:

5-6). ln 1837 John Lee Lewes attempted to stop this prac-

tice, however it seens to have continued at least until
1838 (8. 49/a/a9:8; 8.49/a/50:5-6).

In part, the continuing necessity of dealing

en déroine was a result of conpetition between the Company's

or^¡n posts, a situation which the Cree exploited (8.49/a/39:

25, 26; 8,49/a/40:36). This internal conpetition allowed

the Cree to continue using the threat of trading elsewhere

in order to achieve their desires from the traders. For

exanple in L823 Cumberland House tTader Heron found hinself
conpeting for Cree furs with the HBC post at Red Deers

River and was forced to send a man en déroine (8.49/a/39t24).

Thus the Cree hrere able to continue to play one trader

against the other, at least to a linited extent, in the early
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years of nìonopo ly,

A continuing problen of a shortage of trade goods at

the Moose Lake outpost in 1837 resulted in sone Cree leaving

the area for Swan River, Norway House and Red River where

goods were thought to be more consistently available, Sin-

ilar occurences were reported by Leith in 1835 (8.49/a/a9:

15; B. 49/b/3:2) . Differences of opinions between trapper

and trader also resulted in the Cree picking up and moving

to other posts (8,49/a/49:14-15, 36).

Concerning those Cree who stayed in the Moose Lake

a'rea, in 1838 it is reported by Lewes that:

I may safely state we have lost at
least fifty Packs. the Indians
knowing v/e were entirely out of
Goods would not exeït themselves
as they otherwise would have done,
for about a rnonth in the very
best hunting Season hardly ki11eil
a rat (8.49/a/49:37).

This is hardly the behaviour of dependent Indians under the

total control of a nonopoly.

Considering the above, besides internal competition

and shortages of goods, another factor in the need for the

HBC to continue to deal en d6roine was the Creers own lack

of "interest" in trapping which can only lead toward the

interpretation of their independence fron the fur trade

systen for survival.

Contrary to the Conpany field officersr peïceptions

G,a9/a/a3:48) and the assertions rnade before the Parlia-

lnentary lnquiry of 1837 that the Indians were "dependent
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on our fire arms, anmunition, Fishing Tackle, wollens and

Iron works as necefsaries of 1ife" (E.L8/3:54), good fur

returns were produced without supplies of annunítion or

iron rat spears etc. as the Cree continued the use of the

bow and arrow for subsistence hunting as well as fur pro-

duction as late as 1828 (8.49/a/42:4I; B.49/a/43':49) '

Beyond their traditional hunting and trapping abílity'
Cree knowledge and skills also continued to be crucial to
the success of the European tïade enterprise. For exanple,

lndian guides continued to be necessary for alnost all but

travel along the Saskatchewan River. For instance, the HBC

strategy for collecting furs fron the Indians in their

canps depended entirely on the willingness of a knowledgeable

Cree guide, The refusal of the Cree to serve in this capa-

city resulted in the failure of this Conpany strategy' As

Isbister found in 'J.826, 'tthey would not undertake it at

any Price" and he had to return to Cunberland House, his

mission a failure G.a9/a/4L:37; cf .8,49/a/47 tLI).

Although freeman such as the Constants frorn The Pas

were taking over some of the tenporary seasonal wage work

available, the Cree Indians also continued to play an

important role in the HBC transportation systern. Bark

collecting for canoes was sti11 a necessary task carried

out by the Cree, and they sonetines refused to bring ít

all the r,/ay to Cunberland House (8,49/a/45:2). Canoes

were sti11 purchased fron, and repaired by, Indians

(8,49/a/4I:6; 8,49/a/4426). Paddling express canoes and
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the delivery of the regular "packets" as well as special

disptaches also rernained in Indian hands up to the end of

this period and beyond Q.a9/a/a0:3, 30-3T; 8,49/a/42:35;

8,49/a/5I:19). As canoernen they continued to have a nind

of their own as they had earlier denonstrated to Cocking

and Tonison (Chapter III). When Cree guides decided they

had gone far enough they continued to leave their Euro-

pean tïave1lers stranded (8. 49 /a/ 45:7) ,

In fact, the Company's policy of reducing their
own work force after 1821 (e.g. 8.49/a/38:72) resutted

in more Indians being hired, although (as always) on a

seasonal basis. The sunrner cornplirnent of servants at

Cunberland House was often as 1ow as two, three or four

G,ag/a/39:4; 8.49/a/42:1), Therefore, the HBC was

forced to rely on local Cree for I'great assistance"

with such necessary tasks as lurnbering, gardening, fishingt

haying, and caring for the post rs livestock (8,49 / a/ 39:4;

8.49/a/40:2, 5; 8.49/a/43:4, 15 ; 8.49/al48 7 ; 8.49/a/5I:2,

6).

The Cree Í'ere also able to continue to force the.HBC

to deal in luxury goods such as alcohol against Conpany

policy right up to 1840. The plan to reduce the trade in

alcohol to the Indians evoked the following evaluation

from Mansack Twatt, "the principal of our upper Indians",

who led the Nipowin Band of mixed descent freemen:

I inforrned him of the stopp
for the Indians having been
on consequent ly none \^¡as to

age of Rum
deternined
be brought
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here for the Current Outfit the informa-
tion was any thíng but pleasing to him,
and he hesitated not in saying that the
effects of this new 1aw would be per-
ceivable in the anount of our Returnts
by next June, meaning that the Indians
would not exert thenselves to procure
Furrs. --that it will tend to bring forth
â11 the sulkinefs of the Indian char-
acter and nake them discontented there
cannot be the least doubt, at least
for the first Year or so, nothing lefs
can be expected fron Indians long accus-
toned has the Cunberland House one's
have been to the use of spiritous
Liquors, and who's fondnefs for the
nad intoxicating beverage is notorious
throughout the Country. finding them-
selves thus all at one debarred its
further use and which by them is con-
sidered the only stirnulus to exertion
it rnay be supposed they Lri11 for a time
become carelefs of all other matteïs
and neglect their Fur hunts. Time
however there is no doubt, will work
its own cure and ultinately wean them
fron all thoughts of the lpernicious?]
Article when they rnust again fa1l into
their old habits of Industry and exert
thernselves to procure the needfull
necefsaries they annually require for
themselves and families, (8,49/a/5T:I).

Although this statenent night be viewed as nere

trade rhetoric, Twattrs anal-ysis rnust be consldered since

as a "freenan", he \^ra s exenpted fron the prohibition for
Indians as other privileges given to the freenan were

witheld from Indian s (8.49 / a/ 40:20-ZI) .4

At any rate the Cree had denonstrated nuch earlier
that their interest in the fur trade was stirnulated to a

large degree by trade in luxury items such as tabacco and

alcohol as rnuch, if not more, than by the trade in so-

ca11ed "necessaries", As docunented above, the Cree

appeared to be able to get along quíte well enough \^¡ithout
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such trnecessariesrt-

As manifested in earlier periods, a signíficant Euro-

pean perception was that the Cree were "Leasy Indolent

fel1ows" (e.g. 8.39/a/40:16, 27 ; 8,49/a/42:50; 8,49/a/47 :2).
As explained above, such a vi-ew was based on the European

value on work for its own sake, This perception was rein-

1 forced by the Creets obvious "lack of interest in trapping.

They cannot in fact be described as being cornpletely inte-

ì grated into the mercantilist systen at this tine. From

. the tradersr standpoint this independence - - i . e . the lack

of the need to hrork at trapping- -was judged as "1aziness",
Fîon the Cree standpoint however, it is clear that right
up to 1840 they were in nany cases able to assert their
independence frorn the fur trade.

The Cree sti11 found it possible to resist attenpts

of the HBC traders to direct their activities (e,9, B.a9/

a/4I:9; 8,49/a/42:T4), When their interests 1ay elsewhere

than on the trap line, the traders were unable to prevent

the Cree frorn proceeding as they thenselves wished. As

noted above, subsistence hunting for rnoose and geese, as

well as activities such as rnaple sugaring and dancing con-

tinued to take precedence over the tTadersr desires for then

to trap more and rnore (B.49/a/42i23i 8.49/a/43:46). Con-

tinued participation in war parties (for example in 1825)

resulted inrra certain kind of indifference of doing well

that has seized the Natives offers but a gloony appearance

for a Speedy increase" (8.49/e/5:1; cf .8.49/a/40;43, 45, 47),

This "certain kind of indifference of doing well" is con-
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out the period fron 1821 to 1840, References to the CÍee

"doing nothing in the fur way" are common (e.g. 8.49/a/38:

42, 63; 8.49/a/42:36, 4l; 8.49/a/50:3T). For exarnple some

Cree trapped nothing at all during the entire winter of

1825 (8. 49/a/ 4024) , Even when a good stock of provisions

was available--a prerequisite for being able to trap--the

Cree often saw this as an unnecessary activity' As the two

Cree trappers, Puticat and Kemathwe ous tquen, stated when

they appeared at Cumberland House in March 1826 with no

furs, ",..as they say thenselves, they have been doing

litt1e but eating Since last Auturnn" (8.49/a/41:36). Many

others had passed the winter in a sinilar fashion (8,49/

a/47:36, 37). These are hardly the actions of trappers

who were "inextricably enneshed" or "total1y dependent"

on the fur trade.

In his Cunberland District Report of 1825 Chief

Factor Janes Leith attributed the Creets "1ack of inter-

est" in trapping to the Conpany's policy of abandonning

"running about arnongst then so nuch as usua1, and Líkewise

fron the great dininution of Spiritous Liquors r" (8,49/a/

40:49; cÍ.8.39/e/5:L; 8.49/e/6:I). Leith continued:

I arn convinced the country taken all
in a block is richer in fur bearing
anirnals than it was four or five years
ago.--Indeed I have seen it proved in
nany different parts of the country
beyond doubt, that when they are left
entirely to their own exertions (such
as is their natural bent in care and
liberty) that they decrease in their
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activity, loose all anbition for
their traders and becorne even ca1
their own wants (8.49/e/5:1; cf .B
4e-s0).

leasingp
1 ous to
.49 /a/ q0:

Thus the Cree had every opportunity, but no desire, nuch

less need, to engage in trapping as a prinary subsistence

activity even though fur resources were abundant (cÎ .8.49/

a/ 47':38; B . 49 / a/ 43 :23) .

It therefore becornes even more apparent than it was

during the conpetitive period that the luxury trade and

ease of access to trade goods were key motivators for

Cree participation in the trade. Without the stinulus

of a supply of goods and alcohol on their doorsteps, Cree

"dependence on the fur ttade", even in the decades after

the merger of 1821, appeaîs to be a dependence for non-

essential luxury goods a1one, The "Zen road to affluence"

was still the guiding principle for the Cree and they

clearly dernonstrated themselves not .yet "dependent" on

the fur trade for subsistence.

Surnrnary Discussion

In the end analysis the relationship between Cree

and traders basically remained one of symbíosis right up

to 1840.

CTee countTy provisions, labour and knowledge were

sti11 in dernand up to 1840. As a result, they were able

to withhold their services, either because they had no

need of the rewards offered, or in order to bargain luxury

goods that traders were reluctant to traffic. Efforts of
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the HBC to control various aspects of their 1ives, when,

where and what they hunted were generally failures.
It is quite evident fron the j ournals of this period

that the Cree in the Cunberland House region were able to

maintain a certain level of independence fTom the trading

system, They were not in fact incorporated into the systen

so deeply as to have no choice as to whether they would

trap, produce country provisions, oT engage in wage labour,

They continued to exercise free will regarding much of

their involvement in the trade systern and could not be forced

against their will to act. in the traders' interest. This

finding is of course contrary to the interpretations of

those such as E, E. Rich and R. Rothney who assert that

lndian "dependencerr on the fur trade occurred much earlier
in the eighteenth century. The conclusions of this study

however, do coincide with the findings of Morantz (1980b)

concerning the participation of the East Main Cree in the

fur t rade .

The following chapter attempts to sunnarise the find-
ings of the preceeding chapters.



CHAPTER VI

CONCLUS I ONS

Barth and Noel (1972:545) and Axtel1 (1975:131) have

asserted that 1itt1e attention has been paid to the pro-

cesses involved in the initíal energence of interethnic

relations. This study has attenpted to examine this

question in the case of Western Woods Cree contact rela-

tions with tradeïs in the Cunberland House--The Pas region

up to 1840. The central historical problen identified

at the outset dealt with how these relations began and

developed over tine,

The docunents exarnined have show that first con-

tacts between Cree and European traders were charcterised

by an alnost imnediate development of symbiotic relations

based on a series of cornpllrnerltary , if not shared, goals

and values. In Larrabeets (1976:39) terrns, these shared

goals and values are referred to as "cultura1 the¡nes" '

In contrast to the opposing "themal conplexes" character-

istic of Tndian conflíct with "yeoman farmers" who migrated

to the Atlantic slope Ii.e, the conflict over land (He1n,

Rogers and Smith (1981:46)1, traders west of Hudson Bay

were involved by the Cree in a nutually advantageous (or

one night even say reciprocally exploitative) systern of

alliance and socially bounded exchange which was based

on Indian, not European, precedent.
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Many fur trade scholars have argued that initial rela-

tions were conflicting by the very lact of contact between

two different cultures. In the case exanined in this study,

however, cultural differences played a relatively minor

rol-e to the complementary (not conflicting) goals of the

thro parties. The Cree benefitted substantially fron the

technological innovati.ons, new econornic, social, and poli-

tical opportunities as niddlemen and brokers between Euro-

peans and other Indian grouþs. Although they worked hard

to naintáin a competitive setting between the European

interests in theír area, the interests of the Cree rernaíned

essentially complernentary with those of the HBC traders

right up to the end of the time span coveïed by this study'

The first question identified at the close of Chapter

I concerned the characterisation of C'ree/trader relations

as "nigrant" or "indigenous superordination". It is

evident fron the preceeding analysis that the initial power

balance, if not equally distributed' certainly favoured

Indian economic, social, and political control of the re-

lationship. Beyond their central role as primary commodity

producers, the Cree nonopolised the key transportation

systen, manipulated the cornpeting European interests to

their own best advantage, exerted their strategic power

at r,rri11, 1ed the Europeans to accept Indian concepts of

trade and social relations, and controlled the crucial

provisioning of the Europeanst posts' In Liebersonrs terns

indigenous rather than rnigrant superordinate relations
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developed. Since the relative power balance was tipped

in favour of the Cree, the potential for conflict was

reduced and Indian control was the norrn, Europeans sinply

did not have the means to j-rnpose thei? own condítions

on the relationship until late in the two hundred year

period under study. Indeed, the conditions of stÏatified
class relations whích are proposed by sone authots cannot

be demonstrated during the period up to 1840, and certainly

not before 1800.

The second question revolved around the concept of

"dependence". Content analysis of the previous fur trade

literature would show that the idea of Indian dependence

on the European is a fundanental interpretation of rnany

scholars, It becomes clear in the case of the Western

Woods Cree, however, that the assunption of their depen-

dence on the fur trade has been grossly overstated' Many

fur trade historians have uncritical1y ernployeil evidence

to support this contention without paying attention to
Indian notivations and the contexts of the statenents pre-

sented as proof of such dependence. It is essential that

Indian statements recorded by traders be analysed as

fornalised trade rhetoric and bargainíng tactics. Any

failure to recognise this fundamental characteristic of

Indian dealings with trailers leaves the interpretation in

serious doubt,

For exarnple, the Curnberland House journals reveal

data which is cause for re-exarnining assurnptions of depen-
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dence, Right up to 1840 a great portion of Indian demand

was in fact Testricted to luxury goods such as alcohol

and tobacco. When these itens r,/ere not available, or were

deliberately withheld by the traders, the Cree quickly with-

drew fron participation ín trapping, tripping and provi-

sioning activities. By so doing, they clearly denonstrated

that they were not in fact "inextricably integrated" in,

or "totally dependent" on, the European fur trade systen

for their subsístence.

When the Cree were involved in trdpping for example,

alcohol provided alnost the only leverage the trader

possessed in order to conttol his paddlers. Even when

these luxury goods were available, the Cree consistently

denonstrated their independence fron the necessity of

engaging in the fur trade, even when all conditions were

favourabl-e to their participation, It is clear that the

"Zen road to affluence" was sti11 a prinary conceptual

factor in Cree 1ife.
There are other indications that the CTee were not

dependent on the fur trade. One interpretation of the

characteristic irnportunacy of Cree trading behaviour is

that it mirrors the Indian perception of their own pre-

erninent role in the relationship. Judging from theír

dernanding (and, as the traders saw it, ungrateful) be-

havj-our, the Cree obviously perceived thernselves in a

position of strength and they were able to capitalise

on this in rnany ways.
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A second important indicator of Cree contTol is found

in the type of reciprocity engaged in. The Creers power in
the relationship allowed then to engage in ',negative recip-
rocity" and to ïetaliate with force against those who at-
tenpted to do likewise to them well into the 1790s. The

French, and especially the Canadians became targets for
violence and plunder when they ignored the socíality in,
herent in the Cree view of the trade telationship. The

prirne examples are Jererniets faux pas, the Flenley House

debacle, and the nyriad retaliations against the Norr-

westers for their high-handed approach.

0n1y when the Cïee's position had been weakened by

the depredations of the sinallpox epidenic in 1781- -I782;

the incursions of the Bungees, Mohawks and Freernen in
the late 1780s and 1790s; cornbined with the intensified
competitive situation afte'r 1796; were the traders able

to begin to impose 'rexchangesrr on the Cree which could be

successfully carried out in terns of negative reciprocity,
Despite the assertions of rnany scholars of the fur

ttade, however, in the 1800s and even after the union of
1821, European doninance was by no rneans complete. The

Cree continued to exert their influence over their own

ü¡orking conditions, the trade circurnstances and the rate

and type of their productive efforts. They also demon-

strated their independence frorn European technology in
producing furs as well as their own food supply. In large

rneasure, they were able to do so until the end of the

period under consideration, They were also able to with-
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draw fron the trade at will. The Western Woods Cree had

clearly not allowed thenselves to be "inextricably enrneshed"

or "completely integrated" into the nercantilist fur trade

systen.

As a consequence of the above analysis' we cannot

apply Bishop and Rayts (1976) desígnation "Fur Trade Depen-

dency Eta" to any portion of the tine period covered by this

study. The Cree were simply not under the complete control

of the Conpany (cf.Van Kirk 1980b27,9), nor were they

under the necessity of trapping to nake a living. The tra-

ditional approach of the "Zen road" to the "original afflu-
ent society'r continued to be a central organisational princ-

iple in Cree ide o 1ogy.

As Paine (1'97I:15) asseÌts, client dependency created

by the patron is not denonstTated until the patron is able

to inpose stípulations which al1ow his nanipulation of the

relationship. It is clear fron the docurnents consulted

that Hudsonrs Bay Conpany traders h¡ere not able to inpose

stipulations on their relations wíth the Cree until rnuch

later than Rothney, Rich, Hickerson and rnany others rnain-

tain. European control over scarce resources valued by

the Cree simply did not exist during the period under study'

In the ordinary sense of the word, therefore, the

Cree h¡ere not ín fact "dependent" on the fur trade for

their subsistence. They were "dependent" only for supplies

of non-essential luxury goods such as alcohol which had

little or negative value for subsistence, and which they

often did without.
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The third question addressed by this study renai.ns

unanswered. The docurnents consulted up to 1840 have 1ittle
to say concerning the processes by which Europeans event-

ually exerted dominance over the Western Woods Cree leading

to the present "vertical nosaic" in Canadian social struc-

ture .

Granted, the snallpox epidernic 178L--1782, the influx

of freenen, Mohawks and "Bungees" into the study area in

the late 1780s and 1790s all weakened Cree control over

theiî economic, political and social lives. Nevertheless,

even after the establishnent of HBC rnonopoly in 1821 the

Cree clearly demonstrated that they continued to rnaintain

enough independence to resíst HBC efforts to control the

system. They were quite able to withdraw fron the tlade

system when it suited the¡n in order to "do 1itt1e in the

fur way" (even when fur bearers and provisions were

abundant), or to take a hard bargai.ning position in order

to obtain luxury ltems such as alcohol which the HBC

was becorning more reluctant to traffic.
Therefore, given the degree of independence shown

by the Cree up to 1840, we must look to the following

period, endì.ng wíth the tTeaty negotiations and signing

in 1875--L876, for evidence explaining the loss of Cree

autonomy.

We night speculate that the deteriorating ecological

situation, compounded by the tendency toward sedentarisa-

tion around the rnission station at The Pas resulting in

overexploítation of locaL fish resources, partially ex-
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plains the tipping of the power balance in favour of the

Europeans (cf ,K, Pettipas 7972:118-19; 1980). In addition,

such events as 1-) the fragrnentation of the connunity into

Christian- -heathen factions; 2) the assurnption of leader-

ship roles by rnissionaries; 3) the subsequent substitution

of a Victorian value systen through the nission school;

4) the appearance of alternative patterns to the tTadi-

tional seasonal nobility subsistence strategy in the un-

certainty of "parochial vi1lage" agriculture; all helped

to disrupt the previous situation of Cree control. It is

c1ear, however, that aLI of these factors came into play

after 1840.

The fourth question to be addressed by this study

concerned the applicabífity of the sociological general-

isations of Barth, Noel and Lieberson to the historical
developrnent of Cree/trader relations. Fron the analysis

in the preceeding chapters, it is clear that the key var-

iables outlined by these scholars do in fact explain the

type of relations which developed between Cree trappers

and European traders.

It has been shown above that conflict between dif-
ferent cultures is not an inevitable result of contact

bet\^reen tr^ro groups of people. Although ethnocentrism

was present on both sides, the initial power balance

favouring Indians, as well as the benefits which accrued

to both sides fron the trade contact ' were such that the

relationship can only be described as "syrnbiotic[ in

Van de Berghers (1981) terns. This outcome is in contrast
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to the power relations characteristic of the conditions of

European nigrant superordination whj"ch developed on the

Atlantic slope (cf.Jennings 1979; Sheehan 1980; Drinnon

19S0), The types of attitudes characteristic of the traders

west of Hudson Bay were identical to those held by their

counterparts on the Atlantic s1ope. What differed in the

relationship was fírst, the continuing nunerical and stra-

tegic power balance favouring Indians, and second, the

existance of cornplernentary goals or, after Larrabee,

" c ornp l irnent ary cultural themes",

This study also confirns the theory that relatively
litt1e conflict results under conditions of indigneous

superor<lination. The English traders worked within the

constïaints of Cree dominance. The conflict which did

oeeur with French and Canadian traders was a reaction of

the more powerful partner in the relationship against the

presurnptions of the weaker attempting to exeït authority

over situations which were strategically and socially

beyond their cont ro 1 .

The applicability of the theories of culture change

have also been demonstlated in the above chapters. Much

of Cree culture change can be explained by reference to

the selective nature of the process. It is crucial to
distinguish those new elenents which are superficially
integrated, in terns of the rneanings and functions supplied

to then by the Indian innovators, from those aspects

which denand significant adjustment in the accepting cu1-

ture in order to function. It seens evident that the vast
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najority of innovations stirnulated by the fur tÌade contact

situation were in fact adjustnìents in aspects outside the

core culture. In Lurie's (1968) terñìs, ¡nuch of the culture

change undergone by the Cree up to 1840 was "Type I"
rather than "Type II". Type I change implies superficial

adoption of traits into the culture through the provision

of Indian functions and neanings to the new elenents.

The introduction of new technology and instrunental techni-

ques had 1ittle.si-gnificant effect on the core culture of

the Cree because these innovations were ernployed largely

to neet traditional goals and needs. In fact, participa'

tion in the fur trade often meant only an intensification

of aboriginal subsistence patterns. It is clear for ex-

ample that subsistence acitivities continued to take prec-

dence over trapping activities throughout the period up

to 1840. In addition, even the effects of epidernic dis-

eases had less effect on Cree culture than those such

as Martin (1978) would predict.

Further, although the HBC attenpted directed culture

change, in the realms of leadership, fur production, and

warfare for exarnple, they achieved felv of their goals.

For exarnple, although those individuals who were designated

as "trading captains" achieved a certain amount of defer-

ence and special treatnent fron the Europeans (thus provid-

ing avenues for the anbitious individual to augment tïa-
ditional status), the real Þoh¡er accompanying these posi'

tions was an mininal as it had been in traditional tenpor-

ary, task-oriented leadership' Throughout the period
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under consideration these Cornpany-designated I'principal nen"

consistently failed to be able to deliver on promises when

their followerst interests lay in other directions. Although

the status of such nen was indeed augnented, this seemed only

to marginalise then rather than invest the¡n with any effec-

tive power anong their peers.

The Cornpany was sirnilarly ineffective in altering

the Cree participation in warfare, their conceptions of

conservation, or in altering their production and prepara-

tion of furs to neet the vagaries of European narkets. The

assumption of rapid culture change among the Cree west of

Hudson Bay must therefore be disputed (cf .He1n, Rogers and

Smith 1981:148) .

With regard to theories on ethnicity, frorn analysis

of the data on Creeftraðer relations it appears as if the

concept of I'interest group" proposed by Tiigger (1975)

(after Brecht) is a more useful unit of analysis than that

of "ethnic group". Although ethnicity is a prinary organ-

isational feature of the Cree interest group, the boundary

which turns out to have been as significant as culture was

that of econornic interest. This is obvious since European

"renegades" and nixed-descent t'freenen" who possessed non-

Cree cultures iì/ere denìonstrably rnernbers of the sa¡ne inter-

est gïoup and acted in concert r,/ith the Cree, In other

cases, Cree "trading captains", although they possessed

the same culture, found thernselves unable to naintain a

following anong their Cree confretes. This was so because

the interests of their band menbers often lay elsewhere
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than with those of the trader-supported "1eaders", More

attention should therefore be gíven to this concept ín

future analyses of Cree/lrader relations,
What then can be said about the relationship of the

findings of this study to the present socioeconomíc prob-

lerns in The Pas identified in the final question posed

at the outset of this study? It is not altogether clear

whether these findings have any direct relevance to present

conditions other than as a setting for changes after 1840.

The patterns of indigenous superordination and symbiotic

relations which have been delinoated above cannot explain

the ernergence of later conflict and stratification in the

relationship, Barth and Noel suggest that the "Conflict
Franework" would be more useful here, Therefore, although

the pattern of Cree independence outlined above the

relevance for such contenporaïy questions as self-govern-

rnent and hunting rights for exanple , it may have only

peripheral significance to the prirnary problern of socio-

econornic deprivation.

It seems clear that authors such as Loxley (1981),

ì Rothney (1975) and Elias (1971) are indeed correct in

saying that the Cree have been consistently underdeveloped

y the mercantilist and later the industrial capitalistrtl

I
systen into an exploited underclass. However, the effect
of this continuing und e rdeve l opnent occurs nuch later than

is indicated by any of the above authors. Cree/trader

relations as late as 1840 are by no neans identifiably
class relations. The Cree continued to naintain a separate
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and independent socía1 , political and economic system.

Access to resources and control over their own labour re-

rnained in Cree hands right up to the close of the periocl

under study. The continued extïaction of surplus value

fron the region had no immediate effects on the Cree--unti1

hunting ceased to be a viable occupation; until they becane

in fact dependent on trapping for subsistence; and until
the penetratíon of the industTial capitalist systen marg-

inalised then. At the close of the period exanined this
study the hunting rneans of subsistence, was denonstrably

sti11 able to provide self-sufficiency for the Western

Woods Cree. The traders were not as successful as they

had hoped to be in integrating the traditional Cree hunting

economy into the mercantilist fur trade systen. This inte-
gration of the Cree as an exploited underclass occurred

only after the purview of this study.

Some questions which have been raised in this study

remain unanswered. For one, it is not altogether clear

who are being referred to under the rubric rrBungeerr. Most

of the recent archaeological scholarship on the question

indicates that during the 1790s the Cunberland House area

was infiltrated by the Swanpy Cree (H1ady 1970:96, L20).

In The Cunberland House journals, however, the only new

group beside the Iroquois and freernen to be mentioned

are referred to as the "Bungee". The term Bungee, there-

fore, rnay indeed refer to Swarnpy Cree (cf . Ray 1971:208)

and not to Oj ibwa as has been the past interpretation.

Although "Bungee" nay indeed apply to 0j ibwa elsewhere,
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there is no real Teason to believe that the traders were

naintaining ethnographic consistency in their descríptions,

especially since beginning in the early 1800s they also

began to use the tern "Saulteaux" when referring to the

0jibwa, Rogers (1965a:óó) notes for example that the traders

in northern Ontario also had difficulty in distinguishing

Cree from 0j ibwa, Nevertheless, this interpretation re-

quires further investigation,

There is also the question of why relations between

the Western Woods Cree and the HBC traders were so much

nore srnooth than those wíth the Norrwesters? With the

forrner the Cree developed a synbiotic contact character-

ised by a generally balanced reciprocity, while relations

with the NWC were often of the negative reciprocity type.

The explanation nust go lnore deeply than a reliance on

different personality types between employees of the two

cornpanies. More research along the lines followed by

Van Kirk and Brown is required.

What, therefore, are the inplications of this study

for future research? Picking up first on the connents

of the above paragraphs, it is necessary that the period

,after 1840 be exanined in light of the theories of con-

l

I
I

ì

I

f1 ict and unde rdeve l oprnent (cf.Loxley 1981; Rothney f975).

Docunentation for this period happily becotnes rnuch

nore diverse. Along with the continuing records of the

Hudsonts Bay Conpany, Church Missionary Society papers 
'

scientific expedition reports such as that produced by

Dawson and Hind, and after 1876 when the Swarnpy Cree in
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the study area signed an adhesion to Treaty Number 5,

Departnent of Indian Affairs records should provide a wealth

of data,

Further research into the earlier contact period is
also required in the papers of the French and Canadian fur
traders such as those available in the Masson collection
at McGí11 University, This is crucial in order to balance

the nore accessible data in the Hudsonts Bay Cornpany records

Research is also needed on the subj ect of the freemen and

rnixed-descent people in the area as a special group in

their own right, as well as on their relations with the

loca1 Cree,

It is cruciaL, if ít is to have siginificance beyond

the period examined, that this study be continued right up

to the present. It is strongly recornrnended that an oral

history project be undertaken in the study area as soon

as possible. Such a project should be supported with re-

search in the docurnents cited above as well as in the

records of The Pas Band and the Town of The Pas. Provin-

cial records such as Manitoba Hydro docunents as well as

the 1ocal newspapers which begin in 1912 should also be

consulted. The collection of the Sam Wal1er Little Northern

Museurn is another key source of data that should not be

overlooked.

It is also irnportant that research be completed on

lndian and nixed-descent Native involvenent in the devel-op-

ing industrialisation of the area. For exarnple, rnany of

the railway section gangs north of The Pas were cornposed
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of Native workers, yet this area of Native history has been

seriously neglected (Knight 1978).

Thís study has, therefore, obviously nade only a rnodest

beginning for irnportant research which ideally should ex-

arnine the entíre sweep of Indian/non-Indian relations in
the Curnberland House/The Pas region fron first contact to

the present.

It is abundantly clear that an eclectic approach to

the explanation of interethnic relations over tirne such as

has been enployed in this study is a prerequisite for a

true understanding of the dynamícs of these relations.

Only with such an approach will we be able to make fu11y

inforned conclusions about the orì.gins, developnent, pres-

ent state, and neans of redress of the difficulties which

pervade the modern socioeconomic situation. Hopefully,

this present effort will help to stinulate such reseatch.
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E NDNOTE S

CHAPTER I

In the words of Michelet, "He who would confine his
thoughts to the present tirne w111 not understand
present reality,"
For brief accounts of these issues, consult the following
articles: The Pas Herald, February 9, April L3' 1'978;
The Opasquia Ti¡nes, April 5, 1978; :February 9, 1983;
Winnipeg Free Press, March 9, 1981; April 22' 198L;
Septernber 4, 1981; May 27, 1980; September 4 6 6, 1980;
and Raby (1972).

After Snith (1981) the term Western Woods Cree as used
here is inclusive of both the Rocky and Swanpy Cree in
the study area and correlates nore or less with the
vague teïn often used in the historical literature--the
"Iñland Cree" as opposed to the Coast or "Home Guard"
Cree,

In this study I'dependence" is defined as the condition
of reliance upon something or soneone else for mainten-
ance and support, implying subjection to control or
diÌection by another,

3

4

Keesing and Keesing (1971:345) define "congruence"
shared ideational systens characterised by common
synthesised prernises, values and goals which al1ow
the two groups in contact to acculturate.

or

1

CHAPTER II
For a description of this habitat see Pruitt (
Pettipas (1980), Helrn (1981), Gillespie (1981)
and Srn i th (1981).

These dates are questioned by Ray (1978:32-33)

1978),
, Rogers

z

Service (1966:52) nakes a further distinction between
"authority" ancl rnere "inf1uence".

4. The English too hrere concerned with this acculturat i on
1979; Axtellp

)
and
1981

assed laws to ïestrict it (Jennings
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Trading "en derouine" is defined as the process of car-
rying traile gooãE-lflrectly to the Indian carnps rather
than waíting for trappers to bring their furs to the
trading posts.

1 These exp lorers
Fox in 16 31 ( l\r ,

CHAPTER III

included Button in
L, Morton 1957:5-7
).

Munk in 1619
Janes in 163

16\2,
, and 2

(Dragge 1748

Present day The Pas is referred to variously in the
docurnents as Paskíac, Paskoyac, Pasquayah, Basquiau
and so on. All are said to be corruptions of 1) the
Cree word for Saskatchewan River (Burpee 1927:24-ZS) ,
or 2) the word meaníng narrow place between high banks
(Tyrre11 1934:109) .

See footnote #4, CHAPTER Ï,
Indeed the London Connittee of the HBC fu11y supported
Radisson and resolved to "cast our whole hopes of a
great Ç Flourishing trade upon you E your contivance"
(Nutte 1977:327).

r82

5

6

Hereafter only docun
cited, York Fac tory
House j ournals as B,

folio numbers wí11 be
as B,239 /a and Cunberland

ent and
)
4
ournal s
9/a.

The copy in Graham's Observations (8.2/4) ís nore
reliabiê than Burpee (1907) according to WiIlians (1978).

Beaver tail was an inportant source of necessary fat
calories in the taiga biome and the anirnal also had
ceremonial irnp o rt ance (Morantz 1980b:79).

Henday describes the French post at Basquiau as follols
This house is about 26 foot Iong, 12 foot wide,
9 foot high to the ridge, having a sloaping
roof, the-wa1Is 1og upòn 1og' the top covered
with birch rind, it is divided into three
appartrnents, one for trading goods, and where
tiiè Master lives; one for the men; ancl one for
the furs 6c (E.2/4:58).

The contenporary neaning of the tern "debauch" was
to alienatè, regardless of the rneans of acconplishing
it (cf.8.49/ a/ 35:12; Saum 1965:149).

Here again, Ewers (1967) has some important things to
say relarding rnisconceptions which are- perpetrated by
iliustiationi such as the ubiquitous, but inaccurate 

'trading scene showing Indians crowding in front of a
countei comparable tó the rnodern retail setting which

10



is util-ised by Gilrnan (1982:53) '

11. Sheehan (1980:110) latel contradicts hinself

Even the Hone Guard Cree, who underwent
sive contact than the inland Cree, were
their ohrn language (Kelsey 1969:191), a
in all cultures,

253

much nore intru -
maintaining
core e l ement

l2

13. For exanple, trade blankets were unravelled and the
yarn used to weave bags (Gilnan 1982:106) and utilitar-
ian objects were often used as decorative itens (Wash-
burn 1967:51-52).

L4, Goosen (797 4:17 4) late'r contradicts herself.

15. See footnote #4, CHAPTER Ï.

CHAPTER IV

1 As Malcholn Ross stated during a trip
to Cunberland House in Septenber 1786

This latter conment t
view of Indian hone s t
ever, that Sahlins (1
ity in band society i
relations were not ob

been delayed, forced to pl'oviile a1coho1, and after
having been abandoned;

,..their dernands was large on Ine, as all
rny Dependence was on thern for a canoe and
everything else, I was Obliged to put up
with the rnost of their denands (B.49/a/18:
10).

Mor antz (1980b:80) notes that the tern "starvation"
cannot always be taken 1itera1ly, as it referred to
all degrees of hunger from the necessity of relying
on nonlfavoured foods to a conplete lack of sustenance
oveï an extended period. For example, 3-n !776 Cocking
uses the phrase "He pretends that they.have been a1-
nost staried for wanä of food" (8.49/a/4:ZS), At
other tirnes traders suspected that starvation was only
given as an excuse by the Indians .for doing other than
ùhat the trader wished (e.g. 8.49/a/47:I8).

ypifies the often-repeated trader
y. It nust be rernernbered, how-
97 2:799 - 20 0) indicates that moral-
s sectorally organized' Truthful
Ligatoly with non - kinsmen .

This is in stark contrast to a later epidernic which
was effectively contïo11ed through a programrne sponsored
by the Conpany', Innoculations were carried out by. the
ti:aders, anã Tndians and Metis were instructed in the
technique of vaccination (cf.B'49/a/40:9-10; 8.49/a/49:.
25-27, 35; Ray 1974:188-90)'

from Churchi 11
after having

z

3

4
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1<t1

This tern nay in fact refer to the Swanpy Cree--see
CHAPTER VI .

6. see footnote #5, CHAPTER II
The Cumberland House Journals of 1806--1807 show Harmon
to be a frequent dínner guest and card partner at the
HBC post.

CHAPTER V

"These two nen were the sons of Orcadian servant Magnus
Twatt. UnfortunateLy, ít is beyond the scope of this
study to be able to deal extensively with the data pro-
viiled in the Cunberland House j ournals on the "countïy-
born" or Natives of "¡nixed-descent" in:the area. Tetms
referring to this group in the j ournals include "freemen",
"natives", "Indians" and "ha1f-breeds"' Such terms are
used interchangeably, often in the sarne sentence'

Two settlenents of these half-breeds centred at The Pas
(8,49/a/37:20) and Nípowin. They had been developing
since the arríva1 of the French-Canadian Freemen in
the 1790s and, by the 1820s, had becone relativel-y pern-
anent habitations (8,49/a/27 :31).

the leadership of the
arded by the trader s
ency in paying off

Mansack and Willock Twatt assuined
Nipowin "band" and were highly re
for their productivity and consis
their debts (8.49/a/42:L, 47).

t

At The Pas, Joseph Constant, a French-Canadian, assurned
authority over a large fanily' The Constants were
obviously very enterprising entrepreneurs having inter-
ests not only in trapping r but in such enterprises as.
tripping, guiding, fãining, and salt production. Their
horsi: tiading activities, seed potato exchanges and
livestock breeding operation formed only a part of-their
significant relationship with the HBC at Cunberland House
(cf.McLean 1968 :133ff . ).
Late in the period under study, the Cornp
suspect the Freemen at The Pas of engagi
own trade with the Indians and this sone
the relationship (e.g. 8.49/b/3:L7 ' 26).

More study needs to be done on this thriving cornmunity
composed of such fanilies as the Unpervilles, Laventures,
Turñers, McKays, Versailes, Gardipies, Desj arlais,
Lavallees, Chaplettes, and Ballentines '

aîy began to
in the ir
t s oured

ng
wha
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For exanple p1-aces such as
Lac La Ronge, Nelson House,
Lake.

Swan River , Carlton House,
Norway House , and Split

Such atternpts at control foreshadowed the Canadian
governnentrs restrictions on lndian movenent during
the reserve period (cf.Ponting and Gibbins 1980).

In particular, the freemen were tlusted with twice
the 1eve1 of credít (e,g. 8.49/a/42:47), In 1828
for exarnple, Mansack and Willock Twatt received 100 MB

in credit while Indians typically received no nore
than 20 MB credit G,a9/a/44:10). Indeed, what
Ponting and Gibbins (1980) refer to as "socio-fiscal
control" over Indian people was not invented by the
Canadian governnent; it existed under the HBC systen.
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